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AbsTiract

Ancient Corinth is thought to have produced three series of
transport amphoras in the Greek period. Corinthian Types A and
A', which are related in shape, in method of manufacture, and
sometimes in fabric, have been securely attributed to Corinth.
Type A was produced from the end of the 8th through the 4th
century B.C. It is easily recognized by its red and gray clay
with many laroe inclusions, its bpherical body and projecting
rim. Type A"'j which began by the early 5th century and continued
at least into the 2nd century B.C., can be distinguished by its
ovoid body and, after the mid-fifth century, by its coarse
yellow fabric. Corinthian Type B was perhaps also produced at
Corinth, although the Corinthian colony of Corcyra seems to haye
made at least some jars in this series. Manufactured from the
last quarter of the Gth into the 2nd century B.C., Corinthian B
jars have a fine fabric of yellow or light reddish brown and are
tvpical of Greek amphoras in the shape of their body and its
evolution from a short, squat form to a taller, thinner one. All
three types were shipped primarily westward to Sicily and Magna
Gt^aecia, althouqh a few are xound in the region of the Black Sea.
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Corinth is now recognisad as one of a number of Greek city-
states known to have made and exported the large, coarseware jars
used for the storage and transportation of commodities in bulk.^
Corinthian amphoras are not mentioned in the ancient literature,
but archaeological evidence has made possible the identitication
of as many as three classes that can be linked with uhat anoient
emporium. Two of these, termed Corinthian A and A', which are
related in style, in their method of manufacture, and sometimes
in fabric, have been securely attributed to Corinth. 'here is
some evidence that the third class, known as L-orintnian Type y,
was also produced at Corinth, although the L-orintnian colony ot
Corcyra seems to have manufactured at least some jars in thixs
series. Here follows a summary definition of each type and -a
chronological outline of their development in shape, with general
indications of their distribution.

Type A

Type A amphoras grew out of the tradition at Corinth that
produced large, globular storage jars in the Geometric period.-^
By the end of the Bth century B.C., the Corinthian A jar is
distinguishable from other containers by its elongated,
cylindrical toe and its vertical handles, which made it
maneuverab1e. The class is also characterized visually by a
roughly spherical body, a broad, flat rim, and heavy handles
<FTs. 1: a-c, 2:a). Until the end of their production about -300
B.C., Corinthian A jars were largely hand-built, which seems to
be exceptional for transport amphoras in the Archaic and
Classical periods.'^

Throughout its period of manttfacture, the fabric of
Corinthian A is strikingly uniform and can easily be recognized
by its reddish color and large, -angular incltisions. It is very
hard, sometimes almost vitreous, with an extremely fine clay
matrix containing qtiartz silt and chert.'* Most often the core is
gray (5YR 6/1) with outer reddish layers (2.SYR 6/6 to 7.5 YR
7/6), but the cross-section can be all red or all gray.=
External surfaces are usually a lighter pinkish-orange (7.SYR 7/4
to 7/6). In the second half of the 4th centtiry (and sometimes-
earlier), a wash of -an iron-rich material was painted or wiped on
the exterior and occasionally on the upper neck interior in
striking swirls of deep red or dark gray.

The numeroLis and distinctive red and gray inclusions in
Corinthian A fabric, which average 1 2 mm. in size, nave been
identified by petroiogical analysis as mudstone and tuffite
containing microfossils of radiolaria. Such inclu.sions have also
been identified in roof tiles found in kilns at Corinth, as well
as in terracotta sculptures and local coarsewares such as
per i rrhant er i a and hydri-ai. The sources of this temper have been
located in the immediate vicinity of ancient Corinth, including
prominent outcrops on .Acr ocor i nth.

h02.



Koehler, Corinthian Amphoras 2

Corinthian A jars accompani sd the nutnerou.s other exports
shipped trom Corinth to the west during the period of breek
eKpansion in the later 3th and 7th centuries B.C. In tact, the
chronoloqy of the beginning stages of shape for Type A depends
chiefly upon e;;afnples excavated at coastal settlements around
southeast and central Sicily and in Magna Graecia. Most of these
have been recovered from cemeteries, where such containers were
frequently reused as cinerary urns or as coffins for infants.
Jars found with qrave offerings of Protocorinthian pottery at
Schirone near Metaponto and at bela establish the borinthian A
amphora series as one of the first produced in Greece.®

The next stage of development is represented by a Type A jar
found in a stratified well deposit of the third quarter of the
7th century (PI. l:a).'' Considerable skill and care were
expended in precise trimming of rim and bevelled cap toe,
qualities which marked the many diverse products of the
Corinthian ceramics industry which flourished at this period,
Amphoras very like this one appear at Camarina on the
southeastern coast of Sicily at the time of its foundation a
quarter of a century later and other jars from the Archaic
cemetery there indicate the evolution in shape of Type A
throughout the 6th century B„C.^'=

Other finds at Corinth mark sixth-century stages in the
trend toward a more sharply curving body, a narrower toe and
neck, and a less massive rim.^^ By the beginning of the 5th
century, these tendencies result in the slightly flattened
shoulder of the small Type A amphora from a well in the Athenian
Agora (PI. l:b).^= Its cylindrical toe is distinct in profile
from the body, and its handles are slightly pinched at the top,
so that their section is no longer round but increasingly ovoid.
Larger counterparts of this amphora were v-jidely exported
throughout the Greek world in the later 6th and early 5th
centuries, as finds from Gela to the Elizavetovskoe settlement on
the Don demonstrate.

In the first quarter of the 5th century, the upper surface
of the horizontal Type A rim begins to slant down (PI. Isc); by
the mid-fifth century, the handles, now more sharply pinched at
the top, are occasionally stamped at the base with a palmette. ^
The generally spherical shape of the body on Type A jars
continues to the end of their manufacture at the close of the 4t.h
century (PI. 2;a).^® Immediately recognizable characteristics of
such jars are a peg toe ('which provides a firm grip for lifting)
and a heavier, overheinging rim which rests on the spiny top edge
of the handles. In section the handles are triangular or
teardrop—shaped at the top and round or slightly oval at the
bottom. A palmette is sometimes stamped at the base of one or
both handles in the second half of the 4th century; occasionally
a single letter.or monogram appears on the upper flat side of
either handle.Nearly all Corinthian A jars known of the 5th
and 4th centuries have been found at Corinth.

.Oi
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Type A--

Corinthian Type A""" (PI. 2;b, c) was isolated as a distinct
class of amphoras when numerous fragmentary S5:amples were
excavated in a fitth—century establishment at Corinth known as
the Punic Amphora Building. Type A^" can be di t-f erenti ated from
Type A in the ovoid shape of its body and, particularly after the
middle of the 5th century, in its fabric. It shares with type A,
however, an overall similarity of shape and in particular the
broad, sloping rim; the method of cohstructioh by hand; and,
before the mid—fifth century, sometimes also the same clay and/or
mudstone inclusions.^® Appearing alongside Corinthian A at least
by the early 5th century B.C., Type A' continued through the 4th
century and apparently replaced Type A in the -drd and 2hd
centuries B.C. It seems to have functioned largely as an export
container, ending up, like Corinthian A jars in an earlier
period, primarily in Sicily and Magna braecia.

Benerally speaking, Type A' jars are related in fabric to
most of the common types of Corinthian ceramics; with the
exception of some in the earliest decades ot tiheir production,
they are made of fine yellow clay and the usual inclusions after
the mid—fifth century are fine quartz sand, chert, and lime.^"'
The surface of Corinthian A' jars is light pink to light yellow
(ranging from lOYR 8/2 to lOYR 8/3 to 7.oYR //4) and exhibits no
treatment beyond the final wiping or smoothing. in cross-section
the color is qenerally pink (5YR 3/4 to /.5YR 7/4); often there
is an outer layer of the same color as the surface.

Corinthian A" jars show some evolution of form, although
after the middle of the 5th century the lack of well dated
excavation contexts and the profusion of variations makes it hard
to establish a clear linear devel opment. In the later 5th and
the 4th centuries, the slope of the overhanging rim gradually
steepens, as on contemporary Type A jars. The neck narrows and
the high shoulder broadens (PI. 2;b). Handles are curved in plan
and round in diameter, decreasing in size uoward the bottom.
Stamps on the handles are infrequent in this period, but there
are a few, some similar to those found on Type A.^^

In the beginning of the 3rd century, the production of Type
seems to have expanded, even as that of Corinthian A ceased.

Numerous fraqments of such amphoras which were found (together
with Type B jars) in a shipwrecked cargo at Stentinello near
Syracuse and another at Savelletri near Brindisi suggest
extensive Corinthian exports in the first; half of the 3rd century
B.C. and show further stylistic evolution.The point of
maximum diameter on the ovoid body of Corinthian A' has dropped
to the center; the cap toe is conical. Gradually the slant of
the rim steepens and acquires a bevel at about its midpoint. The
latest pieces from the Savelletri cargo, which are similar to a
jar from Corfu (PI. 2:c), demonstrate that by the middle of the
3rd century the collarlike rim is nearly vertical, the neck
flared toward the bottom, and the toe enlarged, with compound
curve in profile. Stamps occur rarely and include three names.

I.O^
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Type B

Corinthian Type B ampnoras are marked by a more or iess
ovoid body, a flaring rim, and vertical, arched handles (F'lj,
4). These jars were manufactured from about o25 to at least the
late 3rd century and probably into the 2nd century B.U. Type B
jars were exported primarily to the west, and are found at many
sites where Type A and A' jars have been recovered.

Corinthian B fabric is generally light in color and fine in
texture. Petrological analysis has shown that throughout their
production Type B jars were made predominantly of the yellow clay
that characteri2es most Corinthian ceramics; surface and
interior are usually light pink to light brownish yellow (5YR 3/4
to 7.5YR 7/4). After the third quarter of the 4th century,
however, some appear instead in a fabric that is similar to the
first but liqht reddish—brown in color (2.0/R 6/3). Inclusions
are mostly small ones of quartz ana cnert, with no mudstone or
tuffite; small voids or pores are often noticeable in cross-
section.^'^ The surface of jars made from yellow clay is finished
simply by wiping or smoo'hhing, but the redd i sh—brov^n jars of the
first half of the 3rd century are usually covered with a pale
buff sii p.

Originally the Type B series was tentatively assigned by
Virginia Grace to the Corinthian colony of Corcyra.== An ancient
source that has come down to us as part of the Aristotelian
corpus describes a centralized market in northern breece to which
merchants come from the F'ontus wi'hh i_esbian, Chi an, and Thasian
goods, and others from the Adriatic with Corcyraean amphoras.
The relatively small number of Corinthian B jars and stamped
handles found on Corfu and in the waters around it were
candidates for the class to which he referred, since very few
amphoras of any other type had been excavated on the island.
Nevertheless, although KepKupKUKobs Ixpcbope Cs indicates that the
t'ype was associated with Corcyra, it does not exclude that the
jars so named could have been manufactured elsewhere as well.
Other evidence links the Type B series to Corinth, where
increasing numbers of them have been excavated in the past two
decades. Type B jars found at Corinth document the whole range
of development of the series and, at 416 inventoried pieces,
outnumber any other contemporary amphora type found at Corin'th
<including even the Corinthian A and A' series, of which the
inventoried examples at Corinth together total 324). Analysis by
neutron activation has in fact matched the fabric of T-ype B jars
with that of other Corinthian pottery.

More recent analyses using optical emission and Mbssbauer
spectroscopy have separated Type B jars into two fabric groups on
the basis of (resoecti'vely) chemical composition and the nature
of the iron in the clay. Those results linked some of the test
group of amphoras with the control group of coarsewares from
Corinth, as had the neutron activation study, but they also
matched other Type B jars with coarse pottery made on Corfu. The
two techniques did not assign individual jars to the same group

(•or
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ip g\/0py cas0 5 but ths general conclusion was clears at least
some Corinthian B jars were made in Corcyra trom tne Archaic
period throuch the early 3rd century, at the same time that they
were being produced in Corinth

The two groups o+ Type B amphoras established by phys-ico~
chemical analyses can not be distinguished either stylistically
or petrol oq i cal 1y 5 -further evidence is needed for a complete
e;:planation of the manufacture of the Corinthian B series.-'®
Very recent excavations in a potters' quarter on Corfu ofrer
d i rec t evi denes for the attri but ion of at 1 east some Lor i n-th i an
Type B jars. A large area with several kilns has revealed
quantities of fragments and kiln wasters ot iype B ampnoras vjnicn
date from the second half of the Oth to the mid—third centuries
B.C.^° This does not rule out the possibility that i ypt^ B jar-=
were also made at Corinth. In any case, the many examples^from
shipwrecks and other sites show that Corintnian A, A and ht jars
were often shipped together; the network of di s'cr i bu ui on, at the
least, seems linked to Corinth. Until the relacionshiu of
Corinth and its colony of Corcyra in the matter of production and
export of these containers can be more fully explained, it seems
best to retain the current nomenclature for the aeries.

Amphoras of the Corinthian B series exhibit a quite regular
evolution of profile. Numerous jars and fragments dated by
context at both Corinth and Athens attest the shape of the
earliest Type B jars, which belong to the last quarter of the 6th
century B.C. (Pi". 35a).Already several char acter i st i cs of the
class are clearly defineds the rounded, outward—thickened rim,
the ridge or offset band around the top of the neck, and the
arching, vertical handles. About 480 B.C., the cylindrical toe
becomes'smaller and the rim flared; by the middle of the 5th
century the body is ovoid and the toe a conical cap '.PI. -jsb) .
Such iars were exported to many sites in Greece and also in the
west.

From this point on, the body of Corinthian B amphoras
gradually lengthens and narrows, following a tendency general for
most transport amphoras throughout the Greek period. From the
beginning of the 4th century, the toe is formed together with the
body and continues its line, although initially it is articulated
by a deep groove (PI. 35c).=^ By the end of the 4th century,
neck and handles are taller, and the elongation of the body is
even more pronounced (PI. 4:a).^= Often a wide band of shallow
grooves accentuates the broad, high shoulder, possibly the
impression made by a girdle of sticks as the vessel dried.^^ The
upper neck, still with a ridge or groove (or two) around its top,
is oval and the flaring rim is pinched where it rises over the
handles, so that in plan view it often resembles a figure-
eight.

The still more exaggeratedly piriform body of the jar in PI.
45b can probably be dated toward the end of the first quarter of
the 3rd century B.C., since it seems to be a slightly later
stylistic stage than the 13 Type B jars from a deposit buried in

/.Ofe
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tns destruction ot Gel a in 230 Its shoulder slopes
soiTiewhat more, and the rim, although still -flared, is more
compact and has an almost triangular section. The la'cest of 'the
Corinthian B necks from the Stentinello wreck are appro;-: i matel y
contemporary with the importan-t group at Gel a, somewhat later
still and datable to the second quarter of the 3rd century are
the pieces from the shipwreck at Savel 1etr i .These and other
groups in the west show that the period of greatest e;-;port of
Corinthian B amphoras was in the latter par't of the 4-hh and first
half of the 3rd century B,C.^'^ On the Corinthian B jar tops from
Savelletri, the rim shortens to a roll, above which the heavy
handles arch, and the toe develops a slight bulge at its tip. At
about the middle of the 3rd century, the point of ma;-; i mum
diameter drops well below the shoulder, as i 11 us-t-~ated by the
biconical body on an intact find in Patras from the sea (PI.
4; c) .

Not much later there is a major, perhaps abrupt, change in
Corinthian B larss The shoulder becomes less angular and the
neck smaller in proportion to the whole boay, witn a small rim
that is semi-~c i rcul ar in section. Most stri kingly, the handles
now lose their arch and attach below the rim.'^^ E;-:ampies of
this latest stage in the development of Type B have appeared
recently in e;-;cavat i one at Corinth but cannot be dated more
closely than the mid-third to second century B.C.? presumabl-y
their production ceased when the Romans under Mummius sacked the
city in 146.

Stamps appear on some Corinthian B jars primaril-y after the
middle of the 4th century, impressed either on the top of the
curve of the handle or at its lower attachmen-t. More jars seem
to have been stamped in the late 4th and early 3rd centuries?
for instance, 3 of IS Type B amphoras in the deposit at Gela bear
stamps. Some 400 different dies are known. Generally, single
letters, ligatures, or simple monograms were impressed on the top
of a handle or at its base, but small pictorial devices were also
popular.These are likely to be potter's marks, but their
significance remains uncertain. Dipinti, nearly always in red
and showing one to three letters, a ligature, or a monogram,
occur with some regularity.

There is little mention of commodities that might have been
carried in the jars of these three series; wine and oil are the
most obvious candidates. The reputation of Corinthian wine
suggests that i-t would have been e;-;ported strictly as vi n
ordi nai re; Athenaeus quotes Ale;-:is, a poet of Middle Comedy, as
despising Corinthian wine as hard (cTK.Xripds)—torturously bad, in
fact: oVvDs ^svtKds riKpffv tA vcip Kopi(v'Bi,« l3«a«vLo-uds
(Corcyraean wine, on the other hand, is mentioned in the
Dei onosooh i stae as taking aging very well: x«pi^'Ho-tktoc 'S orvos
'its V b KepKiiipwCos .

Analyses using gas chromatography have not to date
identified organic material representing the original contents of
A, A' or B amphoras. A very tentative hypothesis or two may be

/.d?
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sugqestsd, however. It is aassible that Corihtniah B carried Xll. ^
wihe, si hce Type B jars were/vcaated on the interior v-jith a /
resinous substance which keot the liquid tram soaking into the
porous taoric of the container, a practice known to have oeen
used for jars that carried wine or semi—liquid contents (but not
oil).^*^ In turn, the fabric of Type A jars assQci^^^a^^d ^
with that of oil—carrying lekythoi, lamps, and other vessels of
the 5th and 4th centuries made at Corinth of blisterware, a clay
related to that of Type Certainly the hardness of
blisterware vessels and of Corinthian A jars was well adapted to
withstand erosion caused by oil, and their impermeable wails
would not have required any lining."^® Type A"" jars, on the^^_other
hand, were permeable and would have had to be coated with ?rosirf^
beeswax or some other substance that would not have sooiled the
contents. No trace of a lining on Corinthian A' amphoras is
known.

Direct measurements of capacity have been taken for together
nearly 200 jars of .the three Corinthian types. tor some
amphora classes in some periods a size or series of sizes can be
recovered, but sizes nave not been recovered for Corinthian A and
A-.=o Type A jars are on the whole much larger than those of
other Greek amphora series; in all periods they held various
amounts, the smallest about 18 liters, the largest 7u, and the
majority above 40. Type A' jars range in size from roughly IB to
50 liters. With Corinthian B amohoras, however, the results have
been more promising. Their span for the entire period of
production is 19.3 to 27.6 liters, with some jars of a much
smaller size, but for the early 3rd century Corinthian B jars
seem to have achieved a certain intended size. Ten jars at Gela
from the deposit in the Via Polieno (see above) which were
measured with water held a mean of 25.0 liters +./- one standard
deviation of 0.995 liter. Further measurements of chronological
groups of intact Corinthian A, A" and B amphoras, when these are
available, will determine whether there were "normal" sizes for
Type A and A"" jars as well, and for Type B jars in other periods,

Corinthian amphoras furnish important evidence about the
economics and trade not only of Corinth but of the wider Greek
world as well. I.B. Brashinskii and I.B. Zeest have shown that
they formed at least some part of exports to the Black Sea and
other areas to the northeast of the Greek mainland. Corinthian
jas have not been identified hitherto in any great amount in
these regions, but it is hoped that this survey will help to
bring about an assessment of their role in such trade.

Carolyn G. Koehler

Associate Professor

Department of Ancient Studies
University of Maryland Baltimore County
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 U.S.A.
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Not Si

thank the Texas Antiquities Commission for permission to
reprint as Pis. 1—4 here Figs. 1 and 2 from C.to. Koehlers
"Evidence around the Mediterranean -for Corinthian txport o-f Wine
and Oil," in J. Barto Arnold, III, ed., Beneath the Waters of
Ti me: The Proceedings o-P the Ninth Con-ference on Underwater
Archaeology, Texas Antiquities Committee Publication 6, Austin
197sl 231—239 (referred to below as Koehler 1973). I am
very grateful to M.B. Wallace for useful comments on earlier
versions of this paper.

The results of the author^s study of uorinthian amphoras
first appeared as Corinthian A and B iransoort Amphoras, Ph.D.
dissertation, Princeton University 19/3. In updated form the
full work will soon appear as Cor i nth i an Ijcansuajit—Amphoras. The
following, with the short references used when they appear in
this article, are interim publications on various aspects of the
topic: "Corinthian Developments in the btudy of ir ade in the
Fifth Century," Hesperia 50, 1981, pp. 449—453 (Koehler 1931);
"Amphoras on Amphoras," Hesperi a 51, 1932, pp. 234 292 (Koehler
1932); P.B. Vandiver and C.G. Koenler, "Structure, Processing,
Properties and Style of Corinthian Transport Amphoras," in W.D.
Kinqery, ed., Technology and Stvls, ceramics and Civilization 2,
Columbus, Ohio 1936, pp. 173—215 (Vandiver and Koehler 1936);
I.K. Whitbread, The Application of Ceramic Petrology to the Study
of Ancient Greek Transport Amohorae, with Special Reference to
Corinthian Amphora Production, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Southampton 1986 (Whitbread diss..',

^C. Pfaff, "A Geometric Well at Corinth; Well 1981-6,"
Hesperia 57, 1988, pp. 21—80, at 29—31, traces the
development of the coarseware storage amphora in the Geometric
period at Corinth. See also Koehler 1931, p. 451, pi. 98;a
(where for C—1962—162 read C—1972—162).

^Corinthian A bodies and rims were always shaped by hand (as
Geometric pots had been), and so also the necks until the second
half of the 4th century, when they began to be thrown on the wheej
(Vandiver and Koehler 1936, pp. 182, 137).

^Whitbread diss., pp. 339—343. For a brief summary of the
petrological analyses of Corinthian amohoras, see I.K. Whitbread,
"The Characterisation of Argillaceous Inclusions in Ceramic Thin
Sections," Archaeometrv 28, 1936, pp. 79—38, at pp. 34—86;
i dem, "The Application of Ceramic Petrology to the Study of
Ancient Greek Amphorae," in Empereur, J.-Y. and Garlan, Y., eds.,
BCH SupPi. 13, Recherches sur 1es Amphores Grecques, Paris 1936,
pp. 95—101, at pp. 97—100.

"A1phanumerical descriptions in parentheses are taken from
Munsel 1 Soil Color Charts. Baltimore 1975.
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^Semiauantitat1ve surface analysis using non—Qastructive
ray fiuorescsncs soectrometry. undertaken in 1976 by R»h.» Jones

of the Fitch Laboratory, British School at Athens,

^Whithread dies,, op. 339—343, analysis of iype A; pp.
363—378, other Corinthian ceramics. Location of temper, M.
Farnsworth, "Corinthian pottery: Technical Studies," AJA /4,
1970, pp. 9—20, at pp. 9—11; Whitbread diss., po. 389—391.

^Koehler 1981, p. 451, pi. 98:b; D. Adamesteanu,
Basilicata Antica: Storia et monumenti, CCava dei Tirrenil, Di
iiauro 1974, p. 112 and photograph •. 113, left., of an amphora
from the necropolis at Schirone (Policoro); idem, "F'redio La
Paglia CGelaJ. Nuovi ritrovamenti nella necropoii archaica," NSc
10, 1956, pp. 281—288, at po. 285—286, fig. 6 and Koehler 1978,
fig. 3a. There are numerous other exports of Corinthian jars,
but here and in the notes that follow only a few representative
examoles with published i11ustrations can be cited.

''C-1962-644; D.A. Amyx and P. Lawrence, Corinth, VII, li.
Archaic Corinthian Pottery and the Anaoloqa iAiell , Princeton,
1975, nr. An 306, po. 157—158. pis. 79, 110 and Koenler 1981, p.
451, pi. 9a;c: cf. An 288, 290, and 304, on pp. 154, 155, 157,
pis. 80, 81, 110. For a contemporary vessel of large size, see P.

//' Orlandini, "Villa Garibaldi, Nuovi r;^rovamenti nella necropoii
arcaica," NSc 10, 1956, pp. 291—316, at pp. Z'-il—293, fip. 5:a.2^

i'^Thanks go to P. Pelagatti, then Superintendent of
Antiquities for Eastern Sicily, for making it possible for me to
examine jars at Camarina in 1974 and 1979 and to mention them,

^^Jar of the 580's or 570's, C.K, Williams, II, "Corinth
1977, Forum Southwest," Hesperi a 47, 1978, pp. i—39, nr. 1, pp.
5, 8, 34, pi. 1 and Koehler 1981, p. 452, pi. 9S;d; jar of the
second quarter of the 6th century, E. Brann, "A well of the
"Cor i nthi an period found in Corinth," Hesperi a 25, 1956, nr. 59,
pp. 365—366, pi. 58 and Koehler 1981, p. 452, pi. 98;e.

/e.

1 2 P 12795; V.R. brace, Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Tradt
rev. ed., Agora Picture Book 6, lv79, fiq, 35, left; Koehler
1981, p. 452, pi. 98;f.

Adamesteanu, "Scoperta di tomb^ grecne in Via
Francesco Crispi," NSc 14, 1960, pp. 137—151, at p. 141, fig.
6;b; Tomb 4 contained a miniature Corinthian skyphos dated to
the early 6th century (ibid., fig. 7;b, p. 137) which could,
according to D.A. Amyx, belong to the second half of the 6th
century as well (personal communication). Exports to
Elizavetovskoe; I.E. Brashinskii, "New materials toward the
study of economic relations of Olbia in the sixth to fourth
centuries B.C.^" Archeol oqi a 19, 1968, pp. 45—59, at pp. 45—48;
id^fn, "New evidence of Greek imports in the Lower Don, according
to materials found in the Elizavetoskoe townsize and cemetery,"

Communications of the Institute of Archaeoloav of the
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Academy ot Sciences of the U.S-S.R 124, i9/U, pp. 12, 16—18;
I.B. Zeest, Pottery Containers of the Bosporos, iloecow i960,
p. 71, fig. 1:5.

^^C-1937-2037: M.T. Campbell, "A Well of the Black-Figure
Period at Corinth," Hesperi a 7, 193S, pp. 557 611, nr. 2ul, pp.
605—606, fig. 27; Koehler 1981, p. 454, pi, 98:0. For a jar of
the mid-fifth century, see M.Z. Pease, "A Well of the Late Fifth
Century at Corinth," Hesoeria 6, 1937, pp. 257 316, no. LOU, p.
303, fig, 34; Koehler 1981, p. 454, fig. l5d, pi. 9a;h.

^=Qther iars of the second half of the 4th century; 3.8.
Weinberg, "A Cross-Section of Corinthian Antiguities (Excayations
of 1940) , " Hesoer i a 17, 1948, pp. 19U 241, nr, c: 13, p. 233, pi.
85; H.s!, Robinson, "A Sanctuary and Cemetery in Western
Corinth," Hesoeri a 33, 1969, nr. 2, p. 9, pi, 2,

i^Fourth—century Type A stamps are illustrateo, e, G_n , in B,
Adamshek, Kenchreais Eastern Port of Corintn, #, The Pottery.
Leiden 1979, nr, Gr 82, p. 32, ol. 9 (monogram) and C.K, Williams,
II, "Corintn 1978; Forum Southwest," Hesoeria 48, 1979, pp,
105—144, nrs, 60—62, op, 135—136, pi. 51 (palmettes).

^•^Koehler 1981, po. 454—458, fig, l:c, pi. 99;g.

^®Whitbread diss., pp. 343—347, 355—356, 375, A further
bit of eyidence linking the two series is the stamp on the handle
of a mid-fifth-century Corinthian A jar which illustrates the
contemporary A'̂ amphora (Koehler 1981, p, 45/, pi, 99; i),

^•^Ibid.

="='Early A' jar, Campbell 1938 (note 14 aboye) , nr. 203,
pp. 605—606, fig. 27. A"' jars of the mid-fifth century; Pease
1937 (note 14 aboye), nr. 199, p. 303, fig, 34 and Koehler 1981,
pp. 454—455, fig, Isb, pi, 99:h (where for Metaponto read
C-34-932); F.G, Lo Porto, "Metaponto: Scayi e ricerche
archeol ogi ce: 5. La Necropoli," NSc 20, 1966, pp 186—23.1, at p.
210 and fig, 61;2 on p. 207 (fig. 61:1 shows a Type A jar of the
late 6th/early 5th century); I.B. Brashinskii, Greek Imports in
the Lower Don in the V—III Centuries B.C., Leningrad 1930, pi.
XXII:10; see also note 17 aboye,

^^For published impressions of an astragal on Type A, see
M-T, Lenger, "Timbres amphoriques trouy^s A Argcs," BCH 79,
1955, pp. 484—508, nr. 81, pp. 503—4; on A"'' , Kenchreai IV
(note 16 aboye), nr, Gr 83, p, 33, pi. 9, Palmettes and a
monogram that may be read AOP or DPA are also known on both
Corinthian A and A'" jars (cf... note 16 aboye),

^^G, KapitSn, "II Relitto Corinsio de Stentinello nella
Baia de 8, Panagia (Siracusa)," Sicilia Archeoloqica 9, 1976, pp,
87 103, at 90—91, figs. 4, 5; cf., Koehler 1978, fig, 3;d,
G, KapitSn, "A Corinthian Shipwreck at Sayelletri (Brindisi,

[ (I
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AdLi 1 i a. Italy)," International Journal of Nautical Archaeology 2,
1973, pp. 135—186, fig. 1; cf.. Brashi nski i 1980 (note 20
above), pi. XXII:7, 8.

^'^Ane.X.X'zK is the only name appearing more than once;
it occurs on 11 handles, one published; J.5. rlilne, Greek
Inscriptions. Catalogue gfen&ral des Antiquit&s Egyptiennes
du Mus^e du Caire/, vol IS, Oxford 1905, nr. 26112, p. 124.

=^Whitbread diss., pp. 347—356; I.K. Whitbread, BCH Suppl.
13, pp. 97—99.

==V.R. Grace aoud C. Boulter, "Pottery of the mid-fifth
century from a well in the Athenian Agora," Hesperi a 22, 1953,
pp. 59—115, at pp. 108—109, s.y- nr. 166.

^•^De ilirabilibus Auscul tati oni bus 104, p. 8395,8. It is
thought not to be the work of Aristotle, but "to have emanated
from the Peripatetic School" (Aristotle, Minor Works, W.S. Hett,
transl., The Loeb Classical Library, Cambridge, 1963, p. 233).

Farnsworth, I. Perlman, and P. Asaro, "Corinoh and
Corfu; A Neutron Activation Study of their Pottery," AJA 81,
1977, pp. 455—468. This study resulted primarily in the
assignment to Corinth of painted pottery found on Aeqina and
considered by some to be local. Coarseware samples were also
analysed, although at that point (the early IPSO^'s) the extent of
the problem of attributing Type B amphoras had not been defined.
These neutron activation data can be reliably applied to this
question, however, since control and test groups sampled on Corfu
and at the Athenian Agora for those analyses were examined
by the present author, re-sampled where possible, and re-tested
by spectroscopic methods for comparison (cjf- note 28 below).

==®R.E. Jones, Greek and Cvoriot Potterv; A Review of
Scientific Studies. Fitch Laboratory Occasional Paper 1, The
British School at Athens l986, pp. 115—121, 176—189, and
especially 712—720, with 739.

^•'Whitbread diss., pp. 358, 405.

Preka, "EpyKcrTript o Kcp«uc UKhs ctto (tJuvKPtTO KepKbpKS, "
abstract for the paper read at the conference, "Les ateliers du
potier dans le monde grec aux §poques g^omfetriques,
archai'ques et classiques" held in Athens, October, 1987;
publication of the same title, F. Blonde and J. Perrault, eds.,
forthcoming, 1990. I thank J. Perrault for the reference.
Analyses of some of this material are planned for the near
future,

==^0-1937-2042; Koehier 1981, pp. 452—454, pi. 99; a;
Campbell 1933 (note 14 above), nr. 192, pp. 604—605, fig. 27.
£!• ibid-• nr. 193, pp. 604—605, fig. 27; Grace 1979 (note 13
above), fig. 35, bright Jar in left foreground and S.R. Roberts,

'IZ
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"The Stoa Gutter Well; A Late Archaic Decosit in the Athenian
Agora," Hesoeri a 55, 1986, pp. 1—72, nr. 415, p. 65, tig. 41,
pi. 18. Early titth-century examples, ibid. , nrs. 416, 417, pp.
65—66, tig. 41, pi. 18; Koehler 1981, pp. 452—454, pi. 99;D.

====0-1975-69; C.K. Williams, II, and J.E. Fisher, "Corinth
1975; Forum Southwest," Hesperia 45, 1976, pp. 1—162, nr. 27,
pp. 106—107, pi. 19; Koehler 1981, p. 454, tig l;a, pi. 99;c.

====W. Gauer, Qlvmpische Forschunpen. 8, Die Tongetasse aus
den Brunnen unterm Stadi on—Nordwal 1 und im Sdldost—bebi et,
Berlin, 1975, p. 124, pi. 20;4 (Pis. 20 and 21 illustrate
Corinthian A, A"" and B jars ot various periods). Small versions;
Pease 1937 (note 14 above), no. 201, p. 303, tig. 35; Boulter
1953 (note 25 above), nr. 107, p. 93, pi. 34 (ct.. nrs. 164, 166,
pp. 107—108, pi. 40).

3.^Q_1972-i IS; C.K. Williams and J.E, Fisher, "Corinth 1972;
The Forum Area," Hesoeria 42, 1973, nr. 27, p. 25, pi. 11. See
also ibid.. nr. 28, p. 25, pi. 11 <toe missing); Koehler l982,
nr. 17, pp. 291—292, pi. 79.

===P 6395; Grace 1979, tig. 42, lett. See also Koehler
1982, nrs. 18, 19, p. 292, pi.'79.

^•^Vandiver and Koehler 1986, pp. 195, 199, tig. 30.

==^Koehler 1982, nr. 1, p. 290, pi. 79; later example, SS
10048 in Koehler 1978, tig. 3;e (note stamp; protile, retouched
tor publication, shown in V.R. Grace, Small Objects trom the
Pnvx. II, Hesoeria Suopl. 10, Princeton 1956, p. 167, pi. 74,
1ower 1ett).

=®P. Orlandini, "Deposito di antore ellenistiche in Via
Polieno CGelal," NSc 10, 1956, pp. 355—357, tigs. 1, 2.

^•'KapitMn 1973 (note 22 above), tig. 2; KapitSn 1976
(note 22 above), tig. 3 and Koehler 1982, nr. 4, p. 290, pi. 79.

^°A.J. Parker, "The evidence provided by shipwrecks tor
the ancient economy," Thracia Pontica III. Les Thraces et les
colonies precoues. VII—V s. av. n. Sosopol. 6—12 Octobre
1985. Sotia, 1936, pp. 30—45, at pp. 40, 44, citing i dem.
"Relitto di una nave corinzia a Vulpiglia (Siracusa) , " yj_
CgnqresQ Internacinal de Arpueoloqia Submarina. Cartagena 1982.
Madrid 1985, pp. 'll7—126; Koehler 1982, nr. 10, p. 291," pi 79;
S. b. Miller, "Menon's Cistern," Hesoeria 43, 1974, pp. 194—245,
nr. 52, p. 236, pi. 33 (note stamo); Robinson 1969 (note 15
above), nrs. 3, 9, pp. 11—13, pi. 2; Koehler 1982, nr. 20, pi.
79 (tor 21 on plate read 20) and Koehler 1978, tig. 3t.

^^Koehler j<^2, nr. 21. p. 291, pi. 79 (tor 20 on plate reao
2i>; ct. Kochj* '̂/' 19C31, nrs. 14, 22, pp. 291—292, pi, 79. The
Patras jar is dated by parallels trom Corinth Well 1981-2 (upper
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til lino, HQ ena at the first naif of the 3rd century B.C., C.K,
Williams, 11 and O.H. ZervDS, "Corintn 19Sl: East of Theater."
Hesperi a 51. 1932, pp. 115—163. at 12u—124).

Vat in et al . . lifedeon ed Phocide V. TomPes
Hel1enistioues. Qbiects de Metal, hannaies, Par is 1976, p. 22.
fia. 24 (the amphora would lower the date there given to Tomb
115); E.G. Kal 1 i pol it i s, lloKKTUKd: 17, 1960, pp. 134—135, pi.
93:a, second from right.

^=Some illustratec examples: A-n. and. A. Bon, Les timbres
amphoriaues de Thasos. Etudes tnasiennes 4, i-'aris 1957

512: Robinson 1969 (note 1p

pi. 2);
36, pis
37', 40 above,
contemporary with the series:
284—291, pi. 78.

"^"^Dei pnosophi stae 1, 30f =

^^Ibi d, o-i.p, r

, nr.

above), nrs. 10, 11., o. 1.3 =

Konchreai IV (note 16 aoove) , nrs. 6r y4 v6, PP. o--'
9, 10; Orlandini 1956 (ncte 38 above); see also notes

A number of stamps depict a Type B jar
Koehier 1932, nrs. 1—16, pp.

•^"^The lining from Corinthian B pieces found at Carthage nas
been analyzed by C.W. 'feeck of Vassar College and found to be pine
rosin; full publication of results is forthcoming but see S.R.
Wolff, "Carthage and the Mediterranean: Imported amphoras from
the Punic com.mercial harbor," Cahiers aes Etuoes Anciennes 19,
1986, pp. 135—153, at p. 143, fig. 3. For amohora linings, see
C.G. Koehier, "Handling of Transport Amphoras," BCH SuppI. 13
(see note 4 above), pp. 50—52,

'^^Whitbread diss., p. 331; G.R. Edwards, Cor i nth VII, iii,
Corinthian Hellenistic Pottery, Princeton 1975, pp. 145—146.

^'^Vandiver and Koehier 1986, pp. 204—205.

^''These were taken wet ano dry using metnods developed bv
V.R. Grace and set forth in B.L. Johnson, C.G. Koehier, P.M.W,
Matheson, and ii.B, Wallace, "Measuring Ampnora Capacities,"
submitted to the Journal of Field .Archaeoloav.

M, B

BCH

a brief history of measuring amohora capacities, see
e, "Progress in Measuring Amphora Capacities,"

(see note 4 above), pp. 87—94, at pp. 87—88,
summarized in ibid., p. 88 with note 4; see

Savvati anou-P&tropoulaKou, Exo1orati on
27, L-'Ilot de la Maison des
p. 360, note 4. For Rnodian, see
pp. 89—91 and P.M.W. .M.atheson and M.B.
Amphora Capacities," Hesperia 51, 1982,

^'^For

Wallac

Suppl . 1.3,
Chi an capacities an.
also V.R. Grace and M.

arch^olQpioue de D&los
Cornedi ens. Paris 1970,
Wallace BCH SuppI. 13,
Wallace, "Some Rnodian
pp. 293- 20. at pp. 297—298.
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Captions to Illustrations

Plate 1. Corinthian A Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. Corinth C-1962-644, end of the Late Protocorinthian period.

Well 1962-5. Height 0.64 m.
b. Athenian Agora P 12795, last quarter of the 6th century.

Deposit G 12:3. Height 0.41 m.
c. Corinth C—1937—2037, about 480, Well 1937—3. Height 0.63 m.

Plate 2. Corinthian A and A' Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. fCorfu Archaeological Museum 7548, 4th century (?) From the

^Wea. Height 0.72 m.
rCorinth C-1971-393, third quarter of the 4th century.
^Cistern 1971—2. Height 0.60 m.
Corfu Archaeological Museum 7954, mid—3rd century. From
the sea. H. 0.79 m.

Plate 3. Corinthian B Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. Corinth C—1937—2042, late 6th century. Well 1937—3.

Height 0.50 m.
b. Corinth C-1975-69, 460—440. Pit 1975-1. Height 0.51 m.
c. Corinth C—1972—118, mid—4th century. Pit 1972-1. Height

0.55 m.

Plate 4. Corinthian B Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. Athenian Agora P 6395, last quarter of the 4th century.

Deposit D 15:3. Height 0.68 m.
b. Corfu Archaeological Museum 7962, second quarter of the 3rd

century. From the sea. Height 0.84 m.
c. Patras Archaeological Museum, uninventoried (CK 15), mid—

3rd century. From the sea. Height 0.70 m.
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6. E'rie"LyEPloav and Chronolpav of Corinthian Transport Amphoras

Abstract

Ancient Corinth is thought to have produced three series of
transport amphoras in the Greek period. Corinthian Types A and
A'5 which are related in shape, in method o-f manufacture, and
sometimes in -fabric, have been securely attributed to Corinth.
Type A was produced -from the end o-f the Sth through the 4th
century B.C. It is easily recognised by its red and gray clay
with many large inclusions, its spherical body and projecting
rim. Type A', which began by the early Sth century and continued
at least into the 2nd century B.C., can be distinguished by its
ovoid body and, a-fter the mid—fi-fth century, by its coarse
yellow fabric. Corinthian Type B, was perhaps also produced at
Corinth, although the Corinthian colony of Corcyra seems to have
made at least some jars in this series. Manufactured from the
last quarter of the 6th into the 2nd century B.C., Corinthian B
jars have a fine fabric of yellow or light reddish ,brown and are
typical o-f Greek amphoras in the shape of their body and its
evolution from a short, squat form to a taller,- thinne?r one. All
three types were shipped primarily westward to Sicily and Magna
Graecia, although a few are found in the region of the Eflack Sea.
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A Brief Typology and Chronology of Corinthian Transport Amphoras

Corinth is now recognised as one of a number of Greek city-
states known to have made and exported the large, coarseware jars
used for the storage and transportat i on of commodities in bulk.=^
Corinthian amphoras are not mentioned in the ancient literature,
but archaeological evidence has made possible the identification
of as many as three classes that can be linked with that ancient
emporium. Two of these, termed Corinthian A and A', which are
related in style, in their method of manufacture, and sometimes
in fabric, have been securely attributed to Corinth. There is
some evidence that the third class, known as Corinthian Type B,
was also produced at Corinth, although the Corinthian colony of
Corcyra seems to have manufactured at least some jars in this
series. Here follows a summary definition of each type and a
chronological outline of their development in shape, with general
indications of their distribution.

Tvpe A

Type A amphoras grew out of the tradition at Corinth that
produced large, globuiar storage jars in the Geometric period-=
By the end of the Bth century B.C., the Corinthian A jar is
distinguishable from other containers by its elongated,
cylindrical toe and its vertical handles, which made it
maneuverable. The class is also characterized visually by a
roughly spherical body, a broad, flat rim, and heavy handles
<Pls. 1;a-c, 2sa). Until the end of their production about 300
B.C., Corinthian A jars were largely hand-built, which seems to
be exceptional for transport amphoras in the Archaic and
Classical periods."-®

Throughout its period of manufacture, the fabric of
Corinthian A is strikingly uniform and can easily be recognized
by its reddish color and large, angular inclusions. It is very
hard, sometimes almost vitreous, with an extremely fine clay
matrix containing quartz silt and chert. Most often the core is
gray (5YR 6/1) with outer reddish layers (2.5YR 6/6 to 7.5 YR
7/6), but the cross-section can be all red or all gray,®
External surfaces are usually a lighter pi nki sh-orange (7. SYR "//4
to 7/6). In the second half of the 4th century (and sometimes
earlier), a wash of an iron-rich material was painted or wiped on
the extesrior and occasionally on the? upper neck interior in
striking swirls of deep red or dark gray,"^

The numerous and distinctive red and gray inclusions in
Corirrthian A fabric, which average 1—2 mm. in size, have been
identified by petrological analysis as mudstone and tuffite
containing microfossils of radiolaria- Such inclusions have also
been identified in roof tiles found in kilns at Corinth, as well
as in terracotta sculptures and local coarsewares such as
perirrhanteria and hydriai. The sources of this temper have been
located in the immediate vicinity of ancient Corinth, including
prominent outcrops on Acrocorinth,

l.Ol
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Corinthian A jars accompanied the numerous other exports
shipped from Corinth to the west during the period of Greek
expansion in the later 8th and 7th centuries B„C. In fact, the
chronology of the beginning stages of shape for Type A depends
chiefly upon examples excaivated at coastal settlements around
southeast and central Sicily and in Magna Graecia, Most of these
have been recovered from cemeteries, where such containers were
frequently reused as cinerary urns or as coffins for infants.
Jars found with grave offerings of Protocorinthian pottery at
Schirone near Metaponto and at Gel a establish the Corinthian A
amphora series as one of the first produced in Greece.®

The next stage of development is represented by a Type A jar
found in a stratified well deposit of the third quarter of the
7 th century <F'l , Isa),"'' Considerable skill and care were
expended in precise trimming of rim and bevelled cap toe,
qualities which marked the many diverse products of the
Corinthian ceramics industry which flourished at this period,
Amphoras very like this one appear at Camarina on the
southeastern coast of Sicily at the time of its foundation a
quarter of a century later and other jars from the Archaxic
cemetery there indicate the evolution in shape of Type A
throughout the 6th century B,C„^'^

Other finds at Corinth mark sixth-century stages in the
trend toward a more sharply curving body, a narrower toe and
neck, and a less massive rim,^^ Ety the beginning of the 5th
century, these tendencies result in the slightly flattened
shoulder of the small Type A amphora from a well in the Athenian
Agora (PI. l:b).^=^ Its cylindrical toe is distinct in profile
from the body, and its handles are slightly pinched at the top,
so that their section is no longer round but increasingly ovoid-
Larger counterparts of this amphora were widely exported
throughout the Greek world in the later 6th and eexrly 5th
centuries, as finds from Gel a to the Elisavetovskoe settlement on
the Don demonstrate,

In the first quarter of the 5th century, the upper surface
of the horizontal Type A rim begins to slant down (PI. Isc); by
the mid-fifth century, the handles, now more? sharply pinched at
the top, are occasionally stamped at the base with a pal mette. ^
The generally spherical shape of the body on Type A jars
continues to the end of their mranufacture at. the? close of the 4t.h
century (PI, 2 s a) , "• ™ I mmeed i ate1 y r ecogn i z ab 1 e c h ar ac; ter i st. i cs of
such jars are a peg toe (which provides a firm grip for lifting)
and a heavier, overhanging rim which rests on the spiny top edge
of the handles. In section the handles are triangular or
teardrop-shaped at the top and pound or slightly oval at the
bottom, A palmette is some?times stamped at the base of one or
both handles in the s econc:l ha 1f of t he 41h cbnt ur y 5 occas i onally
a single letter or monogram appears on the uppcar flat side of
either handle, Nearly all Corinthian A jars known of the 5th
and 4th centuries have been found at Corinth,

Z 03
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Type A'

Corinthian Type (PI. 2sb|, c) was ieolated as a distinct
class of amphoras when numerous fragmentary examples were
excavated in a fifth-century establishment at Corinth known as
the Punic Amphora Building.'"'' Type A' can be di f f erenti ated from
Type A in the ovoid shape of its body and, particularly after the
middle of the 5th century, in its fabric. It shares with Type A,
however, an overall similarity of shape and in particular the
broad, sloping rim; the method of construction by hand; and,
before the mid—fifth century, sometimes also the same clay and/or
mudstone inclusions.'-® Appearing alongside Corinthian A at least
by the early 5th century B.C., Type A'' continued through the 4th
century and apparently replaced Type A in the 3rd and 2nd
centuries B.C. It seems to have functioned largely as an export
container, ending up, like Corinthian A jars in an earlier-
period, primarily in Sicily and Magna Graecia.

Generally speaking. Type A" jars are related in fabric to
most of the common types of Corinthian ceramics; with the
exception of some in the earliest decades of their production,
they are made of fine yellow clay and the usual inclusions after
the mid-fifth century are fine quartz saind, chert, and lime.'-''
The surface of Corinthian A" jars is light pink -to light yellow
(ranging from lOYFC 8/2 to 10Yl-( 8/3 to 7.5YR 7/4) aind exhibits no
treatment beyond the final wiping or smoothing. In cross-section
the color is generally pink (SYR 8/4 to "7.5YF( 7/4); of'ten there
is an outer layer of the same color as the surface.

Corinthian A'' jars show some evolution of form, although
after the middle of the 5th century the lack of well dated
tsxcavation contexts cind the profusion of variations makes it. hard
to establish a clear linear development."*^'-' In -the later 5th and
the 4th centuries, the slope of the overhanging rim gradually
steepens, as on contemporary Type A jars. The neck narrows and
the high shoulder broadens (PI. 2sb). Handles are curved in plan
and round in diameter, decreasing in size toward the bottom.
Stamps on the handles are infrc^quent in this period, but there
are a few, some similar to those found on Type A.'®'-

In the beginning of the 3rd century, the production of Type
A" seems to have expanded, e?ven as that of Corinthian A ceased.
Numerous fragments of such amphoras which were found (together
with Type B jars) in a shipwrecked cargo at Eitentinello nosar
Syracuse and another at Savelletri near Brindisi suggest
extensive Corinthian exports in the first half of the 3rd century
B.C. and show further stylistic evolution. The point of
maximum diameter on the ovoid bpdy of Corinthian A" has dropped
to the center; the cap toe is conical. Gradually the slant of
the rim ste^epens and acquires a bevel at about its midpoint. The
latest pieces from the Savelletri Ccxrgo, which are similar to a
jar from Corfu (PI. 2!c), demonstrate that by the middle of the
3rd century the collarlike rim is nearly vertical, the neck
flared -toward the bot-tom, and the toe enlarged, with compound
curve i n p r o f i 1 e. S t a mp s o c cur i-a r e 1 y a n d i n c 1 u d e t t-i r e e n a me s.
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Type B

Corinthiaxn Type? E( arnphorasi are marked by a more or lees
ovoid body, a flaring rim, and vertical, arched handles (P]5- 3,
4), Theses jaxrs were? manufactured from about 525 to at least the
late 3rd century and probably into the 2nd century E^.C. Type B
jars were exported primarily to the west, and are found at many
sites where Type A and A' jars have been recovered,

Corinthian B fabric is generally light in color and fine in
texture. F-'etrological analysis has shown that throughout their
production Type B jars were made predominantly of the yellow claty
that characterises most Corinthian ceramics; surface and
interior are usually light pink to light brownish yellow (5YR 8/4
to 7.5YR 7/4). After the third quarter of the 4th century,
however, somE? appear instead in a faibric that ib similar to the
first but light reddish-brown in color (2.5YR 6/6). Inclusions
are mostly small oneE; of quarts and chert, with no mudstone or
tuffite; small voids or pores are often noticeable in cross-
section.®'^ The surface of jars made from yellow clay is finished
simply by wiping or smoothing, but the reddish-brown jars of the
first half of the 3rd century are usually covered with a pale
buff slip.

Originally the Type B series was tentatively aEisigned by
Virginia Grace to the Corinthian colony of Corcyra.®^^ An ancient
source that has come down to us as part of the Aristotelian
corpus describes a centralised market in northern Greece to which
merchants come from the Pontus with Lesbian, Chi an, and Thasiian
goods, cind others from the Adriatic with Corcyraean amphora?.;.®'^
The relatively small number of Corinthian B jars and stamped
handles found on Corfu and in the waters around it. WE?re
candidates for the class to which he referred, since very few
amphoras of any other type had been excavated on the isleMnd.
Nevertheless, although Kef-iKupauKobs l<iJ(i)DpeCs indicates that the
type was associated with Corcyra, it does not exclude that the
jars so named could have been manufactured elsewhere as well.
Other evidence links the Type B s>eric-?s to Corinth, where
inc:r£?asing numbers of them have been excavated in the past two
decades. Type B jars found at Corinth document the whole range
of developme;nt of the series and, at 416 inventoried pieces,
outnumber any other contejmporary amphora type found at Corinth
(including even the Corinthian A cund A' series, of which the
inventoried 6?xamples axt Corinth together total 324), Analysis by
neutron activation has in fact matche?d the fabric of Type B jars
with that of other Corinthian pottery.®'^

Mo I" e r e c e n t a n a 1 y s e s u s i n g ^ o p t. i c a 1 e mi s;s i o n and Ij ti s s b a u e r
spesctroscopy have separated Type B jars into two fabric groups on
the basis of (respectively) chemical composition and the nature
of the iron in the clay. Those results linked some of the test
group of amphoras with the control group of coars£?wares from
Corinth, as had the neutron activation study, but they also
maxtched othear Type B jars with coarse pottery made on Corfu, The
two techniques did not assign individual jars to the same group
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in every case, but the general conclusion was clears at least
some Corinthian B jars were made in Corcyra -from the Archaic
period through the early 3rd century, at the same time that they
wer e being p rod need i n Cor i n t. h .

The two groups of Type 13 amphoras established by physico-
chemical analyses can not be distinguished either stylistically
or petrological1y5 further evidence is needed for a complete
e;;pl anat i on of the manufacture of the Corinthian B series.
Very recent excavations in a potters' quarter on Corfu offer
direct evidence for the attribution of at least, some Corinthian

Type B jars. A large area with several kilns has revealed
quantities of fragments and kiln wasters of Type B amphoras which
date from the second half of the. 5th to the mid-third centuries

B.C."-®"^ This does not rule out the possibility tha\t Type B jars
were also made at Corinth. In any case, the many examples from
shipwrecks and other sites show that. Corinthian A, A' and B jars
were often shipped together; the network of distribution, at the
least, seems linked to Corinth. Until the relationship of
Corinth and its colony of Corcyra in the matter of production and
export of these containers can be more fully expleiined, i t seems •
best to retain the current nomenclature for the series.

Amphoras of the Corinthian B series exhibit, a quite regular-
evolution of profile. Numerous jars and fragments dated by
context at both Corinth and Athens attest 'the shape of the
earliest Type B jars, which belong to the last quarter of the 6th
century B.C. (PI. 3!a).=^" Already several characteristics of the
class are clearly defined; the rounded, outward-thickened rim,
the ridge or offset band around the top of the neck, and the
arching, vertical handles. About 480 B.C., the cylindrical toe
becomes smalle=r and the rim flared; by the middle? of the 5t.h
century the body is ovoid and the toe a conical cap (FT. 3;b).-'^--
Such jars were exported to many sites in Greece and also in the
west,

From this point on, the body of Corinthian E( amphoraej
gradually lengthens and narrows, following a tendency general for
most transpor't amphoras throughou't the Greek period. From the
begin n i n g o f t h e 41 hi c e n t u r y, -the toe is formed hog e t h e r wi t h the
body and continues its line?, although initiaxlly it is articulated
by a dee?p groove (FT. 3s By the end of the? 4th century,
neck and handles are taller, and the elongation of the body is
even more pronounced (PI, 4;a).~'''= Often a wide band of shallow
grooves accrentuates the broad, high shoulder, possibly the
impression made by a girdle of sticks as the veassel drie?d,^'^ The
upper neck, still with a ridge or groove (or two) around its top,
is oval and the flaring rim is pinched where it rises over the
handles, so that in plan view it often resembles a figure-
ei ght,

The still more exaggeratedly piriform body of the jar in FT,
45b can probably be dated toward the end of the first quarter of
the 3rd century B.C., since it seems to be a slightly later
st-ylistic stage than the 18 Type B jars from a deposit buried in
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the destruction of C-)e.la in 280 Its shoulder slopes
somewhat more, and the rim, although still flared, is more
compact and has an almost triangular section. The latest of the
Corinthian B necks from the Stentinello wreck are appro;:imately
contemporary with the important group at Gelaii somewhat later
still and datable to the second quarter of the 3rd century are
the pieces from the shipwreck at Savel 1 etr i . These and other
groups in the west show thait the period of greatest e>:port of
Corinthian B amphorais was in the latter part of the 4th and first
half of the 3rd century BuC."*'^ On the Corinthia;n B jar tops from
Savelletri, the rim shortens to a roll, above which the heavy
handles arch, and the toe develops a slight bulge at its tip. At
about the middle of the Z^rd century, the point of ma;: i mum
diatmeter drops well below the shoulder, as illustrated by the
biconical body on an intact find in Patras from the sea (PI.

Not much later there is a major, perhaps abrupt, change in
Corinthian B jarss The shoulder becomes less angular and the
neck smatller in proportion to the whole body, with a sma;l 1 rim
that is semi-circular in section. Most strikingly, the handles
now lose their arch and attach below the rim,''-^ E;:auiiples of
this latest stage in the development of Type 15 have appeared
recently in e;:cavati ons at Corinth but cannot be da;ted more
closely thcin the mid-third to second century B.C.; presumably
their production ceased when the Romans under Mummius saxcked the
city in 146.

Stamps appear on some Corinthian B jars primarily after the
middle of the 4th century, impressed either on the top of the
curve of the handle or at its lower attaxchment. More jars seem
to have taetan stamped in the late 4th and eaxrly 3rd centuries;
for instance, B of IS Type B amphoras in the deposit at Gel a bear
stamps. Some 400 different dies are known. Generally, single
letters, ligatures, or simple monograms were impressed on the top
of a handle or at its base, but. small pictorial dtajvices were also
pop u 1ar.These are likely to be potter's marks, but their
significance remains uncertain. Dipinti, nearly always in red
and showing one to three letters, a ligature, or a monogram,
occur with some regularity.

There is little mention of commodities that might haxve been
carried in the jars of these three series; wine and oil are the
mos't ob Vi CD 1,1 s c and i d ates. Tina r eputat i on of Cor i ni: hi i an wi ne
suggests that it wcDuld have been e;:p(:Drted strictly as y:L n
5C..di nai re s Athenael.is quotes A1 la;•: i s, a p:• et of Middle Comedy, as
despising (jcDrinthian winca as hard (o-K,Xricic!is )—torturously baxd, in
facts o'CTvos x(c>:pf?v'° tc5:, v'c^P Kopi(v0t,c< |3c<ac<vuo-uds feoTu.
(CcDrcyraean wine, CDn the other hand, is menti:;Dned in the
De_i..p n cd s cdph i s t a e as taking aging ve?ry wells xckph^o'tcctcds S o'Cvqs
'His nc<ccl(o0-LV "b Kepkitipc>:Cos. ®)

Analyses using gas chrornatography have not to date
identified organic material representing the original contents of
A, A' or B amphoras. A very tentative hypothesis or two may be

3. O-^-
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suggested;, however. It is possible that Corinthian B carried
wine, since Type B jars were coated on the interior with a
resinous substance which kept the liquid from soaking into the
porous fabric of the container, a practice known to have been
used for jars that carried wine or semi-liquid contents (but not
oil).'^"^ In turn, the fabric of Type A jars can be associated
with that of oil-carrying lekythoi, lamps, and other vessels of
the 5th and 4th centuries made at Corinth of blisterware, a clay
related to that of Type Certainly the hardness of
blisterware vessels and of Corinthian A jars was well adapted to
withstand erosion caused by oil, and their impermeable waxlls
would not have required any lining.-^® Type A" jars, on the other
hand, were permeable and would have had to be coated with resin,
beeswax or some other substance that would not have spoiled the
contents. No trace of a lining on Corinthian A' amphoras is
known.

Direct measurements of cape-^city have been taken for together
nearly 200 jars of the three Corinthian types.For some
amphora classes in some periods a size or series of sizes can be
recovered, but sizes have not been recovered for Corinthian A and
A'.sso Type A jars are on the whole much larger than those of

other Greek amphora series; in all periods they held various
amounts, the smallest about IS liters, the largest 70, and the
majority above 40. Type A' jars range in size from roughly 18 to
50 liters. With Corinthian B amphoras, however, the results have
been more promising. Their span for the entire period of
production is 19.3 to 27.6 liters, with some jars of a much
smaller size, but for the early ZT'd century Corinthian B jars
seem to have achieved a certain intended size. Ten jars at Gela
from the deposit in the Via Polieno (see above) which were
measured with water held a mean of 25.0 liters +/- one standard

deviation of 0.995 liter. Further measurements of chronological
groups of intact Corinthian A, A' and B amphoras, when these are
available, will determine whether there were "normal" sizes for
Type A and A' jars as well, and for Type B jars in other periods.

Corinthian amphoras furnish important evidence about the
economics and trcide not only of Corinth but of the wider Greek
world as well. l.B. Brashinskii and l.B. Zeest have shown that
they farmed at le?ast some part of exports to the Black Sea and
other areas to the northeast of the Greek mainland. Corinthian
jas haxve not been identified hitherto in any great amount in
these regions, but it is hoped that this survey will help to
bring about an assessment of their role in such trade.

Carolyn G. Koehler
Associate Professor

Department of Ancient Studies
University of Maryland Baltimore County
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 U.S.A.
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Notes

thank the Texais Antiquities Commission for permission to
reprint as Pis. 1—4 here Figs. 1 and 2 from C.G. Koehler,
"Evidence ciround the Nediterranean for Corinthian Export of Wine
and Dil," in J. Barto Arnold, III, ed., Beneath the Waters of
Times TheProceedings of the Ninth Conference on Underwater
Archaeoiociv. Texas Antiquities Committee Publication 6, Austin
1978, pp. 2;31—239 (referred to below as Koehler 1978). I am
very grateful to N.B. Wallace for useful comments on earlier
versions of this paper.

The results of the author's study of Corinthian amphoras
first appeared as Corinthian A and B Transport Amphoras. Ph.D.
dissertation, Princeton University 1978. In updated form the
full work will soon appear as Corinthian Transport Amphoras. The
following, with the short references used when they appear in
this article, are interim publications on various aspects of the
topics "Corinthian Developments in the Study of Trade in the
Fifth Century," Hesperia 50, 1981, pp. 449—458- (Koehler 1981)5
"Amphoras on Amphoras," Hesperi a 51, 1982, pp. 284—292 (Koehler
1982); P.El. Vandiver and C.8. Koehler, "Structure, Processing,
Properties and Style of Corinthian Transport Amphoras," in W.D.
Kingery, ed., Technoloav and Stvle. Ceramics and Civilisation 2,
Columbus, Ohio 1986, pp. 173—215 (Vandiver and Koehler 1986);
I„K. Whitbread, The Application of Ceramic Petroloav to the Studv
of Ancient Greek Transport Amphorae. with Special Reference to
Corinthian Amphora Production. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of
Southampton 1986 (Whitbread diss.).

^C. Pfaff, "A Geometric Well at Corinth; Well 1981-6,"
Hesperi a 57, 1988, pp. 21—80, at 29—31, traces the
development of the coarseware storage amphora in the Geometric
period at Corinth. See also Koehler 1981, p. 451, pi. 985a
(where for C-1962~-162 read C-1972-162) .

^Corinthian A bodies and rims were always shaped by hand (as
Geometric pots had been), and so also the necks until the second
haxlf of the 4th century, when they began to be thrown on the wheel
(Vandiver and Koehler 1986, pp. 182, 187).

'^Whithread diss., pp. 339—343. For a brief summary of the
petrological analyses of Corinthian amphoras, see I.K. Whitbread,
"The Character i sciti on of Argillaceous Inclusions in Ceramic Thin
Sections," Archaeometrv 28. 1986, pp. 79—88, at pp. 84—86;
Ldem, "The Appiication of Ceramic Petrology to the Study of
Ancient Greek Amphorae, " in Empfereur, J.~Y. and Garlan, Y. , eds.,
i-QH Sup pi . 13, Recherches sur 1es Amphores Grecgues, Paris 1986,
pp. 95—101, at pp.'"97---^

^'Alphanumerical descriptions in parentheses are taken from
hs Nunsel 1 Soi 1 Color Charts, Baltimore 1975.
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£3 e mi q u a n t; ;i. t a t. :i. v e s u r f a c:e a n a 1 y s i s u s i n q n o n d e s r r u c t i v e
x-ray f1uorescence SDectrometry„ undertaken in 1976 by R„E„ Jones
of the Fitch Laborat or v, British School £it. Athens.

•^Whitbread diss., pp. 339—••343, analysis o^t- Type A; pp.
363 378. o t n e r C o r :i. n t n i a n c e i- aimi c s. L.o c ait i o n o •(•• t e (np e r , M
Farnsworth,, "Corinthian potterys Technical S^tudies," AJA 74,
J. 9 70, pp. 9 -—2 0, a t p p . 9 •- •--1:!. 5 Wh i t b i"e a d d i s s. , pp. 389--••- 3 91 .

KDeh 1 er 1981, p . 451, p 1 . 9S s b; D, Ada(?1esteanu, La
Basi 1 i cata An^bi cat; Stor i a e'l: moi-iumenti , CCava del TirroBni 3, Di
Maura 1974, p. 112 and photograph p. 113, le^ft, ot ain amphora
•from t h e n e c r o p o 1 i s a t. S c h 1 r o n e <P o 1 i c o r ci) ; i. d.t m, '' P r e d i o La
F'a g 1 i a 16e 1 a i IM u o v i r i t r o v a me n t i n e 1 1 a n <3 c r o p o 1 i a r c h a i c a, " IMSc
10, 1956, pp. 281--288, £it pp. 285--286, tig. 6 and Koehler 197S,
•fig. 3a. There are numerous other exports of Corinthian jars,
but. herc-3 and in the notes that follow only a few representative
e>; amp 1 es wi th pub 1 i shed i 11 ustr at i ons can be cited.

''C-1962--644K D.A. Amyx and P. Lawrence, Cor i nthVll, ii,
Arch a 1 c Co r i n t h i a n Po11 e r y and the Ajj a p jL_o g a We.11_, P r i n c e t o n,
1975, nr. An 306, pp. 157—158, pis. 79, 110 and Koehler 1981, p.
451, pi. vBsc; cf. An 288, 290, and 304, on pp. 154, 155, 157,
pis. 80, 81, 110. For a corvtemporary vessel of large size, see P

•/i Orlandini, "Villa Garibaldi, Muo^vi rjsfl-.rovamer'rti nella necropoli
arcau. ca, " NSc 10, 1956, dp. 316. at pp. 291--•••-293., fiq. 5s a.

'• '̂••^Thanks go to P. Pelagatti , then Superintendent of
Plntiquities for Eastern Siicily, for making it possible for me to
examine jars; at Camarina :i n 1974 and 1979 ana to mention them.

^•••^Jar of the 5EiO-'s or 570's, C.K. Williams, 11, "Corinth
1977, Forum Southwest," Hesperi a 47, 1978, pp. 1—39, nr. 1, pp.
5, E), 34, pi. 1 and Koehler 1981, p. 452, pi, 913: d; jar of the
second quarter of the 6th century, PI. Brann, "A well of the
'•Corinthian' period found in Corinth," Hesper i a 25, 1956, nr. 59>,
po. 365—366, pi. 58 and Koehler 19£31, p. 452, pi „ 9 Else.

^^P 12795 s V.Fi;. Grace, Amp hor as and the Ancient Wine Jrade,
re••../„ ed „ , Acjora FFi, cture Book 6, 1'979, fig. 35, left; Koehler
19E!1, p. 452, pi. 9£3:fr

j ^•••^D. Adames;teanu, "Elcoperta di tomfcj.i'r greche in Via
^ Francesco Crispi," MSc 14, 1960, pp. :l.37—•151, at p. 141, fig.

6s b s TDmb 4 contai r^ied a mi ni atui--e Cor i nthi an s;k:yphois dat.d to
ttie early 6t.h century (:Fpid„, fig. 7s b, p. 137) which could,
according to D.A. Amyx, belong to the second half of the 6th
c e n t u i- y a s well <p e i- s o n a 1 c o mmu n i c:a t i o n ) . 19 p o r t s t o
E1 i z a•'/etovskoe; ],. B. Bras;F) 1 nsk 5. i , " Mew mat er i a 1 s •towar d trie
study of economic relations of Olbia in the sixth to fourth
centuries B.C.^" Archeoloaia 19, 1968, pp. 45 59, at pp. 45- 48;
.Ldem, "New e'vidence of (3reek importis in the Lower Don, according
to mater 1a 1s f ound i r-i •!:.'ne E]. 1z ave'tos;koe t.owns11e and cemet er v, "
Br i e f Ca mtn un 1c a t i o n s g f the 1jJ.i t .i t .yt e of Arc hae o 1oa v of the
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d.®124, 1970, pp. 12, 16—1S 5
I. B, Ze e s t, F'otterv Containers of the B_d b p_ o r o s, Mo 5 c • w 1960,
p. 71, -fig. ITs".'

^'^C-1937-2037! M.T. Campbell, "Ai Well of the Black-Figure
Period at Corinth," Hesperia 7, 1938, pp. 557—611, nr. 201, pp.
605—606, fig. 27; Koehler 1981, p. 454, pi. 98;g. For a jar of
the mid-fifth century, see h.Z. Pease, "A Well of the Late Fifth
Century at Corinth," Hesperia 6, 1937, pp. 257—3116, no. 200, p.
303, fig. 345 Koehler 1981, p. 454, fig. Isd, pi. 98;h.

^™Other jars of the second half of the 4th century5 S.S.
Weinberg, "A Cross-Section of Corinthian Antiquities <Excavations
of 1940)," Hesper i a 17, 1948, pp. 190—241, nr. £ 13., p. 233^, pi.
85; H.S. Robinson, "A Sanctuary and Cemetery in Western
Corinth," Hesperi a 38, 1969, nr. 2, p. 9, pi. 2.

^<^Fourth-century Type A stamps are illustrated, e. q . , in B.
Adamshek, Kenchreai s Eastern Port of Corinth, The Pottery.
Leiden 1979, nr. Sr 82, p. 32, pi. 9 (monogram) and C.K. Williams,
II, "Corinth 1978; Forum Southwest," Hesperia 48, 1979, pp.
105—144, nrs. 60—62, pp. 13(5—13(6, pi. 3U (palmettes).

^'^'Koehler 1981, pp. 454—458, fig, Isc, pi. 99:g.

^•^Whitbread diss., pp. 3(43(—347, 3(55—356, 375. A further
bit of evidence linking the two series is the stamp on the handle
of c\ mid-fifth-century Corinthian A jar which illustrates the
contemporary A'' amphora (Koehler 1981, p. 457, pi. 99si).

'•'^Ibid.

==="= '̂Early A' jar, Campbell 1938 (note 14 above), nr. 203,
pp. 605—606, fig. 27. A' jars of the mid-fifth century: Pease
1937 (note 14 above), nr. 199, p. 303, fig. 34 and Koehler 1981,
pp. 454—455, fig. Isb, pi. 99;h (where for Metaponto read
8-34-932); F.G. Lo Porto, "Metapontos Scavi e ricerche
archeologice; 5. La Necropol i , " IMSc 20, 1966, pp 186—231, at p.
210 and fig. 61:2 on p. 207 (fig. 61:1 shows a Type A jar of the
late 6th/early 5th century); I.B. Brashinskii, GreekImports in
the Lower Don in the V—111 Centuries B.C., Leningrad 1980, pi.
XXII;10; see also note 17 above.

121 For published impressions of an astragal on Type A, see
M-T. Lenger, "Timbres amphoriques trouv^s A Argos, " B(.")H 79,
1955, pp. 484—508, nr. 81, pp. 503—4; on A% Kenchreai IV
(note 16 above), nr. (5r 83(, p. 33, pi. 9. Palmettes and a
monogram that may be read ADP or OPA are also known on both
Corinthian A and A" jars (cf,. nfate 16 above),

^^G. Kapit^n, "II F(elitto (Zorinsio de Stentinello nella
Baia de S. F-'anagia (Siracusa)," Si cilia Archeol oqica 9, 1976, pp.
87—103, at 90—91, figs. 4, 5; cf. Koehler 1978, fig. 3;d.
8. KapitSn, "A Corinthian Shipwreck at Savelletri (Brindisi,

z U
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Apulia, Italy)," International Journal of Nautical Archaeology 2,
fig. 1? cf_. Brashi nski i 19£!0 <note 20
8. "

1973, pp. 185—186
above), pi. XXIIs7

^®An'H.\.Xii« is the only name appearing more than once;
it occurs on 11 handles, one published: J.G. Milne, Greek
Inscriptions. Catalogue gfen§ral des Antiquitfes Egyptiennes
du Mus&e du Caire/, vol IS, Oxford 1905, nr. 26112, p. 124.

=^"^Whithread diss. , pp. 347—3156; I.K, Whitbread, BCH Suppl .
13, pp. 97—99.

=^®V.R„ Grace apud C. Boulter, "Pottery of the mid-fifth
century from a well in the Athenian Agora," Hesperi a 22, 1953,
pp. 59—115, at pp. 108—109, s.y. nr. 166.

^^-^De Mirabilibus Auscul tat i oni bus 104, p. 839b, Ei„ It is
thought not to be the work of Aristotle, but "to have emanated
from the Peripatetic School" <Aristotle. Minor UJorks. W.S. Hett,
transl , , The Loeb Classical Library, Cambridge, 1963, p. 2330.

-'̂ •''M. Farnsworth, I. Perlman, and F. Asaro, • "Corinth and
Corfu; A Neutron Activation Study of their Pottery," AJA 81,
1977, pp. 455—468. This study resulted primarily in the
assignment to Corinth of painted pottery found on Aegina and
considered by some to be local. Coarseware samples were also
analyzed, although at that point (the early 1960-''s) the extent of
the problem of attributing Type B amphoras had not been defined.
These neutron activation data can be reliably applied to this
question, however, since control and test groups sampled on Corfu
and at the Athenian Agora for those analyses were examined
by the present author, re-sampled where possible, and re-tested
by spectroscopic methods for comparison (cf,. note 28 below).

^®R.E. Jones, Greek and Cvpriot Potterv; A Review of
Scientific Studies, Fitch Laboratory Occasiona
British School at Athens 1986, pp. 115—121, 1
especially 712—720, with 739.

^''Whitbread diss., pp. 358, 405.

Paper 1, The
76—189, and

Preka, "Epv«crTiipt o kc-:p«pih uKhs crxo (J)i,v«piiTo KepKbpKS,"
abstract for the paper read at the conference, "Les ateliers du
potier dans le monde grec aux fepoques g^omfetriques,
archai'ques et classiques" held in Athens, October, 1987;
publication of the same title, F. Blonde and J- Perrault, eds.,
forthcoming, 1990. I thank J. Perrault for the reference.
Analyses of some of this material are planned for the near
future. '

•®^C-1937-2042s Koehler 1981, pp. 452—454, pi. 99s a;
Campbell 1938 (note 14 above), nr. 192, pp. 604—605, fig. 27.
£1" ibid., nr. 193, pp. 604—605, fig. 27; Grace 1979 (note 13
above), fig, 3(5, bright jar in left foreground and S.R. Roberts.

Z(Z.
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"The Stoa Gutter Well; A Late Archaic Deposit in the Athenian
Agoraj " Hesperi a 55, 1986, pp. 1—72, nr. 415, p. 65, -fig. 41,
pi. 18, Early fi-fth-century examples, ibid. , nrs. 416, 417, pp.
65—66, -fig. 41, pi. IS; Koehler 1981, pp. 452—454, pi. 99; b.

3=:q_1975-69; C.K, Williams, II, and J.E. Fisher, "Corinth

1975; Forum Southwest," Hesperi a 45, 1976, pp. 1 —162, nr. 27,
pp. 106—107, pi. 19; Koehier 1981, p. 454, fig l;a, pi. 99;c.

Gauer, Olvmpische Forschunqen. 8, Die Tongefasse aus
den Brunnen unterm Stadion-Nordwal 1 und im SiLldost-Gebiet.
Berlin, 1975, p. 124, pi, 20; 4~ (Pis. 20 and 21 illustrate
Corinthian A, A-' and B Jars of various periods). Small versions;
Pease 19-37 (note 14 above), no, 201, p. 303, fig. 35; Boulter
1953 (note 25 above), nr. 107, p. 93, pi. -34 (cf_. nrs. 164, 166,
pp. 107—108, pi. 40).

=»-^C~ 1972-118; C.K. Williams and J.E. Fisher, "Corinth 1972;
The Forum Area," Hesperi a 42, 1973, nr. 27, p. 25, pi. 11. See
also ibid.. nr. 28, p. 25, pi. 11 (toe missing); Koehler 1982,
nr . 17","'pp. 291—292, p1. ' 79.

3!sp 6395. Grace 1979, fig, 42, left. See also Koehler

1982, nrs. 18, 19, p. 292, pi.'79.

3'i.y-^ndi ver and Koehlesr 1986, pp. 195, 199, fig. 30.

^'•^Koehler 19EJ2, nr. 1, p. .290, pi. 79; later example, SS
10048 in Koehler 1978, fig. 3H;e (note stamp; profile, retouched
for publication, shown in V.R. Grace, Small Objects from the
Pnvx. II, Hesperia Suppl. 10, Princeton 1956, p. 167, pi. 74,
1Dwer 1eft).

^•^P. Orlandini, "Deposito di anfore ellenistiche in Via
Polieno lIGelal," NSc 10, 1956, pp. 355—357, figs. 1, 2.

•^'"'Kapitan 1973 (note 22 above), fig. 2; Kapit^n 1976
(note 22 above), fig. 3 and Koehler 1982, nr. 4, p. 290, pi. 79.

^•^A.J. Parker, "The e^vidence provided by shipwrecks for
the ancient economy," Thraci a Pont i ca I,I„I.. kesJhr aces „_e:^, 1es
col oni es qrecques. VII—V s. av. n. Soi^opol 6-—12 Octobre
1985, Sofia, 1986, pp. 30—45, at pp. 40, 44, citing i dem,
"F(;elitto di una nave corinzia a Vulpiglia (Siracusa) , " VI_
Congreso Internacinal de Arqueologia Submarine. Cartaoena 1982,
Madrid 1985, pp. 117—126; Koehler 1982, nr. 10, p. 291, pi 79;
S. Gj„ Miller, "Menon's Cistern," Hesperi a 43, 1974, pp. 194—245,
nr. 52, p. 236, pi. 33 (note stamp); F:obinson 1969 (note 15
above), nrs. 3, 9, pp. 11 —13, fol . 2; Koehler 1982, nr. 20, pi.
79 (for 21 on plate read 20) and Koehler 1978, fig. 3f„

•^^Koehl er- ^^2, nr. 21, p. 291, pi. 79 (for 20 on plate read
21); cf. Koohlor' 190i£., nrs. 14, 22, pp. 291-—292, pi. 79, The
Patras jar is dated by parallels from Corinth Well 1981-2 (upper

XAS
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•filling, to end of the first half of the 3rd century B.C., C.K.
Williams, II and D.H. Zervos, "Corinth 1981! East of Theater,"
Hesperia 51, 1982, pp. 115—163, at 120—124).

^=^C. Vat in e-fc al . , hfed&on ed Phoci de V. Tombes
Hel 1 eni sti ques. Qb iects de M^tal . llonnai es. Paris 1976, p. 22,
fig. 24 ('the amphora would lower the date there given to Tomb
115); E.G. Kal 1 i pol i ti s, rfpKKTUKd: 17, 1960, pp. 134—135, pi.
98:a, second from right.

•^•"-•^Bome illustrated examples: A-M. and A. Bon, Les timbres
amphoriques de Thasos. Etudes thasiennes 4, Paris 1957, nr.
2253, p. 512; Robinson 1969 (note 15 above), nrs. 10, 11, p. 13,
pi. 2); Kenchreai IV (note 16 above), nrs. Gr 84—96, pp. 33—
36, pis. 9, 10; Orlandini 1956 (note 38 above); see also notes
37, 40 above, A number of stamps depict a Type B jar
contemporary with the series: Koehler 1982, nrs. 1—16, pp.
284—291, pi. 78.

•^•^Dei pnosoph i st ae 1, 30f .

•^"Ibid. , 33b.

•^•^The lining from Corinthian B pieces found at Car'thage has
been analysed by C.W. Beck of Vassar College and found to be pine
rosin; full publication of results is forthcoming but see S.R.
Wolff, "Carthage and the Mediterranean: Imported amphoras from
the Punic commercial harbor," Cahiers des Etudes Anciennes 19,
1986, pp. 135—153, at p. 143, fig. 3. For amphora linings, see
C.G. Koehler, "Handling of Transport Amphoras," BCHSuppi. 13
(see note 4 above), pp. 50—52.

•^"•^Whithread diss., p. 331; G.R. Edwards, Corinth VII, iii,
Corinthian Hellenistic Potterv, Princeton 1975, pp. i45—146.

'^^Vandiver and Koehler 1986, pp. 204—205,

•^•^These were taken wet and dry using methods developed by
V.R. Grace and set forth in B.L. Johnson, C.G. Koehler, P.ij.W.
flatheson, and Ij.B. Wallace, "Measuring Amphora Capacities,"
submitted to the Journal of Field Archaeoloqv.

"'^For a brief history of measuring amphora capacities, see
M.B. Wallace, "Progress in Measuring Amphora Capacities,"
BCH Suppl. 13, (see note 4 above), pp. 87—94, at pp. 87—88.
Chian capacities are summarised in ibid.. p. 88 with note 4; see
also V.F(, Grace and M„ Eiavvat i anou-F'fetropoul akou, Exploration
arch^oloqique de Dfelos 27, L"Ilot de la Mai son des"
Comfdiens, Paris 1970, p. 360, hote 4. For Rhodian, see
Wallace BCH Suppl. 13, pp. 89—91 and P.M.W. Matheson and M.B.
Wallace, "Some IThodian Amphora Caxpacities, " He_speri_a 51, 1982,
pp. 293—320, at pp. 297—298.

^ li
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Captions to Illustrations

Plate 1. Corinthian A Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. Corinth C-1962-644, end of the Late Protocorinthian period.

Well 1962-5. Height 0.64 m.
b. Athenian Agora P 12795, last quarter o-f the 6th century.

Deposit G 12:3. Height 0.41 m.
c. Corinth C-1937-2037, about 480. Well 1937-3. Height 0.63 m.

Plate 2. Corinthian A and A' Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. fCor-fu Archaeological Museum 7548, 4th century(7) From the

ipWea. Height 0.72 m.
b. VrCorinth C-1971-393, third quarter of the 4th century.

••Cistern 1971—2. Height 0.60 m.
c. Corfu Archaeological Museum 7954, mid-3rd century. From

the sea. H. 0.79 m.

Plate 3. Corinthian B Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. Corinth C-1937-2042, late 6th century. Well 1937-3.

Height 0.50 m.
b. Corinth C-1975-69, 460—440. Pit 1975-1. Height 0.51 m.
c. Corinth C-1972-118, mid-4th century. Pit 1972-1. Height

0.55 m.

Plate 4. Corinthian B Amphoras (Scale 1:10)
a. Athenian Agora P 6395, last quarter of the 4th century.

Deposit D 15:3. Height 0.68 m.
b. Corfu Archaeological Museum 7962, second quarter of the 3rd

century. From the sea. Height 0.84 m.
c. Patras Archaeological Museum, uninventoried (CK 15), mid—

3rd century. From the sea. Height 0.70 m.
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Plate 1. Corinthian A Amphoras (Scale 1:10). a) Corinth C-1962-644, end
oi Late Protocorinthian. Well 1962-5. H. 0.64 m. b) Athenian Agora
P 12795, last quarter of the 6th c. Deoosit G 12:3. H. 0.41 m. c) Corinth
C-1937-2037, ca. 480. Well 1937-3. H. 0.63 m.

Plate 2. Corinthian A (a) and A' (b, c) Amphoras .
<Scale Isio), a) Corinth C-1971-393, third quarter of the

c. Cistern 1971-2. H. 0.60 m, b> Corfu Archaeological Museum 7349
• '̂'om the sea. H. 0.72 m. c) Corfu Archaeological Museum "

79j4, mid-3rd c. hrom tne sea, h. u./v m.

•'.'.V-fl'-.:
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Plate 3. Corinthian B Amphoras (Scale 1;10). a) Corinth C-1937-2042, late
6th c. Well 1937-3. H. 0.50 m. b) Corinth C-1975-69, 460—440. Pit 1975-1.
w. n.si m. ri Cnrinth C-1972-118. mid-4th c. Pit 1972-1. H. 0.55 m.

Plate 4. Corinthian B Amphoras (Scale 1:10) a) Athenian Agora P 6395, last
quarter of the 4th c. Deposit D 15:3. H. 0.6B m. b) Corfu Archaeological
Museum 7962, second quarter of the 3rd c. From the sea. H. 0.04 m.
c) Patras Archaeological Museum, uninventoried (CK15), mid-3rd c. From the

! sea. H. 0.70 m.
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7. Left; Lung-Ch'uan yao celadon vase of the Sung dynasty (960-1280). This is an example of true glazed ware.
The ferrous iron has gone into solution and imparted a light green color to the lustrous glaze. 10 He inches high.
Photograph courtesy of Freer Gallery of Art, Washington.

8. Right; I^otocorinthian amphora, dating from the mid-seventh century B.C. A part of the reduced iron has
gone into soTution and rniparfs a slightly greenish cast to the black glaze. Height 287® inches. Photograph
courtesy of William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas City.
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boat" from Lerna (Figure 6). This vessel of brown
glazed ware has a black "shadow" of another sauceboat
against which it was stacked. Since Greek glaze, as men
tioned above, does not melt as a true glaze does, but
only on the edges of the glaze particles, the ferrous
(reduced) iron does not dissolve but, for the most part,
stays suspended and imparts a beautiful black color to
the surface. If the glaze is overheated, the reduced iron
tends to revert in part to the oxidized form (ferric
iron) and also, in part, to go into solution in the glassy
part ofthe glaze rather than to remain entirely suspended
mthe form of minute particles. The main part of the
glaze on this sauceboat is a glossy brown, which means
'hat it was overheated. Where the vessel was protected
'film overheating by stacking the glaze remained black.
" the pot had not been overheated, the main part of
** glaze would have been black while the protected,
••-"icrheated part would have been red.

Ferrous iron in solution in a glass (a true glaze) is
green and not black. The beautiful Chinese celadon
ware (as shown in Figure 7) has a reduced glaze and
is colored green by dissolved ferrous iron. Although in
the Greek semi-glaze the iron compounds are generally
only suspended in colloidal form (that is, as very fine
particles), at times enough ferrous iron dissolves to give
a definitely greenish tint to the glaze. A good example
is a Protocorinthian amphora (Figure 8) in Kansas City.
The slightly greenish cast of the black glaze, combined
with accessory red, makes a very pleasing color com
bination. This is an example of a slight misfiring which
is beautiful as well as instructive.

The next four examples of misfirings show different
degrees of the same basic fault—the firing temperature
was not high enough for both of two glazes used on
the same vessel. The temperature required for any
particular glaze depends on the size of the clay particles

/
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•• ;;: -''•m'.W-:'-'
Dear Carolyn, . •' - '/••/•to;''' .

Not sure if this will catc^ you, now ! know your schedule from your •
'. ' '. '% I •'[.- *

lette r of ^^ay 11, brought by John Oakley. The Immerwahrs, who have been hvre . -;'

*5,»-i 'VI. •

• V, ,

•'ny

for some time now, just got a letter from me that did not reach their address

in America before they left! Oh dear. Iwrite suuh few letters.

• »»1

•-.V ' '.

I anclose a copy of a communication from the Ministry, which -will make you - /•;/•/
;V:,. . ' . "/•'t/.>* '>>

appreciate '•'.r, fapaX's letter you already have, ilaria laughed at this one.

'»•/ •"•'>' saying it was just the kind of thing produced by aymvoulia - she had worked

' , viith them. All this fuss because I -was concerned that -"'r. PapaX not think I

X" interest in his material. Actually the rubbings collected under

>' , difficulties and without any notes on the jars, because the one day they got

to work in the apotheke in Rhodes, Maggie fell ill with onn of her bad colds,

fb:."' and v/hatever was done had to be done by David J., or Dugald, or Mani)li, those

rubbings on being processed by AA have produced an interesting set of combina

tions, with lots of news in them. I need photos of the jars, to confirm and

develope the news b the shapes. Maria says there is nothing fen the ^^inistryjs

com'-i.unication to say I can't have photos, 8o if Mr, PapaX. ag/rees, and you

had time during that brief visit, perhaps you could shoot at least aide views

of the jars, I am ebout to send copies of the duplioates to PapaX., and will

pribably suggest we could holp his staff member with a publication of these

jars, in other matters than just the readings, one of v^hioh would be an exhibit

of how to photograph amphoras*

A formal letter from Mrs. Touloupa on the Akropolis, addressed to the French

School with a copy for us, says that it is permitted for the Seeek amphora

group in September to visit the amphora coadection in the Musaam of the Ancient

Agora.

Oongratulati ins on being both godmother and senior aunt.# I
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American School of Claf;fiical Studies
54 Swodias Street^ Athens 140 Greece

August 17, 1963

.• • f̂ )

Kyle M, Phillips, Jr.
Via San Giovanni, 8 , c
50124 Firenze

Italia
(

Dear Kyle:

As Mrs, Petropoulakou wrote you for ma in July 1977, your small
t

amphora, AJA 81, 1977, p.93, fi^s. 21, 22 is Samian "and seems to be

datable in the early 6tB century B.C." She referred you to my article

'^esperia 40, 1971, pp. 52-95 on Samian amphorasj on pp. 79-80 of this

article, is fciven the evidence showing that these^ jars onrried oil, not

wine. On pi, 15, no, 2, is a little jar in Samos which, may be oftm^jgred

with yours, see its description p.93, But now there are a number more

found by Samian fisherm-m tliat have a body shape more closely resembling

yours. The variations in eody shape seem intended to produce various

capacities. Oil was expensive, so it was natural to carry it in small
yours

containers. The little dipper found with it (your figs. 24, 25), as you

say, suggests oil rather than wine as contents. Not mentioned, I think,

in that article, is the "Samian lekythos" you speak of in your recent

letter (22,VII.83) but perhaps that also would point to oil, I have some

text on Samian amphoras in the Blankanhagon festschrift (1979), see pp,

118-120 of t lat volume; a Soviet scholar had also identified the Samian

shape.

For your other amphora, I had barely time to see that it is Corinthian

before itx»sxx.KKKt the photos were snatched from me by Carolyn Koehler,

the expert on tliat olass. She was in the midst of preparations to go

back to the US after a year in Greece, She will write to y6u, but I

believe the date you suggested is right for her views. She is to be at

the Congress herself,

•X
h*>I ' t,<5-

J. -r % M u f'is-
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EVIDENCE AROUND THE MEDITERRANEAN FOR CORINTHIAN W
' ^ ^ EXPORT OF WINE AND OIL '

Carolyn G. Koehler
The University of Tennessee,SC"

/ jCfi- •"£ /•

C-y • ,
•' i, H

OQ^ '.'j/'-A- i-l
Corinthian A and B transport amphoras illus

trate emphatically the interdependence of those
who rescue ancient cargoes from the sea, and
those who study the large pointed jars used

^ througiiout antiquity to carry commodities in
Jjulk from one end of the Mediterranean to
another. Underwater finds have proven par
ticularly significant in tracing the distribution of
the two distinct but parallel series of jars
manufactured in Corinth during the Archaic,
Classical, and early Hellenistic periods. Such
utilitarian vessels thus serve as a primary index of
the trade carried on by this great commercial
center for nearly the entire historical period of
Greek Corinth, from about 700 B.C. to 150 B.C.
In addition, single finds and groups of transport
amphoras from shipwrecks off Corfu, Sicily, and
Italy have recently helped establish the sequence
of developments in shape for both types of jar,
when related to material excavated at Corinth
itself, at nearby Isthmia, and in the Athenian
Agora.'

Although the two types of Corinthian trans
port amphoras are quite distinct as to both shape
and fabric, neither series can be studied in isola
tion. The very attribution of two separate classes
of such containers is unique for Greek times, and
possibly the deliberate differentiation of their
shapes signified different contents. Type B jars,
which show occasional traces of an interior

resinous coating, may have held wine, as did am
phoras from many other Greek cities. The hard
red and gray fabric of Type A jars, however, sug
gests a connection with oil, since it is very similar
to the clay used for contemporary Corinthian

1. This report is based on research carried out for my Ph.D. disser
tation for Princeton University, Corinthian A and B Transport Am
phoras of the Greek Period (now in final preparation). Besides
acknowledgments given in the notes below, 1am grateful to Professor
T. Leslie Shear, directorof the excavations of the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens in the Athenian Agora, and to Professor
Homer A. Thompson, formerly director there, for permission topub
lish material from those excavations. Warm thanks go also to Mr.
Charles K. Williams, II, director of the Corinth Excavations of the
American School, for permission to present material from that site,
and for help throughout my studies in Corinth. Most especially I
thank Miss Virginia R. Grace of the Agora Excavations, not only for
specific assistance but also for continual guidance from the time she
first outlined the problem of the two Corinthian amphora series tome
m 971. My investigation of underwater finds of Corinthian jars
could not have been done without the generosity of Mr. Gerhard
icapitan ofSyracuse. For preparation of the profile drawing I had the
help of Mr. Andreas Demoulinis, Mrs. Helen Besi, and Mrs. Diane
^Mk; for the map, fig. 4, ofMrs. Abigail Camp, and the the photo
graphic reductions and for fig. 3e, ofMr. Eugene Vanderpool Jr

lamps and jugs containing oil. At certain times
Type A amphoras were made of the beige clay
common to Type B jars and to other Corinthian
coarsewares, but they were always tempered with
large bits of a characteristic local mudstone.

Corinthian A transport amphoras formed a
portion of the considerable goods shipped frpm
Corinth to the West during the period of Greek
expansion in the eighth and seventh centuries
B.C. Isolated underwater finds around Sicily add
to the numerical count of these early exports, but
the chronology of the beginning stages of shape
for Type A depends chiefly upon examples ex
cavated on land at coastal settlements around
southeast and central Sicily. Most of these have
been recovered from cemeteries at Gela, Cama-
rina, and Megara Hyblaea, where such containers
were frequently resued as cinerary urns or as cof
fins for infants. A jar found with grave offerings
of Protocorinthian pottery at Gela (fig. 3a)
(Adamesteanu 1956:285-286) establishes the Cor
inthian A series as perhaps the first produced
in Greece. Unusually round for a transport am-

, phora, its body lengthens to a broad cylindrical
toe; the neck too is large, with a heavy over
hanging rim.

The next stage of development is represented
by a TVpe A jar from Corinth itself (Corinth inv.
C-62-644), found in a stratified well-deposit of
the third quarter of the seventh century (fig. la)
(Amyx and Lawrence 1975:157-158). Consider
able skill and care were expended in turning the
subtly faceted rim and bevelled cap toe, qualities
which marked the many diverse products of the
Corinthian ceramics industry which flourished at
this period. Amphoras very like this one appear
at Camarina at the time of its foundation a quar
ter of a century later, and other jars from the
archaic cemetery there suggest the evolution in
shape of Type A throughout the sixth century
B.C."

Recent finds at Corinth (Corinth invs.
C-76-368, C-77-120, and C-53-222) pinpoint
sbcth-century stages iti the trend toward a more
compact, spherical body, a narrower to? and
neck, and a less massive rim (Williams in p^ess.
2. Thanks go to Dott. Paola t>elagalti. Superintendent of Anti
quities for Eastern Sicily, for ntaking it possible for me to examine
newly excavated jarsatCamarina and tomention them here.
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Brann 1956:365). By, the beginning of the fifth
century, these tendencies result in the squat body
of the fractional Type A amphora (A.A. inv. P
12795) from a well in the Athenian Agora (fig.
lb) (Grace 1961:fig. 35, left). Its cylindrical toe is
distinct in profile from the body, and its handles
are slightly pinched at the top to form a sort of
horn. Larger counterparts of this amphora were
exported all over the Mediterranean in the late

sixth and early fifth centuries, as underwater
finds from Chios to Syracuse demonstrate. Two
such amphoras from the sea are displayed on the
stairway in the Mus^e Borely, Marseilles, but
Dott. P. Pelegatti informs me they were found in
Syracuse and transferred to Marseilles in the
nineteenth century.

By the middle of the fifth century B.C., the
upper surface of the horizontal Type A rim has
begun to slant down (fig. Ic); the handles, now
more sharply pinched at the top, are occasionally
stamped at the base with a palmette. About this
time, the body suddenly changes to the ovoid
shape illustrated by an amphora from the Filicudi
G site in the Lipari Islands off Sicily, now in the
Lipari Museum. A dispersed cargo from Syracuse
(Porto Grande, Site B) (Kapitan 1973:186)
demonstrates the abruptness of this change, since
it contains both the heavier and the more gracile
Type A shapes (figs. 3b and 3c). To one of these
jar tops is cemented a fragmentary Corinthian B
neck of the third quarter of the fifth century. The
reason for this switch is unclear, but the taller,
thinner form for Corinthian A jars lasted nearly
a century. An underwater find from Corfu be
longs to a subsequent phase in this development
(fig. Id)', and the fragments from the Madon-
nina A wreck near Taranto should be dated
somewhat later still on the basis of the increased
height and heaviness of the sloping rim. This
stylistic chronology supports McCann's (1972:
184-185) fourth century date for a Corinthian A
jar top and toe. As with earlier examples of the
ovoid-bodied jars, the handles are round in sec
tion at both attachments.

Corinthian A jars resume a spherical body
shape, however, about the middle of the fourth
century B.C. (fig. le). Immediately recognizable
characteristics of such jarS are a peg toe (which
provides a firm grip for lifting) and a heavy
overhanging rim which rests on the spiny top
edge of the handles. Apalmette is often stamped

CoIfiT'r' Angelos Choremis. Ephor of Antiquities in
3d aoH . j®'' ®"'' f'S®- 'f. 2e, and
^1.and to include them here.
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at the base of one or both handles at this period,
and occasionally a single letter or monogram ap
pears on the upper flat side of either handle.
Compared with the number of late fifth and early
fourth century Type A jars found in the west,
there is a dearth everywhere of exported examples
of the spherical Corinthian A jar belonging to the
second half of the fourth century.

This situation reverses itself around the turn of

the fourth to the third century, which marks a
return to the ovoid body and conical toe typical
of the fragmentary Type A amphoras from the
shipwrecked cargo at Stentinello near Syracuse
(cf. fig. 3d, a complete jar from the sea around
Corfu) (Kapitan 1976:90-91). That cargo, with
more than one hundred and twenty Corinthian A
and B jars together, plus another wreck at
Savelletri near Brindisi with many A and B am
phoras (Kapitan 1972:3-16, Kapitan 1973:185-
186, Kapitan 1976:101), especially points up the
extensive Corinthian export of oil and wine early
in the third century B.C. Pieces from the Savel
letri cargo represent the latest phase in the
development of Type A jars: the tall vertical rim
with slight bevel at the midpoint, the flaring
neck, and the cap toe with compound curve are
established by the middleof the third century (cf.
fig. If, a similar jar from Corfu).

Amphoras of the Corinthian B series exhibit a
more regular evolution of shape than do those of
the Corinthian A class. Numerous dated jars and
fragments at both Corinth and Athens attest the
shape of the earliest Type Bjars, which belong to
the last quarter of the sixth century B.C. (Camp
bell 1938:605, fig. 27 and Grace 1961 :fig. 35).
Already the characteristics of the class are clearly
defined: the rounded, outward-thickened rim, the
ridge or offset band around the top of the neck,
and the upward arch of the handles. Then about
480 B.C., several changes begin to appear which
become established as features of the Classical
period by the middle of the fifth century (fig. 2b)
(Williams and Fisher 1977:106-107, pi. 19). Jars
similar to this one with flaring rim, ovoid body,
and pointed eap toe are found on vessels from
many sites in Greece and also in the West.

From this point on, the body on Corinthian B
amphoras gradually lengthens and narrows, fol
lowing a tendency general for most transport am
phoras throughout the Greek period. From the
beginning of the fourth century, the toe is formed
together with the body and continues its profile,
although set off at first by a deep groove (fig
2c). By the end of the fourth century, neck and
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handles are proportionally taller, and the elonga
tion is even more pronounced (fig. 2d). Often a
band of "paddling marks" accentuates the
broadest part of the body just below the shoul
der, made by pressing a wooden stick or paddle
against the wet clay as the Jar revolved on the
wheel. The flaring rim, still with a ridge or
groove (or two) at its base, is pressed by the
handles, and the mouth is thereby squeezed to an
oval shape (fig. 3e).

The still more exaggerated piriform body of
the jar in fig. 2e can be dated to the early third
century B.C., since it can be compared with the
nearly thirty similar jars from a deposit buried in
the destruction of Gela in 282 B.C. (Orlandini
1956: 356, fig. la). The latest of the Corinthian B
necks from the Stentinello wreck are approxi
mately contemporary with this important group
at Gela (Kapitan 1976:90-91, fig. 3). Slightly later
and datable to the second quarter of the third
century are a jar from the sea now in the collec
tion of the American School of Classical Studies
at Athens (fig. 30. and pieces from the wreck at

Savelletri (Kapitan 1972:9). Corroborative evi
dence for the chronology comes from the Type A
jars carried in both the Stentinello and Savelletri
wrecks. On the jar tops from Savelletri, the rim
shortens to a roll above which the heavy handles
arch, and the toe develops a slight bulge at the
bottom. At the same time the point of maximum
diameter drops well below the shoulder, and since
an underwater find in Patras shows a continua
tion in this direction, it seems to offer a final
stage in the evolution of the Corinthian B type
(fig. 20.^

Stamps appear on a relatively small percentage
of Corinthian B jars, primarily from the middle
of the fourth century on. Generally simple mono
grams or single letters were impressed on the top
of a handle (cf. fig. 3e) or at its base, but devices
were also popular. These are all likely to be pot
ter's marks, but their significance remains uncer
tain.

Some uncertainty also exists about the pro
venance of the class now called Corinthian Type
B. The series was once considered to be Cor-
cyrean (Grace 1953:108-109), as the best can
didate for the type mentioned in Pseudo-Aristotle
as Kerkyraikous amphoreis (Aristotle n.d.). A
number of jars and fragments of this series have
been found on Corfu at the site of Corinth's

cha^r goes (0 Miss A. Dekoulakou of the Ar-Museum, Pairas, forassistance instudying this andother
amphoras in the museum.
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famous colony of Gorcyra, spanning the late
sixth to the mid-third centuries. It is difficult to
distinguish between Corinthian and Corcyrean
clays, but analyses using neutron activation, op
tical emission spectroscopy and Mossbauer spec-
troscopy (Farnsworth and others 1977, Jones and
others in preparation) have just been completed
in an attempt to establish the place of manufac
ture of this class. At present it appears that some
Type B amphoras were actually made in Corfu at
certain periods, but it remains preferable to refer
to them as Corinthian in view of the greater
number and chronological range in Corinth of
those demonstrably produced there. Further
more, the finding of Corinthian A and B jars
together in the western shipwrecked cargoes men
tioned above strengthens the connection between
the two series. Together all this evidence suggests
an economic cooperation between Cormth and
Corcyra which no other sources document.

These and many other Corinthian A and Bjars
attest their export in striking quantity and extent.
An outline of this primarily westward commerce ,
can now be drawn from imderwater and land finds
in combination. Many colonists in Sicily, Sicil-
ians and other Greeks as well as Corinthians, , ^
seem to have arrived at their new sites with basic
supplies in Corinthian A jars. Extensive imports
of these amphoras continued throughout the
sixth century B.C. at such colonies as Selinus,
Gela, Camarina, Syracuse, Leontinoi, and
Megara Hyblaea (fig. 4). At most of the same
places a few early jars of Type B are found as
well. A sprinkling of both classes can be traced
around Sicily and nearby islands and around
southern Italy during the fifth century. In the
fourth century, however, the spherical Corinthian
A jars seem to have been used almost exclusively
in Corinth, while Type B amphoras were sent as
far abroad as Mallorca, one cargo to be ship
wrecked at El Sec (Salvador 1972:287-326). Mr.
Damian Cerda has kindly shared material from
the wreck with me; on the basis of photographs
shown me, the Corinthian Bjars should be dated
at least as late as the third quarter of the fourth
century.

From the turn of the fourth to the third cen
tury, both types again move freely and widely,
with concentrations still throughout Magna
Graecia, and with scattered pieces marking routes
up the coast of Italy to Cosa and Spina, and
along the north African coast from Alexandria to
Benghazi and Carthage. Eight stamped Corin
thian B handles, in the Musee Gre'co-romain at
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Alexandria, and one Corinthian A are recorded
in the files of V. R. Grace in the Agora Excava
tions of the American School at Athens; Miss
Grace has also shared with me information on a
Type B jar from Hadra and two miniatures also
in the Musee Greco-romain, as well as her notes
on a number of Corinthian B stamped handles in
the collection of the late Mr. Lucas Benaki at

Alexandria. Mr. John Riley of the University of
Manchester has brought to my attention several
fragmentary and miniature jars of Type B in
Benghazi. A single fourth-century Corinthian A
jar top from excavations at Carthage, of which
Dr. M. Vegas de Wegg sent me a drawing, is
notable for its export in this period. Corinthian
amphoras are very scarce in the east, although an
unexpected number of Type A jars were shipped
to the Black Sea, notably to Olbia, throughout
the Classical period (Brashinsky 1968:45-48,
1970:12,16-18).

The distribution of both Corinthian A and B

transport amphoras provides the key to our
understanding of Corinth's brisk overseas trade
in perishable produce. Further documentation of
underwater finds should afford new evidence of
this source for the history of Corinth's economic
prosperity in the Greek period.
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Question: Do you have any evidence of the distri
bution of either A and B among the Greek settle
ments of the French coast?

Answer; There are very few scattered pieces
which turn up primarily off Marseilles, but again
they are few and far between.

Question: Do any of either type, A or B or both,
turn up in French settlements?
Answer: Just a few. Inland, 1 have no record of
any.

Question: In Alexia which is in the Champagne

(0^0^
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area of northern France there is some evidence of

forms and types of amphoras that seem very
much in the shape of the later type A and type B
from this paper. Is there a possibility that
Marseilles or Massilia was the jumping off point
for transport of these type vessels into the in
terior and into the northern areas?

Answer: I think it is certainly conceivable, and
I'd like to have more information on this. These

jars really travel an astounding, at least to me,
distance to the west. 1 do have one or two also

documented in Spain so I think that's quite
conceivable.

Question: Do you have any systematic changes in
the numbers of jars found at sites? Is there a
decrease westward or could you contour it in
terms of areas of continuity?
Answer: I haven't yet been able to do that effec
tively. It doesn't make a very tidy pattern. We
are still working on that, and I'm continually
receiving evidence from various colleagues so that
eventually I think 1 can draw up a pretty good
schema as you suggest. 1 mean, obviously they do
mainly go to the west and are concentrated quite
where you would expect them in Greek colonies
around southeastern Sicily with some up the
eastern coast of Italy.
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(cfCorintTil!!r"&»\'^nT7'"v. C-62-644. H. 0.64 m. (b) Athenian Agora inv. P12795. H. 0.41 m
H. 0.72 mfelr ^ CampbeU, op. cit., p. 605, nr. 201, Fig. 27. H. 0.63 m. (d) Corfu Archaeological Museum uninvArchaeoloijici Mu,eJln'"un£v Ĥ79T 'hird quarter of the fourth century. H. 0.60 m. (f) Corfu
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f'?" 2- Corinthian BTransport Amphoras (Scale 1:10): (a) Corinth inv. C-S7-2042. H. 0.50 m. (b) Corinth inv. C-75-69. H. 0.51 mWConnth inv. C-72-118. C.K. Williams, II, andJ.E, Fisher, "Corintli, 1972: The Forum Area," Hesperia, 42,1973, nr. 27. p. 25, pi. II
H. 0.55 m. (cl) Athenian Agora inv. P. 6395. V.R. Grace, op. cit., Fig. 42, left H. 0.68 m. (e) Corfu Archaeological Museum! uninv!
H. 0.84 m. (f) Patras ArchaeologicalMuseum, uninv. H. 0.70 m.
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Burial 9 H n -M B(e,f) Amphoras (Scale 1:10 except for FIr. 3e, approximalely 1:4): (a) (Ida, IVrdio l.a Paglia,
(Hl r fi A L T" ' ' Syracuse, Porto Grande Site B, nr. B10. P.H. 0.20 m. (c) Syracuse, Porto Grande Site B nr 119 PII 0 72 ,n
19>ifi n lfi7 Museum, uninv. H. 0.72 m. (e) Athenian Agora inv. SS 10048. V.R. Grace, Hrspnria, Supple.nent X, Princeion»p. ID/, p. 74, lower left. P.H. 0.25 m. (f) Collection of the American School of Classical Sturlics at Allions, uninv. H. 0.71 m!
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The time has sped by as usual and my Pullman interlude is nearly gone, ^
don't ask me where. It was so good to hear you on the phone. It will be
even better to land in Athens late in June (or early in July) for a whole
13 months.

I won't know exactly how the finances will work \intil April, but I
feel sure something will come through. In any case,I shall come, because
that is the only way this book will get finished. I shall hope not to
bother you too much with my project, although you know full well how
invaluable your helps are to me. For the NEH grant I put you down officially
as a consultant because they like things all spelled out exactly. In fact,
I put in for a consultant's fee for you of $1000., which is figured on-the
basis of two weeks at $75 a day, the rate suggested by people at the NEH.
If the grant comes through, we 'teth win. This does not bind you, however,
to giving up two weeks to mej that's just a way of figuring it for the
bureaucrats. The recent switch in the program under which I should apply
for a grant (Basic Grants, under which all archaeological projects now fit,
instead of individual Fellowships) meant that I suddenly had to prepare
an application by mid-October instead of mcdc ifaoi right now, and so I did
not have time to write you then, before everything went in. "Everything"
included cover sheet, budget pages, several summary sheets, and a twenty-
page narrative explaining the project. At the time, it did not occur to me
that maybe the consultant's fee would have to be paid in a particifLar way
in order not to disturb social security benefits, or any other financial
planning of yours. IF the NEH monies come through, I'll need to be advised.

Now about Letty. At the opening recetption of the San Francisco
meetings, Marian told me that Letty had just seen her and said that she'd
had a letter from you, and that she was considering withdrawing the article.
I told Marian that I felt sure it was not a case of "difference of opinion"
about which you had written, but of some jtmhalarly basic questions wtomt such as h
method, the establishment of chronology, and so on. I said that of course
I could not speak for you, since at that point I had not heard directly
from you, but that my own assessment of the article had been that there
are serious problems with it. In fact, I wrote the publications committee
before its mid-October meeting as follows! "I recommend that "Greco-Italic
Amphoras" by E.L. Will be accepted for publication if extensive revisions
are made. It will be very helpful to have the material in this article
published, if the broad statements and attributions made can be more ftilly
substantiated. Discussions of chronological evidence are not sufficiently
precise. I would hope for a more critical assessment of the reasons for
changes in shape, and of relationships between the forms and fabrics of
"Greco-Italics" and of their Dressel 1 desce ndents." I had hoped to send
more detailed comments right away, but did not manage to do so until the
time of the meetings. Marian now has those, as well as a few which Susan
Rotroff made, and she was going to send them in some form to Letty. Jn
Franeisco, Marian, Susan and I agreed that it would still be good to have
the article if it could be properly amended. When I return to Baltimore
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1*11 phone Marian to see what has happened in the meantime. I very much
appreciate your having taken the time to make comments and criticisms,
though it was not I who requested them. Perhaps Letty will in the end
heed them. I hope. And perhaps Marian,aacixitaD<WH«Hiit1nnry having heard
indirectly of criticisms from another soiirce, will take note. Certainly
she and the publications committee seem to have read the article without
blinking, and do not seem to have taken my written report seriously.
Anyhow, from now on it is our baby and we'll see what we can do to get
it in some kind of shape. It would indeed help if I saw your comments;
I would tell Letty that I had earnestly requested them from you, as I
don't think I could read them and discuss the paper with her without saying
I had seen them. Do you agree?

Enough of that sort of business! We are in the midst of snowstorm
#8, as far as I can count them, since I flew in New Year's Eve. I have
indeed had enough winter for all of 1982, and enough snow for the next
ten years. Wish I thought the ground conditions in Baltimore would be
much better. Still, I have been having a pleasant time with my family,
first all of us, and now just my parents. I've caught up with several
old friends I hadn't seen since high school, too, and learned that their
travels have been as extensive as mine—some geographically so, others in
other ways. I've been fed and fattened up a bit, though the aerobic dan«
cing has helped keep me in shape. We are running a welfare station for
feathered friends in the neighborhood, and several times a day troop out
to the back yard with offerings for the pheasants, finches, and rufous-sided
teTBuiitiwiii. towhees. It's especially fun to watch the small fellows peck c
away at the peanut-butter—stuffed pine cone hung in the tree.

The mail run is about to be made for today, so I'll close for now.
Next installment will have more about classes and Baltimore.

With all best wishes for a glorious 1902,
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:':,S . "••;«'• a'-, 54 Swedias street, Athene 140, Greece
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vi'ky;'\y'-•y. • -v
• - : • - ^• yVv y ••',

Dear Carolyn, .

.y •• • r ^ • • •'••• -•'
.. rea . o have j^our lotLer of January 21, ^vith news of your planr and appH- '

cations, which all sound very promisine;. I'll let my nephew Nick Grace know

^

. . * ux aiy uo^now ivioK urace Know

jyy.x:' •• . _ • ./•-'y
posnibility of an income problem for ir.e - he gets my returns prepared

t :

, Ife
'V.

office. (It doesn't affect Social Security, at my ape.) It now '
^";n '̂*'*'i'.' 'V'VsY/^
•7:^ " occurs to me as odd that Gladys ;Veinberg did not t-ink of doing somet lag like ''

' 4. •"that with her hJd gxantx application, for her book on the glass from the

in Fhodes. very important from her point of view, and there Is hardly
except the quantities of Khodian stamped handles. I've •w'-.'.l

, given her readings ages ago, and dates, and then revised dates, because they are " ' "

fe: :; . century largely. Still, she can't publish them herself, and she recognizes
that fact. She told ma she had got v5P,000. She should have asked for a bit more,

I see, specifically to compensate us here for our time, to support our efforts.

Of oourso. if you don't get the money, what with Kea^an, not to worry about us,
and I have a bit l.id up in the Amphora Fund whioh it would be suitable for you to
have, anyhow .1000, really .,2000. to help fill out. I

(for various roaaons) it will be good for you to come soon.

Does it mke any dif-erenoe to you .if 1 am a;vay during the ea.rly part of your
15 months? 1 ought to pull myseir together and got to the US. and it may work out
that late May and Juno is when it has to be.

Xoa »111 (I hop.) h«T. Ert on your rotum ny l.ttsr to you .noT..lne . photo,
oopy of nin. to lofy.bout ^^r.oo-rt.Uo.. Sh. h,. not l.t m. knn. th.t ,h, r.ooly.d

, • th. on. to h,r, 1 only kn,.. It through you. I h... .rltt.n to h.r hno. thon, .b™,t
. fr,neh lady .,ph,rl.t n.„od I.„b,nh,lr,.r (pronouno, l„ Fr.noh) .ho f«md .m..
m.mplo. of "bauloi... 4" In tb. Ajor, oonootlon. 'hoy tarnod out to b. Utty«.
lyp. W. Hor yl.lt «. during th. Ko. Y,.r'. hoUd.y 4. I .ould not yut h.r off

•y-
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"••• •;•'ir' • • - .• - ;",v-?J4-;,.. \.;^r. i

~.:vt '̂7Sa77'̂ 7, •• on Mai
^ ' -. ^ ' •-,\> ••

. .•A'v^.'iv 7.v:^Jr7 ^,7v^r. ;
• a-.-<7' .:;••" -vy'

Jargot Canp, but 1 did afterward, for correspondence.

l*m sura you'll Ilka working -with 'fergot, we're luokv to have har. She likes •'

ths job, too, and has brought plants and a painting to make the oatalogue room <

.^T>. ;•
raore pleasant.

, „ ,,VU'V. . so glad you've had a real visit with your family and old friends. These

•' precious occasions. Thank you for your Christnas - Maw fear's - birt.iday card
.'v'.i '•r/f'7' :••• :
jpy^VVv-V-'./' writfen in the midst of the gathering at home. I love having it. Also your tele-

call. vftiat exciting weather you've beon having! Ke phis sin has snow, today

first time Jrhis year, lying on the ground - reported by I'larla, , . .

•* ' ^7.a,?AS' ' ' '^r., r" ^-f • ...'IJ' V.-* *'• uW'-^ V -A •« '• " -• •' v,

AUj .f • '̂•• • .»•• • ^ :-i • •, •• • •• •• • .' . * -A,,*^ * * .. . . • : , ' • .. i ^
v-i , ','•. • :,•••'• ••\< ^^i:. ,• ' Vj • 7 '•'

•*.-1
:,C," I have been trying to read without spending time en article !in Its Man of

which M. Empereur feave me a pnotogopy; berena da Luca de Marco, "le anfore

commerciali deele hecropoli di bpina," j:elangeB de I'doole franoaise de Reme 91,

1979, pp. 571-600, It seams not to be cited by Letty, though it is hard to be

sure in her long lists not in alphe^betioal order, (dy hunting through, I find

Ehe cites my new friend Mne. Laubenhoimer.) It does little good in wayxdcx

reporting Kpina, as it never g.ivos dates for the individual tombs from which

the amphoras are said to oome. (Or are all the contexts thou-ht to be the

same.) Pp. 5«5-b86 on breoo-Italios seems t® have some sense. However, what

•he says about Ohian does not, of. p.584 and pi. IIIj you wd. think she might
»«ive looked a little further on in Picture Hook 6, to figs. 44-49. And I doubt
whether you will be muoh informed by the text on Coroyrean, pp.580-583, with all
ita Variants; still probably you ought te look at it. See pis. I-ii, Numerous
references te some text by Ci Boulter. - \ -

.•'.V
'•*- ••>
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Pr. circled hdlc.
Cat. 17.TTT.76 •
(1937, X)

1 • .

Single frap. pre«3ervei ca. half cf upper curve of handle.

?':ediuTi-.f ine clay, alfphtly oornua, vSelf-sl Joped,
Surface: in l/h (very pale brown)
-^ore: 7.9 YR 7A (pink)

Handle frarmcfct of. tranaport/sborape a-nphora. flattened ov-1 in
section.

Stanped on top of curve, nliphtly to one aide in circular field:
or lanbda and oniicron; lower part of circular *

_ ^ vr * ^ycj X

letter - omlcron- innerfectly tcinreaaed)

• J

. . Of

, ^ 'V • .
i,,'

,('i.v-•

'• •

A
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P.L. .0t^2
W. X Th. .01;? X .023

Cor B SAH Fr. circled hdlc
Cat. 17.TTT.76 •
(1937, X)

CTnple frag, pregervei cs. hslf of upper curve of handle

^^edluTi-f In® clay, ellghtly oorou". Self-alloped.
"•"urface: 1^ yi? j/h (very prle brown)
-^oret 7.C YR 7/I4. (pink)

Handle frarmefct of. tranaport/afeorege amphora. Flattened ovol In
sdct1 on.

Stamped on top of curve, elightly to one aide in circular field:
(grrnm*: or lambda and omlcron; lower part of circular * *
letter - omlcron- imperfectly tmpresaed)

-•5 V;-.

.ri^LSiiasea^t.. .t(3

W'l
•K •'

.:L ;>K

/ ' *'4
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i0'A 6P1 ^ SAH fr,c5.rcled hdl",
cat. I7.TTT.76

p.I. .0P3
\J.x'Th..0!|6 X .076

frar. nrc^ervc'i Ticiy of u per cur-'^e off hdl., wlih mo5it of upner
attchment. Surface battered in plece'5: one third r?tavnp pone.

Fine ,hf'd, allphtly poroua clay. Self-allpped.
Preak: 'f? vp fj/6 (rcddlah yellow)
Surface: 7.6 7/U (pink)

Handle frap. fr. tranfiport/atorapc a'nphora. Section a flattened
oval where fitBeioed. Upper ott. flattened where presned vs.
neck end rin.

Stamped on top of curve In circular field: tv»o letters, perhaps
(or C) and T.



F.L. .065^3 m,
VJ.x Tih, •Ol;.') X ,026 tn,

Cor D SAH

Sing. frag, preserve a ,op.t of upper curve of handle

fl. ofj

?'^r.c!rclecl hdlg.

Cat. 17cTTI,?6 -
(lv3^, ')

Pine hard clay, ^llghtlj' porous. Self-sllnped.
Surface,; ca, Y'V 6/6 (reddish yellow)
""reak: 7,^^ Y?, 7/6 (reddish yellovj) to 7,'^ Yii 7/L|, (pink)

Handle fr?g. from t ransnort/storage amphora. Flattened oval In sec.
•St am pod on top of curve; 7 or monorram (?)

• ''r ,

Vv ' >
\

v; ^ ''.I •*

•1 '-..L
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P.II. .0-76
W. '7-h..0la6 x 1023

I
Pr, circ3.ed h^ndlr.*
Cat. 1?.III.76
(1939 mi)

, Sinfrla frag, DrcTrrve". -n'vt nf upper fiurve of herdle, with larc#
ch*broken off. Surfaca worn.

•

no hard clay, niirhtly porous. Self-slipped?
'hir'-ncc^^: 7.9 ?/6 (reddtnh jrellow)
Core; 9 VT? (-^/h (light rcddl brown)

I'l

Handle frof-'nont froni transport and storage amphora. Plattened
ovnl In section; still more flj?ttenc'd near upper attachment.

Stnmpad on upper curve in oval I'leld: 'monogram r>^

fl
U

••/..v-yfi
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krA. r-^pc;

P.P. .067
Vf.;: 'T'h..Ol|f> x ,02U

Cor B SAH

•t'

Pr. circled hsndlei
(19l|.^, CA)
Cat. 17.TT-r,76

Single fragment pre^ervea much of upper qurve
of «^ta7ip. -1

Broken along edge

Pine hard clay, ilightly porouc. Self-allpped.
,furfaco : oc . ?,6 YC 6/6 (reddleh yeesllow)
Core (break): 6 YH h./6 (yellovieh red)

Handle '"rsgment from trannport/ct-.ornga omphora. Pery flattened
oval In 3«cti.';n, ii'th pinched edge elong one aide of curve,

npe d on upper curve: retrograde.

!/

, ',, -J-'

I

•• / 'ai•*. .'ri .
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I'̂ -Ao^ <,oi^ iJ^i^ /s-'C.sXlX.

u^ (' S ^ -2^
£C'n/-^/<'C>j£^

V*yC-^ L'̂ -tte .Xe^

^ ^ ^;0\yXys-
(Sit <^7 (Sft 'h- XCe^

Q
^•LjJUI CXJ^>C^^ &2 LXL-y'f^Xi-^ t^.

^ ^{XXi ^ ^fiU
-C^Yc l^A- 7-1^

;fc& ;5f "f6-e.
-441 i. -L^ \.peL..^^^>^Xt^ (^•'(px.<...X^^X. /JU- ^

3 t^xj^ >fc> ^
4^"^ -kY.ss^ i^c^/" ."JU^O LziK IaIXp^.
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r. npoAorAz & SIA

BOYAHS; S4 a MHTPDnDAEnS

THA. 323 5. BIB - A0HNAI

KoopqijaTa Xpuad-'AoriMevia
'OpoXoyia, IruXoypacpoi &
'Avanrnpeq.

-V

G. QROLDGAS & ^

24 VOULIS STR. & METROPOLEOS

TEL.: 323B.aiB - ATHENS

High class Dewelry of gold,
platinum etc.
Golden and silver souvenirs.

Watches, Fountain - Pens and
lighters.
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KIENZLE UHRtiNFABRIKEN GMBH
7220 Schwerinlnaon a. N. / BRD

I< .o//q

KIENZLE

GARANTIESCHEIN



Diese Uhr, ein Erzeugnis der
KIENZLE UHRENFABRiKEN GmbH, Schwenningen/N.,

wurde mit groBter Sorgfalt nach den neuesten,
technischen Erkenntnissen hergestellt.

Die Uhr und deren Teile — in ca. 1500 Arbeitsgangen .
produziert — durchlaufen wiederholt strengste

Kontrollen und sind hinslchtlich Material,
Kcnstrukticn und Herstellung von einwandfreier

Beschaffenheit.
Das unterzeichnete Uhrenfachgeschaft leistet fur

etwaige Herstellungs- und Materialfehler
^ ab Verkaufsdatum 1 Jahr Garantie.

Von der Garantie ausgenommen sind Schaden,
die durch Verschmutzung, fahrlassige Oder

unsachgemaBe Behandlung hervorgerufen wurden.
Kienzle-Uhr Nr. —

Slempel uf^datum
^ ^ rte^

^Bitte sorgfaltig aufbe^^&hfen!
Ein Gafanti^eanspruch besteht nur bei Vorlage elnes

vollstandig ausgefullten Garantiescheines.
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CORINTHIAN A AND B TRANSPORT AIIPHORAS

GAROLU^ G. KOEELER 1978

GONGORDANGE LIST

IaO
T"

""vtc

GP44 50
GP58 3 G-34-472 289

GPI574- 39^ G-34-932 44

GP1828 461 0-34-933 31

GPI834 421 G-34-934 231

GP1845 135 G-34-472 289'
GP2681 390 G-34-2526a,-b 690

GP2805 28 0-36-106 502

GP2806 7^5 0-36-112 640

GP2808 7 G-36-114 98

GP2810 247 (^ase formerly G-36-128)

GP2814 215 G-36-179 570

GP2816 30
0-36-498 586

GP2817 25
0-36-759 417

GP2819 26
0-36-2404 197

GP2821 386
0-36-2405 169

GP5OO8 281 0-36-2453 203

GP50^2 628
G-37-110 419

C-51-37^ 755
0-37-298 238

C-31-575 710
0-37-316 246

G-31-376 731
G-37-326 701

G-32-29 187
G-37-327 695

G-32-30 308
0-37-328 726

G-32-31 524 G-37-330 762

G-32-302 631
0-37-332 754

G-33-119 699
0-37-333 7O8

G-33-1^76 480 0-37-336 141

GP18-^-6 129'bis

VI u

19.01
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0-40-495 531 C-59-^ 605

0-40-497 148 0-60-74 285

G-40-498a,b 13 0-60-160 546

0-40-626 258 0-60-163 4-77

0-40-627 259 0-60-166 383

0-40-629 260 0-60-169 599

0-40-630 303 C-6O-I7O 516

0-40-631 304 0-60-172 138

0-40-635 132 C-6O-I79 101

0-40-639 744- 0-60-265 493

0-40-640 74 C-60-266 377

0-40-641 67 C-6O-272 384

C-46-3 624 0-60-273 632b

0-46-87 290 O-6O-277 669

0-47-846 292 0-60-343 307

0-47-904 59 0-60-34^!- 670

C-47-905 183 0-60-346 86

0-40-906 58 O-6O-347 72

0-47-911 574 0-61-52 703

C-47-913 92 0-61-68 529
0-47-914 746bis 0-61-73 698

0-48-13 294 0-61-185 122

0-48-54 293 O-6I-23I 127
0-48-250 199 0-62-141 457
joined witli C-71-610

0-62-146 643
C-49-17 . 126

0-62-148 102
0-49-36 440

0-62-149 388
C-53-2 464

0-62-150 171
C-53-222 21

0-62-151 146b
0-59-9 329

0-62-236 190
0-59-95 100

0-62-251 366

/g



C-62-297 495 0-64-384 66

0-62-643 11 0-65-6 355

0-62-644 9 0-65-22 520

G-62-672 10 0-65-110 173

C-62-881 12 0-65-203 513

0-62-956 367 0-65-310 617

0-62-949 288 0-65-396 734

0-62-950 177 0-65-528 696

0-62-953 57 0-65-561 71

0-62-955 476 0-65-571 470

0-62-956 133 0-65-574 156

0-62-957 475 0-66-16 378

0-63-544 702 0-66-20 523

0-65-673 581 0-66-32 534

0-63-690 252 0-66-33 412

0-63-723 556 0-66-44- 368

0-63-724 276 0-66-48 312

0-6^8 434 0-66-72 589
0-6A-17 60 0-66-78 365

0-64-27 61 0-66-121 540

0-64-28 406 0-66-242 527
0-64-198 140 0-67-60 764

0-64-204 147 0-67-76 584

0-64-209 425 0-67-93 588

0-64-243 747 0-67-101 761

0-64-248 120 0-68-38 93
0-64-376 287 0-68-39 426

0-64-377 481 0-68-70 427
0-64-378 596 0-68-73 742
0-64-380 96 0-68-93 704
0-64-381 671 0-68-94 705



C-68-116 399 0-71-18 352

C-68-119 768 0-71-44 104

C-68-225 611 0-71-144-a,b 178

C-68-285 471 0-71-172 356

C-68-335 188 0-71-183 591

C-69-101 633 0-71-184 163

0-69-105 619 0-71-233 568

0-69-106 649 0-71-237 279

C-69-177 358 0-71-334 68

0-69-183 340 C-71-393 62

C-69-27^ 345 C-71-395 244

0-69-306 379 0-71-528 69

0-69-309 672 C-71-555 153

0-70-4 103 0-71-572 75

c-70-3 94 0-71-576 63

C-70-8 ' 150 C-71-577 248

C-70-15 692 0-71-578 241

C-70-16 592 C-71-579 242

C-70-20 494 0-71-582 566

c-70-56 130 0-71-586 160

C-70-58 381 G-71-593 736

C-70-59 180 0-71-594 549

0-70-60 142 0-71-595 673

0-70-111 469 0-71-596 563

0-70-112 361 0-71-597 128

0-70-113 472 0-71-600 251

0-70-135 752 0-71-601 168

0-70-161 73 O-7I-6O3 105
0-70-210 720 0-71-604 106

0-71-1 614 0-71-605 170

0-71-10 243 0-71-606 514



C-71-607 302 G-73-198 500

C-71-608 403 G-73-282 136

C-71-609 575 C-73-314 158

C-71-610 199 0-74-34 636

C-71-611 191 G-74-33 331-

C-71-612 64 C-74-39. 204

C-71-613 155 G-74-62 404

C-71-614 129 G-74-101 674

C-7I-6I5 192 G-74-112 645

C-71-620 278 C-75-11 107
C-72-23 479 G-75-13 393
C-72-50 143 G-75-28 396

G-72-51 151 C-75-67 195

C-72-65 131 G-75-68 123
C-72-II8 240 G-75-69 229

C-72-119 721 C-75-72 196

C-72-123 245 C-75-132 70

C-72-15^ 664 G-75-201 653
C-72-207 125 G-75-202 571
G-72-230 95 G-75-207 209

G-72-251 176 G-75-249 496

G-72-252 164 G-75-250 184

G-72-235 111 G-75-321 193
G-72-259 218 G-76-75 207
G-72-261 43 0-76-76 194
G-72-262a,b 760 G-76-77 45
G-72-263 144- G-76-78 46

G-72-263 167 G-76-82 134
G-72-266 161 G-76-112 517
G-72-336 165 G-76-117 175
G-73-93 462 G-76-129 157

IS^



C-76-131 172

C-76-169 737

C-76-203 13^

0-76-236 162

C-76-272 727

0-76-274 600

0-76-281 351

0-76-282 152

0-76-283 551

0-76-284 76

0-76-297 159

0-76-368 18

0-76-369 206

0-77-120 20

sf
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D»ar Carolyn,. •;^r ; ; -'' - . '

c

•- 'f -.

In on« of my daedltory boute of oloaring away, I find th« anolosad notas ' :?7pj' <•

and phots, of itama fron Porto Choli - ^^alieis, with a oovaring aota from
oridantly about HP 232,

M. Jamson dated 13.VIlI.L74j. In this nota ha saylf; , "I had co-nnonts onca from

you on the _£i stamp but you may have naw thoughts now." I don't find a aopy of

those putative ±kBSgktxx commonts. Also, 1 don't find thie item on file in the

Corinthian B file. So perhaps you have navar had it? Perhaps you got it direotly

g fram him or other manbar of the staff there. In any oasa, in this old nota ha

says ha would be glad to have the photos baofc, so after having looked at them

U yau might sand or give them (at the Maatings?) back to him. Give him the './h
K • -
«

a
c

t-<

benefit of the latest knowledge about HP 232; tall him that VG does not «

recognize the araphora-top HP 403 (but perhaps you do), and that she does not
u - ••

o know about graffiti (HP 467). Thank you vary much, and you would not be
^ -

® wanting ta leave out this nioa Cor. B. item from your publication.

^ Many oongratulations on your London paper, which the Immervjahrs told ma

c: was a great success - applause and muoh discussion!
CO

You'll be glad to hear that the beoc with the Ensaruna ilassaliota fragments

u turned up, and is new shelved w wra it belongs, with other bexas af samples, an

a tap af the last Rhodiau cabinet. However Hiohaal Katzav teld ma I think that
JS

«

4J

>>

•D looked rather like a variation of / "Greek Brlndisi". And ha said. Or perhaps

by this time you have (access to?) other Massaliota fragments. Ha oama one day

to shew ma saow phptas af jars in a private wellactian, fram somawhara aff

a Spatsas I think (they had marina deposit). About one af these jars I said it

like Amphoras. fig. 38, and ha painted out the Corinthian (?) jar. I was sorry

net te have the file af these jars, so we cculd consider thaiac variatiena they

shew* Ask Michael to Bho« you some time the jar in quastien, the ana in Spotsas,

Maria and Andreas are hare, net Maggie, wha, theugh arrived 4n Graaoa, is

an an axcursiott with the McKays, her oausint, t« bayind Tharmapylae. Wt all

. .
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•--•;•••:• .'7 Uf:2
V;V, .. . . . ..V-'v*

''T&.%-'' r''v.'"v'' • • '•f •• ' •'t'JiytThank you for your good luttor of June 27, I. was diBappointod that you 4--'';;1
•?..:.; - . « , M . .:'vi•_JN • _ ly-• ;g

had not yet received ~ formrded - r.iy latter of Juno 17 sent to Knoxville. In

, . , caBs it has never caught up eith you, I enclose a photocopy here, I repeat ray

ooaoom that you should arrange to get done this time the Corinth duplicate

• records, i.e, the SAH records of stanpod fragments (and some uratsmDed)

a a 4V:
or t^Jo) but they have to bo sat out in order, and readings made, eonothing

cataloguod in Corinth siixoa 1971, We have the data for those (barring tho last

you undortfjok to do, and wo nood this contribution.

I do cxpact to be in in;lrms iiezt nonth, and eager to hoar about your

' experiences and plans. My beet greetings to David - by any chance wiai ho .
• t'-i

,{* • , r " f •

"DV; be ooraing to,br.jeoe this time? 7. must say it is pretty hot here nowt

has just turned up after a morning in an apotheke of tho N, iluseum, v^^vi

i.^.: and he naed*»the typewriter. So a bientot A. - ^A

v-V .'• -, 4 .,•'••• V: .• • .t:: ...f- %.'W- . 1'- •/'".i., v ••.. si:: *••«*..•• 'V^

W-
t ' •• Ah, :A.:V ..t-; Vv'

•H'" . • '••••A, ••"•At ,: r '''• 'A •'i •••/:-•••

' • .V .. - A,, ;v.A. A ^ "A^;•f,4';•..
'XvilA., -A ijA^^;:'AA, -.AA:# A'H,'. ,'H
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Dear Miss Grace,

umbc
Department of Ancient Studies

(301)455-2103

June 27, 1978

New lettefiheadl And a new typewriter to be explored, although I do not
intend to blame my mistakes on it. 1 had thought to know my plans quite
definitely by now, but in fact I can only repeat my eallier prognosis that I
should be hbtting Athens around the first of August, to spend three (or maybe
four, depending on the flight 1 am able to get from London) weeks in Greece.
Thus I hope to have a good ten days to spend in the Agora, tying up various
ends left las$ year. I come with all files in my armsl! But am not certain
of much beyond that. I should also take notes on whatever the CorSnthians have
turned up this summer, and have written Charles asking whether it would be
convenient for them to have me stay there for a week or ten days beginning the
tenth of August or so--depending on how much material there is. So, X can
but wait for everything to ®rt itself out and let you know definitely as soon
as I can. Is there any reason the first ten days of August would not do for
mjr time at the igora? In a pinch, I can be reached c/o Davidson, Croft House,
Bare Lane, Ockbrook, Dprbyshire during the fixxk last two weeks of July. I ^
shlll be juamping around in England, but David will hold any mail. This evening
I plan to have dinner with Betsy Pemberton in V/gShington, and next week I'll
be with Laura Siegel in New fork, and while in London may connect with my sister
Kristin, d.v.

All this moving around would be much harder, if the pexople here at UMBC
weren't so splendid;^ I drove here (550 miles, in twelve hours) lastThursday, .ka~\
and spent all day Friday and Saturday apartment-hunting. I was sudcdssful, ^
and should be able to move into my new hone day after tomorrow. The flat is
the upper floor of a very small house, and comes with minimal furniture, so I
shall be established in no time. Have to buy sheets and hangars tomorrowl I
am now ready to line up my courses for the fall, which I must have in order
before I leave next Friday (?), Sarah BHticrofta may dome down this weekend,
whichvouId xbe splendid; I haven't seen her Ksince December. So when I
finally arrive in Afhens, I should have news of various people. M^st of all,
I am looking forward to learning your news, first-hand! I have missed you.

^ , V V

Yours,

I

q: (jn.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND BALTIMORE COUNTY 5401 WILKENS AVENUE/BALTIMORE/MARYLAND
21228



• ' . ' •'' • i\*» '^ih^' y *'vi^«'' ^ j* '." ( i ••/'. "•' •-i'' '̂ ;«* •-• '» •••" v ••«*•" •"- "'- - - •« •'

•,v . ^ • '̂ ' ' —

oarolyn, , I-,; "

June 17, 1978

li^r- •• . •'rary good nowo, tlmt you hav® a three-year contract at the . - ^v^.i- —..e,, jrv'w *k;4.v« • iJ^lTiFaCTJ RTi . *•

'•" - • • •
Ohlvereity of Maryland, tonuro-traok. I don't find rnention (In your letter ^

TV.1-- •••-'• •"••;-'.'f''.•
VT'-X- • , \

are to bey poseibly you did not know yet.

It will be nice to live in Baltimore, which I believe ie quite a cultural Ikfv

OV.' -. . . .
,' »•, ' ^.

\ • *•• e.-.r

fame, see enclodod clipping. More good news in that Lenlie teUa me he has

l",. \ ..»

• .M '* i. ^ / .N• .j

cantor apart from having given to the worldflio Oulja Board (in the 1890b•

^ ^ ^ languages, I have just .read). iEnoocville also has its claim
. . \ \ S. "I.1U

^ offioa the whole of your diBsertation, and that October ray see the finish.
• •• 'Ary • ^ e*"®at relief to you, in the midst of year-end jobs and moving,

•-;/y•. ^ •
newB, perhapB from Mao, that you are surely (d.v.) to be here

';IV ; V' ~ aarly in August, coning by way of England and returning again to England where
yoy Papor, is it in Septenbor. The Ketccvs tall me thsit Barbara Johnson
it to bo living In their apartment while they are in Corinth, and that perhaps you

-y "F > ^ wonder on account of iludgeon the oat? At 53 Plutarch we still
have liary in tho guest room, and I havo a r,l®oay fooling that she is ywafcox ywr
worot eneiayi anyhow Mao eayi that room i« the hottest place in Athene, i oould
however supply money toward your housing, from my emphora fund, which has Just been
refreshed. Hew about it?

' "" *'** ** family n.,> in jro»r l.tt.r nrltt.n on . pUm
^.T *" ^ .hat inoad la your "aumrlTal Mntallty", .ith all

""I'M, family laat aummar, Inoludlng
m 'I'tar Emily not for MU 50 y..r.. .ondarful, ab.orblne, but I hat.
marar oaueht u, alnaa, .hat .1th an artiola far a faataohrlft idiloh mnt wry
orardua, and .orklng .ith UasBio on tm.hlan a. ..11 a. (vary litf..) on Saw,. i,
an.rel.ins far th. Iha.lan oorpu. .1th tho t.. 8r«iohm.n. and mntlng ta eat "
tna. « t. a gom pl„ of praiantatln,. atartlng .ith ,. much a. pooolbl. ,f
rorlolon no.dad In th. fU... .nd pu.glng th. naadad pnotog^phlo yrooa.olng

-w- '̂ ;'P'
'• 'Hi... 0



yj". • ^ - . 3'- ••'' •• y/^y•'- • • - '̂yy.-- --/ •;-y .•
. j»;>.'v: -•• •.•••• :;x;yvj'W«M5ry,v. •.• ••-. ^'r y, ,';.•• • - ^ «. • •.'••v..: -. -'̂ a:->- v-:'̂ / • •,.•.•

•••^•^-- ..•••^-y• • • • . ••••.^-^•: ::;..r', ;.. ...:: •,•. •. ••,; •.—•-.••'•ii.y
^ • - • ••• •• • v' ';• : •• •/-.V'>«••;;'

too iiiuch corapotition (and having with the raanagonisnt here "very low
y "v, •

y^ y there-are all the olients. So the monthe go by, and there isI -v .; ivi " ,' •''••"• ' • • • * '• . a' V e

•yycy "till a hole in the comer of my-sitting room; and until that is fixed we can't
^ •-' ••••-;

••-'''' and until we paint it isn't worth while to take down the ourteins for washir

*0. e«t them up again), I did finally go to the. dontist (fonrlng the

front tooth, but it is fixed for the tine I), But not yet to the
yyy.yi^cS;-^vyyyi •
6*'-y'' 'y/V-jyy - orthopedist, eo I hobble and wast® tlmo.

I can't remember all. the ploessnt people who have asked after you, but one was

certainly J» Riley, whom I met for the first time afiter oonaiderable correspondence.

Dr» Bj^cr vias another; he has acquiiwd a great intentt in oollecting samples for

yi; - yY ••

:...r I?,.-

r-
•—• .Nt.

^ .o H «'

building up a reference series in their lab, in Berlin; he thought

y®'' might find this interesting. They have had some AwtwrextAwg tests done on
* ''ti . t

the Pergamon handles, with interesting results.

A great deal of oapaoity measuring noinr on, as I expeot you know. Also from

,•^*•^.•1 N> !"•,,..., time to time we turn up swne old figures, on jars in various far off places, and
. •-j;'

they ia^croaae I'lao'a files.

' »y birthday message, which came vooy ra; idly with

' '.Vi"

'• \ ••
>f;.' ^

\ i

.V.,'f ;' • i7 -•' '

H;'

that nice girl CynthU Orr. I am so glad you and David D. had that good visit

over Chris etnas with your family, I hgpa you and ha work out something, Maggiatg
English husband of course has a .job in Torento, but who knows for how leng.

In all three of year nice lettei^, there is ne mention of one 1 wrote yea
to be reodivod when you started at Tonnessee, Did you ovor got it? Thoro it

of two things you awe us horo, and I rather need to know they are
J,"; , A ' , '

forgotten. One is the file oards of the Corinthian olass taken from eur

:, Athenian arohives, I don't remember agrooing that they should go to the US,

^ ^ Tong. because these oards are records nob only for the
-1~. Cerinthian olass, but also for every site represented ameng the oitations on the

: I»rt of our personal computer system, when we try te identify
seitmthing seen before. photocopies were a safeguard against total loss, but

5, '
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it would tak« a lot of work to laakQ tham into a usabla fila; in 8<ta» oa8««

the oitationa ar« lacking. So, don't foiigat to bring us back thoea oarda.

Tha other mattar, smothing you pronisad ua was that you would writ® tha

duplicates of recent finds in Corinth, such a large proportion of which are

Corinthian and need your apeoial knowledgej the non-Corinthian I offorsd to

have done here by otheraij^ but you wanted to do thorn yourself, and it would b« 'V

a vory good thing if you did; the first thing Is to get the aeries in order,

basing on rubbings and lists given us by ilancy Bookides, and deciding if some things

in those lists don't belong in our records. We disouased this job, I guess a

number of tines, but finally in U;vanbor 1J76, when you undertook to do the

job in the folloviing February, after a return from the US and England. Well,

many things we mean to do get postponed. They should not be ignored, though.

Ind I think you want to get this done, this tine.

It is nearly 7:00 this Saturday in Athens, And in Boston is going en a

luncheon in honor of my nephew Uioholas Grace and his bride (to-be? as I

Can't quite figure out the hour of the a-^tunl ceremony). Yesterday Niok's

•• i .

--

mother gave than a "dinner on the lawn" et Old Farm wharo I st&yad last sum-'er,
i.e. today but not yet

And in the afternoon of the 17th was to be a reception, to which we were invited

by the two pwrsons involved, wno of course wore not yet married when they did the

inviting. My nephew wrote m in the midst of the blisaard last winter, to tell

me he was going to get marriedj the governor ef Maee. had given ordera to everybody

to stay home, and he was happy to do it, and to write letters about the ocning

event, wanting me to ehtire in hie joy# /Ihloh I do, and knock on wood.

My best te these you see that X know, including David.
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Corinth and Corfu: A Neutron Activation

/ 77-r^

fSo.OlJ

I I

Study of their Pottery
MARIE FARNSWORTH, I. PERLMAN,

AND FRANK ASARO

Abstract

Neutron activation was used to analyze pottery
from Corinth and Corfu. Fine painted pottery from
Corinth was shown to be surprisingly constant in
composition over several hundred years. The clays
closest to the clay used in the ancient pottery were
found near the Potters' Quarter and in the neigh
borhood of the Tile Works, 1.9 miles distant. It
was definitely established that Corinthian type pot
tery was manufactured in Corfu; the Corinthian
type pottery from Aegina which was analyzed had
been manufactured in Corinth. Undecorated pottery
of light colored clay was manufactured in both Cor
inth and Corfu. Jars with the Corfu coin insignia
were all of Corfu manufacture. Certain of the un
decorated jars from Corinth (some untempered and
some tempered with hornfels) matched the fine
painted ware, but the undecorated ware showed
considerably more variation in analysis than the fine
painted ware. It seems that the manufacture of fine
painted pottery was closely controlled in Corinth,
but possibly the undecorated ware was manufac
tured locally somewhat as it is today in Aegina.

In 1970 one of us published a paper dealing prin
cipally with the undecorated wares and clays of
Corinth and Corfu.^ An attempt was made to ana
lyze amphoras and other large pots mineralogically,
but this was to a large extent unsuccessful on ac
count of the lack of distinctive inclusions; pottery
made from the light clays of Corinth and Corfu
is very similar in appearance as are thin sections
made from such pottery. No attempt was made to
study the finer painted wares where mineralogical
analysis is even more unsuitable. Spectrographic
analysis of the coarser ware (unpublished) was
also unsuccessful. In the meantime, the superiority

^M. Farnsworth, "Corinthian Pottery: Technical Studies," A]A
74 ('970) 9-20, pis. 1 and 2.

^I. Perlman and F. Asaro, "Deduction of Provenience of Pot
tery from Trace Element Analysis," Univ. Calij. Radiation
Laboratory 17937 (1967)-

^G. Dontas, Local Imitation of a Corinthian Vase of the
Later Seventh Century B.C. Found in Corfu," Hesperia 37
(1968) 331-37. Pl- 100.

*The problem was originally stated in Grace apttd Boulter,

of neutron activation as a method of analysis had
been demonstrated,^ and the present paper is the
result of a cooperative effort by the three authors.

Archaeological Introduction. Several archaeologi
cal problems arise from the fact that the light-col
ored clays of Corinth and Corfu are very similar,
so that it is often difficult to determine which city
produced certain pieces or groups of pottery with a
close stylistic resemblance. Furthermore, the politi
cal and economic connections between Corinth and
her colony of Corfu (ancient Kerkyra) resulted in
the free and continual exchange of products and
of such techniques as the manufacture of pottery,
an industry in which Corinth excelled. Certainly the
Corcyreans made their own imitations of Corin
thian fine painted wares^ and imported large
amounts of Corinthian pottery as well.

Attributing similar coarsewares to either Corinth
or Corfu is still more difficult, because decoration
is less indicative and fabrics less closely standard
ized than with fine pottery. Only recently has the
problem been clearly defined in the case of the
large pointed amphoras used for transporting and
storing wine and oil. Two series of such jars, one
definitely made in Corinth and the other attributed
to both Corinth and Corfu, are included in the
coarseware samples analyzed in this study. Since,
however, samples were collected before complete
archaeological information was available, it is not
feasible to separate the two amphora types for pur
poses of this discussion. The following brief in
troduction to both types provides a background for
this report and for subsequent research.^
Pottery of the Mid-Fifth Century From a Well in the Athenian

Agora," Hesperia 22 (1953) 108-109, under no. 166. For il
lustration of Corinthian amphora Types A and B about 300 B.C.
(the stage contemporary with the Corinthian B handles stamped
with a star), see FI.S. Robinson, "A Sanctuary and Cemetery in
Western Corinth," Hesperia 38 (1969) 9-13; pl. 2, no. 2
(Type A) and nos. 3 and 9 (Type B; the toe on no. 3 is
restored as longer than it should be).

TT .^ 0
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In both style and fabric, the first type of trans
port amphora resembles other coarseware pottery
made in Corinth, so that this series is known as
Corinthian Type A. These jars are nearly always
tempered with hornfels, a red mudstone visible in
numerous outcroppings on Acrocorinth. Only at
certain stages during the production of this class,
which spanned the period from the seventh through
the third centuries B.C., was the beige Corinthian
clay which is being considered here used. More
characteristic is a red clay also used for other
Corinthian coarsewares, without the temper neces
sary for strengthening larger vessels. (In its finer
version, this fabric is called blisterware because of
the pockmarks produced on the surface during
firing.) Jars as well as other products such as roof
tiles tempered with hornfels seem to be typical only
of Corinth.

Since large numbers of the second and more
problematical class of transport amphoras have
been excavated in Corinth, such jars are currently
termed Corinthian Type B. Their characteristic
clay is again light-colored, firing beige, pink,cream,
or greenish according to the temperature; in tex
ture it is rather fine and porous. Very different in
shape from Type A, this series was manufactured
throughout approximately the same period. Often
one handle of an amphora is stamped with a mono
gram or device, one example being the star with
six, seven, or eight rays discussed below. It appears
that the jars of this type should all be assigned
to the same center of production, since no stylistic
distinction is discernible between those found in
Corinth, Corfu, Athens, or farther abroad. Anal
yses presented here, however, along with other
archaeological evidence, indicate that at least some
of these jars came from Corfu, while others came
from Corinth. More extensive analyses like those
carried out on the fine wares of Corinth and Corfu
will be needed before final conclusions can be

reached about the provenience and extent of com
mercial exchange of these numerous coarseware
containers.

I. Fine Painted Corinthian Ware, Painted and
Plain Corfu Ware, Corinthian Jars, Corinthian
Ware from Aegina {Table I).

The first reference group to be employed is Co
rinthian ware excavated at Corinth (see Table I;

also Concordance lA). Attention is called to the
fourth column in Table I which concerns a group
of 40 specimens of fine Corinthian ware dating
from the seventh-third centuries. In all, 41 pieces
were analyzed, but one of these (CRTH 39) was
removed because it was systematically low in all
elements. Such behavior can usually be ascribed to
dilution by some sterile material, in this case
CaCOs, which was unusually high in this piece.

The numbers shown for each element are the

mean value for the group of 40 and the standard
deviation {cr) from the mean. When the data were
tabulated according to time period, there was little
to distinguish any one of these sub-groups from the
others. Since the time span encompassed was over
four centuries, this would indicate that either the
same clay source was used over this long period
or that clays in the general area are indistinguish
able. In either case, the data of Column 4 should
afford a reasonably secure viewof the chemical pro
file for fine wares made at Corinth. The elemental

abundances are in parts per million unless a %
sign occurs after the chemical symbols in which
case the abundances are in percent.

Beforegoing on to examine these and other data,
a discussion of statistics is presented in order to
show that we will have no completely satisfactory
way of determining provenience by blindly apply
ing statistical methods.

First, a note on statistics. The standard deviation
for each element in the group tells something of
the spread in values encountered for that element.
For the element iron in Column 4 (5.32 ± 0.28), it
is seen that o- is only about 5% of the mean value.
If iron in this group followed a normal statistical
distribution, the values for of the sherds would
lie within ± icr of the mean value, and only i
in 20 should lie outside of ± 2cr. Thus, for a group
of 40 sherds, about 27 should deviate by less than
± icr, II should lie between i-2a, and 2 should
be not far beyond ±20-. The actual distribution
for iron among these 40 sherds shows 30 sherds, 9,
and I. This is very good agreement for a group
of 40 samples.

In contrast to the behavior of iron, we can ex
amine that for uranium (2.56 ± 0.65) which shows
a spread of about 25% from the mean value. Fur
thermore, the distribution among the 40 sherds is
37-0-3 in contrast to a normal distribution of27-11-2.
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The reason for the skewness (and the large value
for 0-) is that four sherds had much larger ura
nium values than the others. If we re-compute the
group values for the remaining thirty-six sherds
we find 2.34 ± 0.28 (compare with 2.56^0.65).
The significant aspect is that tr has become much
smaller in this group of thirty-six sherds, and the
distribution is now much closer to what one would
expect for a normal distribution but still some
what skew. The four sherds which were removed

now deviate by about ycr from the group of thirty-
six. As far as uranium is concerned, these four
pieces clearly do not belong in the group. However,
if we look at all of the other elements, there is
nothing exceptional about these four sherds and we
lack any verifiable explanation as to why the ura
nium values are high.

The objective of forming a chemical pottery
group is to see whether other vessels are or are not
members of the group, hence do or do not have a
common provenience. Bearing in mind uncertain
ties of interpretation as exemplified by uranium,
we have a couple of options as to how we analyze
the data. If we include all forty sherds in the group,
it is relatively easy for another sherd to be a mem
ber of the group as far as uranium is concerned
because of the large value for or. Stated differently,
it is more difficult to show that a sherd could not

have come from Corinth, based on uranium alone.
The other option is to take the more restrictive
group of thirty-six, in which case it becomes easier
for a sherd "not to come from Corinth."

The practical argument against this approach is
that there are a number of plausible reasons why
the distribution could be skewed, rather than nor
mal, which are not related to questions of pro
venience, and it is better not to make sub-groups
based on a particular element in the absence of
other compelling information. Consequently for
this case, we prefer to include all forty sherds,
realizing that we are going to get less information
than we would like from uranium on questions
of provenience.

The use of many elements for judging matters
of provenience has great advantages over employ
ing just a few. If certain ones (such as uranium
in the Corinth group) prove ill behaved, there are
still an adequate number of others to make delicate
distinctions. It is also generally found that two

sources of clay will have a number of elements for
which the levels are indistinguishable even though
their spreads arc fairly small. If these happen to
be the only ones measured, grave errors can be
made in assigning provenience.

Out of the larger number of elements measured,
we have selected 18 for diagnostic purposes. These
were chosen in the first instance because they might
exhibit different chemical properties during clay
formation and then, pragmatically, they seem to
be more or less independent of each other in their
variations among different sources. Elements which
follow each other proportionately from clay to clay
cannot give more information than can be gotten
from only one of these elements.

Under the assumption that the eighteen diag
nostic elements can be treated as independent vari
ables, the statistical analysis is straightforward. In
comparing a single sherd with a group, twelve ele
ments should lie within icr, five should lie between
i-2cr, and one should be not far beyond 2cr, if the
sherd is to be accepted as a member of the refer
ence group. One should also be able to compute
the odds that the sherd does not belong to the ref
erence group by compounding the odds for the
individual elements. The so-called "96% confidence
level" usually refers to a single variable whose
value lies at 2cr from the reference group. This
means that, based on this single variable, it is 96%
certain that that member does not belong to the
reference population. If we have 18 independent
variables, a member of a group will have one of
its variables at zcr, but the root-mean-square of all
cr's will be about 0.670-, indicating i :i odds. How
ever, if there are very many variables which lie
beyond 20- or only a couple at 30-, the odds rapidly
become very large. For example, with eighteen ele
ments which follow a normal distribution except
that two elements lie at 30", the odds that this sherd
does not belong to the reference group is about
10" to I.

After all of this has been said, we believe that it
can be hazardous to judge matters of provenience
by the blind application of statistics. We usually
can only guess that we have an adequate sampling
of pottery to establish reference groups and must
allow for the possibility that pottery which was ex
ported was not from the exact sources as the par
ticular reference materials employed. There is also
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some evidence that our diagnostic elements cannot
be treated strictly as independent variables.The net
result is that we do pay attention to statistics but
temper what is said about provenience by taking
into account all that we have learned from all
analyses made on pottery which could possibly
have some bearing on the problem at hand. It is
this latter aspect of data interpretation which proves
difficult and time-consuming. It also can involve
arguments which are more subjective than we
would like.

Returning to Table I, we compare the group of
fine Corinthian ware with five other groups of
pottery. Columns i and 2 pertain to a group of 5
and 21 sherds excavated on Corfu which, for the
present, we assume were made there. Chemically,
they are virtually indistinguishable and have been
segregated on stylistic grounds partially in order to
emphasize that fine painted wares and the large
undecorated vessels likely come from the identical
clay source. It should be kept in mind that even
if it were known for sure that this group was of
Corfu manufacture, it does not follow that other
pottery was not made on Corfu with other com
positions. The data of columns i, 2 compared with
4 merely show that a number of elements are the
same in these two pottery groups (Corinthian and
Corfu) but that a few are grossly different (see,
for example, Cs, Cr, Ni). If individual sherds (data
not shown) from one of these groups are compared
with the group profile for the other group, it is
found that there is a huge statistical difference. In
other words, each group will not accommodate
members of the other, i.e., the sherds listed in col
umns I and 2, Table I, were not made in Corinth.
For descriptions of these sherds, see Concordances
IB and IIB.

The fifth column of Table I pertains to a group
of six Corinthian jars. Four of these have a rather
fine paste, and the other two are tempered with
hornfels, but all showed a similar composition
which was indistinguishable from that of the fine
Corinthian ware of column 4. By our criteria these
particular Corinthian jars came from the same clay
source as the large group of fine decorated ware.
For other Corinthian jars, see infra.

The last column of Table I pertains to a group
of 26 Corinthian sherds from Aegina. These are
indistinguishable from the Corinthian ware exca

vated at Corinth and may be interpreted as im
ports to Aegina.

That the sherds of column 6, Table I, are not of
Aeginetan manufacture is also supported by the
analysis of clays from Aegina. All the clays were
collected from potters at the sites mentioned. These
were as follows:

AEGi mixed clay from Misagros (2 coarse: 1
fine)

2 Misagros coarse
3 Misagros fine
4 Hagia Marina
5 Souvala

Of the five fired tiles (AEG1-5), four made up a
very compact group and differed from the pottery
collected in Aegina in fourteen out of eighteen ele
ments, some grossly different. AEG3 was different
from the four others in minor respects. There is
no way that the pottery could have been made
from the clays. Data are not shown for these clays
from Aegina because they do not relate chemically
with any of the pottery discussed in this paper.

In all, 31 samples (see Concordance IC) from
Aegina were analyzed: AEG6-24, 28-39. Twenty-
six of these samples (AEG6-24, 28-39 7'9>
and 37) made up a compact group which was in
distinguishable from the fine Corinthian ware. The
five omitted specimens, AEG7, 8, 9, 16, 37, had only
minor differences. While it must be pointed out
that our sampling was rather restricted, our ana
lytical data makes it improbable that pottery of
this type was made in Aegina during the seventh
and sixth centuries B.C.

The substance of the displays in columns 4, 5,
6 is that these three groups which differ either in
style or place where found can all be related to
Corinth as the place of manufacture. As such, these
serve as reference groups for deciding whether
other pieces of similar wares come from Corinth.

The groups from Corfu (columns i, 2, 3) are
set down to contrast with Corinthian wares and

for comparisons to be made later.
Corinthian Clays. To the casual observer Corinth

has an unlimited supply of clays. Payne says: ". . .
the fine pale clay of which Corinthian vases are
made is a distinctive feature of the landscape in
the neighborhood of Corinth; it marks the country
westward, toward Sicyon, and south along the

20,f>5'
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gorges which run down to the coast of the Co
rinthian gulf from the watershed at Nemea. The
several industries which depend upon a supply of
fine clay must have been greatly facilitated by this
abundant supply of raw material."® That there is
an abundant supply of raw material in Corinth is,
we believe, the opinion of some archaeologists to
day, but that is, indeed, far from the truth. What
one sees is marl, an intimate mixture of lime and
clay, entirely unsuitable for making pottery since,
on the first damp day, it would distintegrate.

A number of attempts have been made to find
the clay usedby the ancient Corinthian potters. The
search is complicated by the fact that the surface
layer is often 8-10 feet higher today® than it was
in classical times and by the fact that underneath
and along this surface layer one usually finds marl
and not useable clay. In the winter of 1971 seven
teen samples of clay in the neighborhood of ancient
Corinth and one from Solomos were collected. The
majority of these were not useable (too high in
lime),but two were of interest. Oneof these, which
was found on the west bank of the ravine below
the Potters' Quarter, is 1.9 miles from the clay bed
that lies east of the Tile Works where the second
sample was collected. The location of these two
clay beds can be found on the Corinth maps^ as
follows: (CRTH 85) clay bed on slope west of Pot
ters' Quarter: Sheet 7, grid D-i8/e 10; (CRTH
84) clay bed east of Tile Works: Sheet 5, grid
Q-12/b 2-3. The first was from a well-boring, and
the second was under six feet or so of marl in a
new road cutting. These two clays which have
about 20% calcium agree chemically. While they
have unmistakable similarities to Corinthian pot
tery, it proved impossible to relate them in any
way that could be used to make fine distinctions
in provenience. Solomos clay is quite different in
manganese, uranium, rubidium, nickel, and chro
mium and somewhat different in lanthanum and
scandium from the two Corinthian samples.

Professor B. von Freyberg of the Geological In
stitute of the Erlangen-Niirenberg University has
studied the geology of Corinth over a long life,®

®H. Payne, Necrocorinthia: A Study oj Corinthian Art in
the Archaic Period (Oxford 1931) 181-82.

®Private communication from Dr. B. von Freyberg, Geo
logical Institute, Erlangen-Niirenberg University.

' Maps made for the American School of Classical Studies by
the Topographical Service of the Greek Ministry of Public
Works (scale 1/2000).

and one day was spent with him visiting various
sites around Corinth. Briefly, he explains that in
Pliocene times there was a large lake where the
Peloponnesus now is. Through weathering, the
rocks in the mountains surrounding this lake dis
integrated, and the disintegration products, in so
lution and suspended, swirled around in the lake,
settled, and formed a new sediment, Corinthian
marl. The ratio of clay to lime varied in these
deposits. From the analysis of ancient fine ware
(see supra), we can conclude that there was a
deposit of marly clay with about 10% calcium and
other impurities that extended well down into the
Peloponnesus. The larger lime content in the clay
we found may be caused by a later deposit of lime
or we may not have found the clay lowest in lime.
The ability of ancient Corinthian potters to select
clay suitable for fine ware is impressive. The sedi
mentary deposit must have varied, and yet the pot
ters seem to have been very skillful in selecting the
best for their decorated ware and leaving the less
good clay for undecorated ware.®

We do not know how the ancient Corinthians
selected and prepared their clay. Corinthian clay
is exceptionally fine, and it does not contain large
amounts of coarse inclusions such as one finds in

the red and white clays of Athens. Most of the
lime and clay in Corinthian clay have approxi
mately the same particle size. Since the specific
gravity of calcium carbonate (calcite) is 2.93 and
that of clay (variable) only slightly less, it would be
virtually impossible to separate these two constitu
ents by settling. From the similarity of the analyses
of fine painted ware over a long period of time we
can only assume that the clay used for this pottery
was carefully selected and prepared. The differences
in analyses of some of the plain ware indicate that
lesscarefully selected and prepared clays were often
used for such pottery. This conclusion is also sup
ported by mineralogical analysis.^®

Since we are dealing in this study with both tem
pered and untempered pottery, it is of some interest
to know whether the temper itself (hornfels) could
change the composition of trace elements suffi-

®B. von Freyberg, "Der Ban des Isthmus von Korinth,"
Annales geotogiques des pays helleniques I' Serie T IV
(1952) 155-88.

®M. Farnsworth, "Greek Pottery: A Mineralogical Studv,"
A]A 68 (1964) pi. 68, figs. 14 and 15.

^"Farnsworth (supra n. 9) 221-28.
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ciently to complicate provenience deductions. There
is an abundant supply of hornfels near the first
gate of Acrocorinth and a sample of this was ana
lyzed. It was found that the levels of none of the
trace elements differed wildly from those of the
fine Corinthian ware. One could calculate that if
hornfels were added to the clay to the extent of
15%, the composition of the pottery would still be
so close to that of the fine ware that it could clearly
be recognized as Corinthian pottery.

II. Corfu ware: Fine Painted Ware, Amphoras
and Other Large Jars, Stamped Amphora Handles
and Reference Materials (Tables II and III).

The purpose of the display in Table II is to dis
cuss further the fine and plain wares (columns i
and 2 in Table I; column 4 in Table II) tenta

tively described as of Corfu manufacture as well
as six amphora handles stamped with rosettes and
to show that all are very likely from Corfu.^' The
fine and plain wares in columns i and 2 in Table
I are not exactly alike but are very similar. They
are listed together in column 4 in Table II. Column
3 in Table I is not repeated in Table II. It is, how
ever, discussed below. The analysis of only one of
these stamped amphora handles agrees in detail
with the Corfu reference group in column 4; there
fore other reference materials are considered.

The first column of Table II pertains to a group
of 9 Roman sherds (Concordance III) from Corfu
whose composition is very much like that of the
earlier fine and plain ware from Corfu except that
cesium (Cs) and rubidium (Rb) are considerably
higher. (The group of 26 Corfu sherds from

Table II. Corfu stamped handles and reference materials

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Roman Ware Modern Stamped Jars Corfu Stamped Jar Roman Ware

Corfu Corfu Corfu, Athens, pots in Col. 1&2 Corinth Corfu
(9 pieces) (1 piece) Corinth Table I (1 piece) (i piece)

(5 pieces) (26 pieces)

Fe (%) 4.78 ± 0.32 4-35 4.58 ± 0.41 5.08 ± 0.39 5.04 4.90

Ta 0.762 ± 0.063 0.610 0.737 ± 0.048 0.818 ± 0.077 0.814 0.762
Sc 17.81 ± 1.48 16.38 16.60 ± 0.89 18.26 db 1.60 17.82 18.39
Co 29.16 ± 2.92 28.18 27.49 ± 0.27 27.83 ± 3.03 29.01 29.28
Cs 5.5 ± 0.7 4.8 5.4 ± 0.9 1.4 ±: 0.9 1-3 1-7
Cr 457 ± 54 448 493 ± 29 516 ± 39 596 538
Hf 3.84 ± 0.36 3-58 3.54 ± 0.39 4.24 ± 0.44 3-76 4.07
Th 8.98 ± 0.64 8.95 8.45 ± 0.60 9.90 ± 0.95 9.63 10.34
Ni 299 ± 31 324 298 ± 31 333 ± 32 320 335
Rb 138 ± 26 115 123 ± 27 48 ±: 15 55 41
La 26.8 ± 2.2 24.2 26.7 ± 4.3 27.7 ± 2.4 29.0 27.7
Lu 0.350 ± 0.046 0.319 0.344 — 0-047 0.397 ± 0.038 0.376 0.372
U 2.09 ± 0.11 2.20 2.06 ± 0.08 1.70 ±; 0.29 1.83 1.56
Ti (%) 0.378 ± 0.027

p

00

0.372 ± 0.046 0.438 ± 0.044 0.421 0.419
Mn 897 ±156 733 814 ± 70 966 ±235 943 1029
Na (%) 0.874 ± 0.195 1.094 0.949 — 0.074 0.611 ±1 0.133 0.608 0.618
A1 (%) 6.56 ± 0.48 — 6.16 ± 0.26* 6.33
Ca (%) 8.8 ± 1.7 11.0 8.3 ± 1.5 7.3 ± 1.7 7-9 8.4

* No A1 value for the jar from the Athenian Agora.

Column I

Column 2

Column 3

9 pieces: CPU 55, 56, 59, 61, 63, 64, 69-71
I piece: CPU 17
5 pieces: CPU 53, 54; CRTH 79, 80, ATAG 1

Column 4 (see columns i and 2, Table I)
Column 5 I piece: CRTH 81
Column 6 i piece: CPU 16

Ehe rosette stamp on the amphora handles, which also pi.
occurs on Corfu coins, is illustrated in Farnsworth (supra n. i)

I, no. 5.
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In summary, we have concluded that we have
two closely similar chemical groups to serve as
reference materials for Corfu provenience; one of
these is a group of 26 plain and decorated wares;
the other is a group of 9 pieces of Roman ware.
The Roman wares fit in composition a piece of
modern pottery from Corfu, thus providing added
evidence that these wares were made on Corfu.

An additional single piece of Roman fits in com
position the group of 26 plain and decorated wares.
As for the stamped handles discussed here, one of

Table I, columns i and 2, is repeated as the fourth
column in Table II.) Some evidence that this com
position also represents Corfu provenience comes
from the finding that a sherd of modern Corfu
pottery fits well enough in this group of Roman
ware. The data for this modern sherd (CFU 17)
are entered as the second column in Table II.

The third column is a group of 5 stamped han
dles (Concordance IIA): 2 excavated at Corfu
(CFU 53, 54); 2 excavated at Corinth (CRTH 79,
80); and I from the Athenian Agora (ATAG i).

Table III. Corfu Sherds from the Athenian Agora and reference

(2) (?) (4)
(5 pieces) (i piece) (1 piece) (1 piece)

Fe (%) 4.58 ± 0.41 4-37 5.22 4-73
Ta 0.737 — 0-048 0.712 0.829 0.721

Sc 16.60 ±1 0.89 16.23 19.65 18.73
Co 27.49 — 0.27 27.22 28.09 22.34

Cs

1+
p

5-7 6.3 7-4
Cr 493 ± 29 505 385 375
Hf 3.54 ±: 0.39 4.25 3.87 3.92

Th 8.45 ± 0.60 8.26 9-30 9.10

Ni 298 ± 31 277 284 244
Rb 123 ± 27 103 136 155
La 26.7 ± 4.3 23.8 24.9 25.1

Lu 0.344 ± 0.047 0.329 0.347 0.329

U 2.06 ± 0.08 2.12 1.56 2.38
Ti (%) 0.372 ± 0.046 0.358 0.433 0.441
Mn 814 ± 70 750 801 551
Na (%)1 0.949 — 0.074 0.961 0.949 0.900

A1 (%) 6.16 ± 0.26 6.51
Ca (%) 8.3 ± 1.5 7-3 8.9 5-9

Column I 5 pieces CFU 53, 54; CRTH VQ, 80; ATAG i (See Column 3,
Table II)

Column 2 I piece ATAG 19
Column 3 I piece ATAG 12

Column 4 • I piece ATAG 13

They have been grouped together, but individually
they can be shown to agree with the Corfu Roman
group in column i.

The fifth column in Table II shows data for
another stamped handle excavated at Corinth
(CRTH 81), and this can be shown to agree with
the other Corfu reference group (column 4), as
well as with the single sherd of Roman ware in
column 6 (CFU 16).

these (excavated at Corinth) fits the group of 26-
the other five (2 from Corfu, 2 from Corinth i
from the Athenian Agora) fit the group of Roman
wares from Corfu and, of course, the piece of mod
ern Corfu pottery.

Among the rosette-stamped amphora handles
just discussed, one was excavated at the Athenian
Agora. A considerable number of other amphora
handles (unstamped) from the Athenian Agora
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were also analyzed and three of these will be men
tioned here (ATAG 12, 13, 19; Concordance IID).
The analytical data are shown separately for these
three in columns 2, 3, 4 of Table III. For compari
son, we list again in column i the group of 5
stamped handles which were shown to be of Corfu
provenience. Comparison shows that the three han
dles from the Athenian Agora are chemically in
distinguishable, so these also came from Corfu.

In order to finish discussion of wares excavated

on Corfu, mention will be made of some for which
we do not have a definite view of provenience.

In Table I, column 2, a group of 21 samples of
plain wares was presented but actually 26 were
analyzed. The five omitted bear our numbers CPU

^9> 3°) S^i 33) 36 (see Concordance IIB). The am
phora CPU 29 is tempered with hornfels and will
be discussed below with Corinthian pottery. The
two amphoras, CPU 30, 32, were alike in compo
sition, and thin sections showed them to be quite
rich in white mica (muscovite) as is Athenian
pottery, but definitely they are not Athenian. CPU
33 and 36 are different from each other and also
are of unknown provenience. No analytical data
are presented because we have nothing to relate
them to in this study.

The fine painted wares in columns i and 3
(Table I), excavated in Corfu, were selected by
Dr. Dontas as manufactured in Corfu." Analyti
cally it has been shown definitely that the five
pieces of fine painted ware in column i. Table I,
were manufactured in Corfu. Column 3, Table I,
pertains to nine pieces of fine painted ware from
Corfu also selected at the same time by Dr. Dontas.
It is not repeated in Table II. It makes a good
chemical group with the exception of the alkali
elements Na, Rb, Cs. This variability of the al
kali elements compositions has been observed in
other areas. It differs from the sherds in column

I by > 40- for five of eighteen elements, which
makes them distinctly different. In Table II we list
a number of comparison materials for Corfu pot
tery. No reference materials check column 3 so it
is necessary to say that we do not have analytical
evidence that these sherds were manufactured in

'-For further information on pottery of the Corinthian
style manufactured in Corfu, see Dontas (supra n. 3),

" Farnsworth (supra n. 9) pi. 68, figs. 14 and 15. The

Corfu. Archaeological support for Corfu manufac
ture comes from their stylistic similarity to the
sherds in column i. They definitely do not fit the
sherds from (3orinth (column 4). Stylistically they
are not Italo-Clorinthian. In quality the sherds of
columns i and 3 (Table I) are related to the poor
est of Corinthian painted pottery, not to the best.

III. Jars from Corinth with Light-Colored Fabric
(Table IV).

In addition to the three amphora handles with
the rosette stamp (Table 11) thirteen other jars,
mostly rims and shoulders, excavated in Corinth,
were analyzed (CRTPI 45-57, Concordance IIC).
Eleven of these were untempered and two (CRTH
56, 57) were tempered with hornfels. The latter
two and CRTH 45-48 made up a compact group
which is indistinguishable from the fine Corinthian
ware as already shown in Table I, column 5.

Six others (CRTH 50-55) made up a compact
group which was distinctly different but had the
puzzling feature that all elements except calcium
were systematically lower than the fine Corinthian
ware. If the values are multiplied by 1.17, they fall
into line rather well with the Corinthian ware ex
cept for cesium which is still low. We call such
instances "diluted" because they could arise from
larger than normal amounts of calcium carbonate
or other sterile material. It might also occur nat
urally. Mineralogical analysis gives some credence
to the assumption that these could be of Corinthian
manufacture since it is easily recognized that clay
of lesser quality was often used for undecorated
wares.^®

Analytically we hesitate to assign provenience to
this group because of the general similarity of
wares of light-colored fabrics encountered over a
fairly wide area in the Peloponnesus. A more elab
orate study of jars of this kind will be required
before one could state with confidence where this
particular group was made although archaeologi
cal evidence points strongly to Corinth.

Contrary to fine painted ware whose composition
did not vary over several centuries, the analysis of
undecorated coarse ware, both light and red, ap-

loomweight (fig. 15) definitely shows more sterile material
than the kotyle (fig. 14).

30.
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Table IV. Corinthian Light-fabric jars

(i) (2) (3) (4)
Corinthian Jars Corinthian Jars Jars of Col. 2 Single Jar

(from Col. 5, Table I) (6 pieces) X 1.17 (i piece)
(6 pieces)

Fe (%) 5.13 ± 0.30 4.37 dz 0.17 5.11 dz 0.20 4.28

Ta 0.832 ± 0.049 0.684 — 0.036 0.800 dz 0.042

p

00
00

Sc 20.10 ± 1.09 16.78 zt 0.79 19.62 dz 0.92 17.27

Co 26.82 ± 2.36 25.70 dz 1.98 30.06 zt 2.32 19.24

Cs 9.8 ± 1.3 5.8 dz 0.5 6.8 zt 0.5 6.7

Cr 228 ± 27 167 dz 8 193 zt 10 177

Hf 3.22 ± 0.47 2.71 dz 0.25 3.17 zt 0.29 5.19

Th 10.38 ± 0.78 8.70 zt 0.36 10.18 zt 0.42 10.86

Ni 207 ± 38 202 zt II 236 zt 13 "3

Rb 143 ± 12 loi zt 4 118 dz 5 102

La 29.9 ±1.6 25.3 dz 1.5 29.6 zt 1.8 31.8
Lu 0.353 ± 0.014 0.312 dz 0.016 0.365 dz 0.020 0.405

U 2.27 ± 0.12 2.05 zt 0.08 2.40 zt 0.09 2-31

Ti (%) 0.453 — 0.036 0.373 — 0.019 0.436 zt 0.022 0.433

Mn 929 dz 93 764 ± 35 894 zt 41 952

Na (%) 0.539 — 0.078 0.517 dz 0.021 0.605 — 0.025 0.554

A1 (%) 7.31 ± 0.65 6.17 zt 0.37 7.22 zt 0.43 7.09

Ca (%) 9.9 dz 1.3 12.4 dz 2.3 —
8.4

Column I

Column 2

Column 3
Column 4

(see Column 5, Table I) CRTH 45-4!
6 pieces: CRTH 50-55
Data of Column 2 multiplied by 1.17
I piece: CRTH 49

3o.fo
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pears to vary more. It should be pointed out that
the faring of fine painted ware was complicated
and necessarily closely controlled'^ while the firing
of coarse ware was relatively simple. There is no
technical reason why small producers should not
have used local clay and fired plain ware in kilns
such as one often sees in farmers' yards in Aegina
today.

The single specimen (CRTH 49) was somewhat
different from both these groups and is listed in
column4 of Table IV. All the data mentioned here
are summarized in Table IV.

IV. Jar Handles and Amphoras Plus Two Figur
ines (light) from the Athenian Agora (Table V).

In all 21 samples from the Athenian Agora were
analyzed. One of these was an amphora handle

with a rosette stamp and is discussed in Section
II above. Three of the amphora handles were
shown by analysis to have been made in Corfu
and are listed in Table III. Descriptions of the
majority of these samples (20) can be found in
Concordance IID. The handle with the rosette
stamp is in Concordance IIA. The 20 sherds in
Concordance IID consist of 16 amphora handles, 2
fragments of jars, and 2 figurines; 3 of the jar
handles were made in Corfu.

Of the remaining 17 samples, 11 made up a
compact group (ATAG 3, 4, 8-11, 14,15,18,20, 21).
An examination of the data shows that this group
is not grossly different from the fine Corinthian
ware ofTable I, but there are many potteries which
are similar to these analytically, and we are reluc
tant to call these 11 or the remaining 6 Corinthian.

M. Farnsworth, "Draw Pieces as Aids to Correct Firing," AJA 64 (i960) 72-75, pi. 16.
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Subsequent analytical evidence may show that clays
of the composition shown here were used by Co
rinthian potters, but at present we do not know
this.

The best evidence that the ii jars (Table V, col
umn 2) are Corinthian comes from their similarity
to CPU 29 (column i, Table V) which is a frag-

MARIE FARNSWORTH, I. PERLMAN, FRANK ASARO [AJA 81

ment tempered with hornfels excavated in Corfu
(Concordance IIB). Until further analytical work
adds to our knowledge, we must list the remaining
6 examples (columns 3, 4, 5, and 6, Table V) as of
unknown provenience. '̂

I. Concordance of fine painted pottery

A. Excavated at Corinth

Berkeley Numbers Description

CRTH I patterned aryballos; wall fr.
2 patterned aryballos; wall fr.
3 large patterned aryballos; wall

fr.
4 aryballos wall fr.; wheel motif
5 aryballos fr.; bottom of pot
6 aryballos mouth, large; petals
7 aryballos mouth; thin petals
8 aryballos mouth; thin petals,

somewhat peeled
9 aryballos mouth, broad petals,

clay greenish; glaze partly peeled
ID aryballos mouth, broad petals;

clay greenish; glaze partly peeled
II skyphos fr.; glazed red

The eleven above are sixth-century B.C.

CRTH 15 small unglazed votive skyphos
16 small unglazed votive skyphos
17 small unglazed votive skyphos
18 pyxis lid with knob
19 pyxis lid; stepped
20 small unglazed votive skyphos
21 small unglazed votive skyphos
22 small unglazed votive skyphos
23 pyxis lid
24 skyphos wall; heavy fabric

The ten above are fifth-century B.C.

CRTH 25

26

27

28

29

30

base of flat-bottomed oinochoe,
triangles around bottom
alabastron, mouth and wall; glaze
partly peeled
skyphos wall fr.; rays above base
alabastron, mouth and upper
wall; tongue decoration; added
color

oinochoe fr., shoulder and wall;
incised tongues; metallic glaze
aryballos mouth, tongues on rim;
added color

NEW YORK CITY

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

16 We wish to thank Miss Carolyn Kochler for the Archaeological Introduction and for many helpful discussions.

31
40

41
42

alabastron wall fr.; tongues
body of flat-bottomed oinochoe;
rays around bottom, tongues on
shoulder; added color
skyphos foot fr.; rays above base
alabastron wall fr.; tongue pat
tern

The ten above are seventh-century B.C.

CRTH 32
33

34

35

36
37

38
39

43

44

ribbed wall fr.; open shape
plate
kantharos handle with rotelle
kantharos handle with thumb
rest

kantharos foot
skyphos rim fr.
wall fr.; West Slope decoration
domed lid fr.; incised decoration
inside
skyphos handle fr.; double rolled
handle
skyphos rim fr.

The ten samples above are fourth- and third-cen
tury B.C.

All the samples above, excavated in Corinth, were
selected by Chrysoula Kardaras in Corinth, except
CRTH 18, 19, 23, 24, which had been given to the
Agora by Agnes Stillwell. Descriptions by Lucy Tal-
cott.

B. Excavated in Corfu

Berkeley Numbers Description

CPU I skyphos foot, rays
2 skyphos wall fr., rays
3 skyphos wall fr., rays
4 skyphos wall fr., fine lines
5 rolled rim fr.
6 outturned rim fr.
7 fr. ofiug(?)
8 skyphos handle
9 wall fr., white tongues

10 wall fr., heavy fabric
11 handle fr. from jug
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Berkeley Numbers Description

wall fr., small shape
skyphos wall fr., narrow
bands

wall fr. of skyphos (.'')

12

13

14

red

The fourteen samples directly above, excavated in
Corfu, were selected by Dr. Dontas as probably made
there. In quality these sherds are related to the poorest
of Corinthian painted pottery, not to the best. De
scriptions by Lucy Talcott.

C. Excavated in Aegina

Berkeley Numbers Description

AEG 6 olpe fr.
7 olpe fr.
8 olpe fr.
9 olpe fr.

10 olpe fr.
11 olpe fr.
12 olpe fr.
13 skyphos fr.
14 skyphos fr.
15 skyphos fr.
16 skyphos fr.
17 aryballos fr.
18 aryballos fr.
19 aryballos fr.

The fourteen sherds above are sixth-century B.C.
Corinthian sherds from Dr. H. Walter's excavation
at the Aphrodite Temple in Aegina. They were se
lected by Dr. F. Felten.

AEG 20

21

22

23

24

olpe (?) fr.
kotyle fr.
oinochoe (.?) fr.
bowl fr.

bowl fr.

The five sherds above from the same vicinity are
surface sherds from the collection of the British
School in Athens.

AEG 28 skyphos fr.
29 skyphos fr.
30 skyphos fr.
31 skyphos fr.
32 skyphos fr.
33 skyphos fr.

4 C 34 skyphos fr.
35 skyphos fr.

- 36 skyphos fr.
37 skyphos fr.

• 38 skyphos fr.
t

39 skyphos fr.

The 12 sherds above are seventh-century B.C. from
the same site as the first fourteen.

11. Concordance of undecorated amphoras and other
large jars (light)

A. Wine jars with rosette stamp excavated in Corfu,
Corinth, and the Athenian Agora

Corfu,
Corinth,

Berkeley and Agora
Numbers Numbers Description

CPU 53 1648 seven rays (Branis)
54 1923 eight rays (Aphionas)

CRTH 79 C-62-146 six rays
80 C-64-379 six rays
81 C-69-106 eight rays

ATAG I SS786 seven rays

B. Amphoras and other large jars excavated in Corfu

Berkeley Corfu
Numbers Numbers Description

CPU r8 1260 hydria (?)
19 1262 pointed amphora ,
20 1276 hydria
21 1274 base of pot
22 1279 base of pot
23 1319 pithos
24 1316 pointed amphora
25 1215 jug
26 1250 pithos
27 1251 lekane
28 1272 pithos

29 1248 pointed bottom amphora
tempered with hornfels

30 1251 amphora

31 1261 pointed amphora (?)
32 1277 amphora

33 1255 hydria (?)
34 1257 pithos

35 1264 pot (?)
36 1269 pithos
37 1273 base of pot
38 1275 base of pot

39 1278 base of pot
40 1281 pot (?)
41 1283 large pot
42 1300 no description
43 1302 pithos

C. Wine jar fragments excavated in Corinth (neck
and rim fragments)

Ber\eley Numbers
CRTH 45

46
47

Description
broad inverted echinus rim; con
cave on top

rim rounded outside; flat on top
trace of handle attachment; rim
slightly rounded outside; flat on
top

?o,i2
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48 similar to CRTH 47
49 rim slanting outside; heavily un

dercut at junction with neck; flat
on top

50 smaller series; rim lightly round
ed outside; flat on top

51 similar to CRTH 50
52 small neck fr.
53 small neck fr.
54 small neck fr.
55 small neck fr.
56 heavy jar tempered with hornfels
57 heavy jar tempered with hornfels

17 figurine fr. same provenience as
ATAG16

18 SS10165 amphora handle
19 SS10178 amphora handle
20 SS10479 amphora handle
21 SS10687 amphora handle

III. Concorda nee of Roman ware from Corfu

Ber\eley Corfu
Numbers Numbers Description

D. Amphora handles, amphoras, and figurines ex
cavated in the Athenian Agora

Berkeley Agora
Numbers Numbers Description
ATAG 2 P21937 no. 107 on pi. 34, Hes-

peria 22 (1953)
3 SS745 amphora handle
4 SS14102. amphora handle
5 P21936 no. 106 on pi. 34, Hes-

peria 22 (1953)
6 SS1140 amphora handle
7 SS2030 amphora handle
8 SS5420 amphora handle
9 SS8244 amphora handle

10 SS5974 amphora handle
II SS14103 amphora handle
12 SS13059 amphora handle
13 SS11353 amphora handle
14 SS13126 amphora handle
15 SS14055 amphora handle
16 figurine fr. uninventoried; from

Herakles deposit; Ci8:3,
Hesperia 34 (1965).
Late second-century

CPU 16 no number from Roman layer in
Mrs. Evelpidis' garden

55 no number base of amphora from
Tsori near Corfu

56 61.8.9 lid from Institute of
Olives near Roman
Agora

59 no number base of large amphora
from Tsori

6i no number base of amphora from
Tsori

63 no number handle from Tsori
64 no number base of largt amphora

from Tsori

69 61.8.4 base of large amphora
from Institute of Olives

70 61.87 ''^se of kylix from In
stitute of Olives

71 61.6.3 rim of open jar from
Institute of Olives

These together with a sample of modern pottery
(CFU17) from the Mantouki district of Corfu were
used for reference samples.
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AGORA EXCAVATiONS

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIfc>

ATHENS <40 GREECE

1. Avy.-;

. .

• ::'i

o«pt;9mb*r 24, 1976

lir. iivshalom Zamer

Haifa Maritime Mustum '

198 All«nby Straat
Haifa, laraal POB 771 T

Daar Mr. Zamar:

I hopa you wara pleaead with tha spaod with whieh Min Johnson wrota to

you about your Roman amphoras (har lattar of oaptambar 16), I did in fact

spand another aftarmoon with hor i_'. Din over tha tnatTial with our filas , All

in all, I hava given you a fair R"ir;unt of ^ime, but oave p-iven all the pictures

to Miss Johnson, as you ashad me to, ban y lu n« another sat of photographa
(i'ne aravriti/^b wi J ] not Ij() naodod . J

to b« leapt In our fllas hara? ' This would not ba nacsasmry if Miss Johaaan war*

astablishad hara^p but sha is far away, and latjuirias c jntinua to coma In hara.

I did Ic^ap the photographs of your no, dbll and its stamp, I i%y naod to

rafar to this in a .ublication, as coming frxno parhajs from Cyprus and possibly

from Kourion in Cyprus, though tha stamp is unlilca anjrtning I know, and tha fact

that (as you told ma) the e is no ridge aroundt tha naok makas tha idantifioation

mora dubibua, also, Jhan can wa axpact your catalogue (? is it?) to ba in print?
fcg:

as you told ma that nearly everything was ready to go to tha printers, I would

¥> •• . s'V

like to ba able to rafar to your jar,

With bast wishes,
•» .

• • i * '. .
Yours sincerely.

i • ^
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EOLIE

Isola di Vulca
Isle of Vulcano

Vulcanoy •
Insdf^ulcano ^

. ELITE EOLI
Tel. 911282
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Kepx'jpa. riaXatov <l)pou^LOv
Coifu: The old Fortress

Corfou: La vieille Forteresse

Kor^u: Die olte Festung

Corfou: II vecchio Costello
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omion innxn ixaon ,ni rrV ono-Ki .rt^sn d'' ^ina ixao
"ftan D' •'3D ^yo 'o 440 .]i3''nn D''n •"iD-'̂ yo 'n 49 .o'xaiia d^ti.T'̂ pv/ !

nanniw ••nRK .cpinyi cy^ioo rt-k"'! i?ia ,iirm in •'anoa ^ \
DCKiai mm'' miaia ami mxa m>a3 3'no^> 70 rjx'a o'tr^v
rr^y lac na'D^ mixal fmol m'lxn omamn .i''K''ia iiy!>K *
nmrrn B'eni^n iiti eyaa D''3f n^xa mn* .nxnaa mxa "

. — .anun Ta orn Md-V arosa r ic^nn m?n an^ inp

.vaa ain ^la ntpp'y nray^' ^aoi rmai^ aMy naxa mxa nacn na

MASADA

Kuins of a fortress at ihi

Judah, between Sodom and EIn-Oedl. The fortress situated on
a cliff which rises majestically over the sea, cut off from thei
surroumling heights by deep gorges at its base. Masada was
the last stronghold which helil out against the Komans during
the Jewish Revolt. At the end of three years of siege the
defenders put themselves to death rather than fall into enemy's
band...
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Sun. 81,11.75

Jim;

Please forwaird all first class mail to me while I am gone. End. 500 dr.
tov/ard this. If something looks crucial (goodness knows what), open it.
If necessary, I shall of course cover Ebcpress charges too.

Until 27 Jan., at my parents: c/o Dr. Ssii Fred E. Koehler
S.E. 1140 Sprini^ Street
Pdlman

Washington 991^3

509-568-5923

BetweKi 12 Feb. and 25 Feb., when I return:
c/o Dr. Barbara Johnson x

Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton

IJ.J. O854O
609—924-4400 ext. 265
or home: I09D Olden Lane

Princeton, N.J. 08540
609-921-3492

At all times, my parents will know where I am, so if anything dire happens,
they can contact me. Phone if necessaryJJ Shela^ Meade will be looking
after my apt. Miss Harrison may use it in Feb.; Ilr. Alexander FlacLeod will
stay in it from today until 18.XIX Jan.

Thank you, and happy holidays I
5

Carolyn G. Koehler



Caroljm G. Koehler
S.E. lli^O Spring Street
Pullman, Washington 99163
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American School of Classical Studies
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.Athens to Rome (Alitalia)
c/o American Academy in Rome
Via Angelo I-lasina (Porta San Pancrazia)
Rome 00153

0039-6-588653 or -654 or -655

Rome to Catania (Alitalia) to Syracuse (bus) /
•c/o Dr. G''^hard Kapitan
Viale Tica, 55 • *
96100 Siracusa ' . - /.,.

: (0931) 64652 - . - •
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Sjractise to Messina to Reggio Calabria to T^anto (bus)' ,"' '
schediile uncertain ' .'• -' j -''
Soprintendente Prof. Gino Eolice Lo Porto * ' -»'. •:

'Mpseo Nazionale
Taranto. Italy

Taaranto to Brindisi
Dr. Benita Sciarra
Museo Provinciale

Brindisi. Italy

.. j

Brindisi to B.Ari (bus) to Maples (Alitalia) to Rome (Alitalia)
unsure whether I shall keep to this schedule
aga.in c/o the Academy, though I shall not stay there

30.Oct. Rome to Athens (Alitalia, arr. ca. 4:00 P.M;)
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ministEre des

(i?(p

Affaires Culturelles

Direction des Recherches Archdologiques
Sous - Marines

Fort Saint-Jean

13235 Marseille Cedex 1

Teleph. 91.06.55

Bernard LIOU

Co-directeur scientifique

t:arseille,le 2° mars I974

riiss Carolyn Koehler
American School of Classical Sfudies

54 Souidias Street
ATHENS 140 — Grece

X

Maderiioiselle,

J'ai bien regu votre lettre du 11 marsjdont je vous
remercie tres vivement,

Je suis heureux de savoir que vous considerez ces amphores grecques
archalques comme corinthiennes,et qu'il faut les appeler "corinthiennes
B ,par opposition a I'autre type.Cependant je vous avoue que je reste
un peu sur ma faimij'ai redige il y a deux mois environ le petit arti
cle signalant les deux gisements de Cavalaire,en prevision duquel
j'avals justement voulu consulter Kiss Virginia Gra.ce (il paraitra
dans une toute jeune revue qui s'appelle les Cahiers d'archeologle
subaquatiq ue ). ,T «y ai ecrit ceci: "On parle parfois (...) d'amphores
corinthiennesjcette origine serait,a mon sens,a prouver".Et en note;
^Cette forme d'amphore est presente a Corinthe :....Thorne Campbell,A
!!mZ Black-figured Period at Corinth.dans Hes-oeria,7.19l8.n.6nd-6O5 et fig.27,n°192 et 193,-conjointement avec le type presente par
V.Grace, Amphoras and the A.nclent Nine Trade.Princet,nu^1 b̂i g-. 35".

_ Autrement dit,les deux seules references dont je disposals sont'aus-
sx les deux seules que vous me signalez dans votre lettre.N'y en a-4-il
pas^d autres?ou du raoins d'autrej resultats de fouilles,mgme non pu-
bliees,qui permettent d'affirmer cette origine corinthienne?

e vous enverrai,bien entendu,raon article,qui paraitra cet ete.Vous
y trouverez quelques exemplaires d'amphores de ce type et aueloues
rapprochement ou references qui vous interesseront certainement.D'au-
tre part,les deux gisements de Cavalaire seront fouilles a partir de
cet ete:je vous tiendrai au courant de ce qui en sortira.

_ tres gentiment de m'envoyer un exemplaire du petit
livre de -uss Grace:je serais tree heureux de le recevoir,car nous
n en avono qu^un exemplaire a la Direction des Recherches archiologi-

^ souhaite bcaucoup le pos^eder persoiiielleraent.
_ ^ + entendu, 1'usage du papier a cigarettes pouraire eo ro^ ®stampiiies (j'en ai meme toujours dans ma poche);

1^ arrive cepen c.n parfois (pas toujours) qu'on obtienne un meilleur
ri.su a avec u papier pour tolescripteur;c'ctait le cas pour les timbre
d'amphores de Cos que j'avals envoyis.

En^vous remerciant encore et en esuirant oue nous echan-
gerons des renseignements fructueux pour vous et'pour moi,je vous rrie
de bien vouloir agroer,...ademoi3elle,l'expression de raes sentiments^les
plus devoueso

VA.
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SS Cirtitcsclue head, Sinyriiaii,
second century IK.. Height 6.5 cm.

S" Mask ot a youth. Mvrinan,

second cent in v IK . hleiiilit i i cm.

l^.o/

><> Nee I • ho\ cl.opmg amphora
^^M Miiioi. siiotid tenturv ik .

I l< •ehl s , 1,1

K-j I \\ .i grotesque hc.ids.
•sm-. man. second century BC:.
Height "cm.
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r
228. Terracotta figure ofa n^ro boy sleeping against awine

jar. Taranto; Greek,utnjcentury B.C. Sc.
Ashmolean Museum, <Orf- 77tseS)>f,c-k,^f
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"With greetings and best wishes from

,

Printed at the University Press, Oxford (3«r-e-e_0
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Brioklyn

Doar Dr. Bothmer:

:lyn riuseum •' v•;.^ •-
'arkvmy, Brooklyn 38,^1J.y;, I/. S. A,;,;

It v«iB very gooS of you to sand me such nioe photographs of your

steatite figurine of the cowering slaire, ^ihioh is indeod. a vary interesting r 'fi *
/• •

•rVsr. V

parallel for the Ashmolean terracotta v/hich appears in tny booklet as

figure 9, If. Dorothy Thompson were here, I would show her the photos,

since she takes a particular interest in the Ashmolean terracotta, and we

have dlscuBsed ita date, v i ,(iTion she comes back in the spring I will show

her the photos, unless in the mean.jhilo you have told her about them.

As possibly I told you, my illustration is taken from a postcard of
V

the Ashmolean. Apparently the only serious publication pf the pioce is

# 9» pl^IXIV (from Dorothy T#)«

.w

• -f •: >•

a.,'

. K

-•< V.-V/.,
,.y s -i; •••'* •

filt ^irstAS to date; the postcard called it 4th century; Dorothy thought

anything so realistic should be later; the sluipo of the little jar (which

seems to be of the class called Coroyrean or Corinthian (of the jar to the

left in fig,42, relation of handles to rim) suggested to me a data before 300

B.C.; and I think Dorothy later accepted this date tentatively - realism oomine
the pieceearlier in Uagnn Graeoia (±* comes from Taranto). if you oan help with the

date, I should be grateful for ovidenoe or opinion from the Egyptian point of
view,

I was delighted to hear how satisfaotory was your session in the

National Museum*

Yours sincerely.
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Dear Dorothy,

Thank you for the lovely photojumph of the amphora shovm in the Ashmolean to.
♦

Yee, the my the handles are plastered up against the rim seems to me the most

"Coroyrean" feature of this sketch of a jar. I enclose another print from our

Patras expedition (420,4), with a couple of tops seen at a different angle, in

caso they helpj please send it back if not usefhl. What seems less close in

the oopy, when one sees it full on as in your big photo, is ths way the neck

k:: iL-rj^;

,:n

'"""•) Uns ," jEUttuary 30, 1960
' < J ' -. ^- • -V'" J*

-••, • •' i/,-, ••
- •• , Wlf*' ' ^

z*un8 into the shoulder without articulation. I must just suppose that the koro-
I must

plast was less interested in amphoras than I am. Or leani more about local
might

western jars which^imitate the Corcyrean type, and be closer to this. The pro-

portion of neck and body is wrong for a full-size Corcyrean, and it must be at

least full-size unless that is a pigmy baby. But to what degree would they have

noticed this? Half-size stamped Rhodlan jars have quite different proportions of

neck to body from those in full-size Rhodians.

My beet grootings to Hector Catling, to whom I hope to write myself before

too long. I imagine he has been keeping you up to date with developments in

Peter Throclcnorton's enterprise. I am so glad Peter is finally getting some

recognition and help, having done so much spade-work practically unassisted.

I look forward to meeting your horsey friend Mrs. Talhot Albert. Diws it

rhyme? I sdppose not.

I must go, as I have to arrive early at Jane Rabnett's party, whera 1 am to

be picked up by Dr. Jorg Sohaefer, the Pergamone. Athens is like a gaae of

Consequenoes, isn't it, in a social way. Did you know I went to Pergamon in October?

At Boe^ringer's request, to look over their BAH. I was there sweeal days, and

then went on a lovely trip he had organized for the E.S.G.Robinsons, to Priajbs,

Mlletos, Didyma, Was in Turkey altogether a week. It seemed hugely more.

i;.
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Thank you for the lovely ^otograph of the emphora ehovm in the Aehraolean to.
4

Yee, the way the handles are plastered up against the rim seams to me the most

"Coroyrean" feature of this sketch of a jar. I enclose another print from our

Patras expedition (420.4), with a couple of tops seen at a different angle, in

caso they helpj please send it back if not useful. What seems less close in

the oopy, when one sees it full on as in your big 0ioto, is the way the neck

x*uns into the shoulder without articulation. I must just suppose that the koro-
•-'•y*- . I must

plast was less interested in amphoras than I am. Or leam more about local
might

western jars which^imitate the Corcyrean type, and be closer to this. The pro
portion of neck and body is wrong for a full-size Corcyrean, and it must be at

V-V.'3-'•••/• .,,/ • ••; ' . • '̂- '"'"'Vv'-/-;::-•
••••'.- '•' • •'•.•'3/3%-:" \ 33 ,-3' _

•;'3 Dear Dorothy, ; . :, ''•, ..

least full-size unless that is a pignqr baby. But to what degree would they have

noticed this? Half-size stamped Rhodian jars have quite different proportions of

neck to body from those in full-size Rhodians.

My best greetings to Hector Catling, to whom I hope to write myself before

too long. I imagine he has been keeping you up to date with developments in

Peter Throolcmorton's mterprise. I am so glad Peter is finally getting some

recognition and help, having done so much spade-work practically unassisted.

I look forward to meeting your horsey friend Mrs. Talbot Albert, Dfces it

rhyme? I sippose not,

I must go, as I have to arrive early at Jane Rabnett's party, where I am to

be picked up by Dr. Jorg Sohaefer, the Pergamene. Athens is like a game of

Consequences, isn't it, in a sooial way. Did you know I went to Pergamon in October?

At Boe^ringer's request, to look over their £AH. i was there swwvral days, and

then went on a lovely trip he had organized for the B.S.G.Robinsons, to Priete,

Miletoe, Didyma. Was in Turkey altogether a week. It seemed hugely more.
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:, . Dear Dorothy, , ' '• ;•" •

^ Aehmolean t.o. with negro boy sleeping on amphora; I did not realiEe ' •*"

iV.c5^ ;

at the base of one handle?
:. *»4' ^ '

"i seems to belong to the series which has been ten'tatively called Corcyrean.
I?'1 • *' t-'

'4 ' ^ ^ enclose a photo (420.2) taken at our trip to fetch Hetty from lAtrasj not very sharp.
^ n,

^ t 'V

iJH

you were foousing on this at the moment. I could not be definiti-ro on the jar certain

ly without more study, and I am impressed by your comments. I have never seen the
the

object, and know it only ii^photo reproduced on the post card. Can you give me a

publication reference for it? Does the xvhole shape of the jar, down to the toe,

show on the other sido'^ I suppose not. I suppose that is not a stamp indicated as

but may give the idea. These three jars, without any context, are in a row according

to apparent chronological sequence. I should call the right one 3rd cent., and the

left one 4th cent., and the middle one perhaps on the line between. The middle one

seems most like the one in the t.o. It also seems to resemble a jar from Spina, seen

at very small scale in pi.5 of Arias - Alfieri, XI Museo Archeologico di Ferrara.

ITALY JESIZHE:* 1955, in the enclosure to the left, which is Tomb 779. /jtOn other items from
this tomb, see ibid p.28, and see more fully in Aurigemma (l93G), pp.128-9. The

in VI,58 'AU figure in this tomb w^s investigated for m^by LT, and its accepted date swaxxw**
described as late 4th - early 3rd,

A jar of the same series and of about the same date was found in Hadra eind is

displayed in the Mus^e Gr6oo-Romain in Alexandria. In a vitrine, there are one or
„ been rather popularwo miniatures of the type. However, the class seems to iaxnatiuixxsaioxuM in the West.

Could the terracotta not be of looal make?

Think you very much for the refeeenoe to Otto Mense^s book. It sounds as if it
would be particularly important for Letty. I have a letter to her ready for posting,
but hot yet closed, to whioh I will add this.

I am glad you are enjoying yourselvec^ in this - "fur-lined assignation with the
past. •
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SIRACVSA - Museo Archcologico Nazionale
Leone Corinzio sec. VU a.C,

Lion connthien - Vile s. av. J.-C,
Corinthian lion - Vll cent. b.C.

Konnthischor LBwe - VII Jahrhundert v.Ch.
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Structure, Processing, Properties, and Style [Jo.o?
of Corinthian Transport Amphoras

p. B. Vandiver
I

Conservation Analytical Lab
Smithsonian Institution

Washington, DC 20560
and

Ceramics and Glass Lab

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139

C. G. Koehler

University of Maryland
Baltimore County
Catonsville, MD 21228

Differences between the three major types of Corinthian amphoras produced be
tween the seventh and second centuries B.C. provided the basis for an investigation
of how processing history and physical properties of these amphoras are related to
technological and visual style. Type A amphoras were found to be impermeable to
liquid and were hand built; type Bs were found to be permeable and wheel thrown;
and type A' were semipermeable and made by a combination of wheel and hand
methods. The earliest amphoras, type A, were impermeable to liquids, because the
potters (1) manipulated the calcareous, illitic clay body composition by adding a pot
ash flux and a large proportion of coarse temper, which necessitated (2) forming by
hand-building methods, and they (3) manipulated firing cycle and atmosphere by fir
ing rapidly in reduction at the lower end of the firing range, about 800°C, and then
oxidizing to a relatively high temperature of about 1000°C, both processes to pro
mote the formation of glass and reduce permeability in the body. The later ampho
ras, types A' and B,are permeable. Type Bs are made from a highly calcareous clay
body without the addition of potash; type A' amphoras are made from a variety of
clay body compositions. Both types were fired to a slightly lower range of tempera
tures than was type A. The technoiogy and visual appearance of these amphoras
were consciously designed to produce properties such as impermeability and ease
of handling. The variation in technological and visual styles demonstrates how inter
related are these two aspects of production and how each was changed to enable
these vessels to serve the functions oftransport, storage, and reuse.The develop
mentofthese amphoras represents the gradualmodification ofpreexisting technolo
gy to produce particular properties. Possible reasons for the obsen/ed changes in
type A' include: a functional change inwhich dry contents such as grain or nuts re
placed wine, pickled fish, olive oil, andotherlargely liquid commodities as Corinthian
exports, orthe adoption of organic jar linings, such as beeswax orpine pitch, for ad
vantages such as more cost-effective production, increased storage time, orchang
es in taste preference.

Amphoras were used to transport and store olive oil, wine, pickled fish
and other commodities in the ancient world. They must once have been
as common a refuse of man's presence as oil drums or plastic containers



are today. The variations in appearance probably were as easily read as
are labels on cans today, yielding such information as point of origin and
expected contents. Corinth's wide, fertile plain and its strategic geo
graphic position between the Peloponnesus and the mainland with van
tages to both the east and west allowed a powerful trading center to de
velop with an excess of products for distribution. Olives and grapes are
still grown, and in ancient times oil and wine would have been likely
exports. There is no literary evidence for the export of these or other
commodities, nor have traces of foodstuffs been found in Corinthian am-
phoras. Between the seventh and second centuries B.C., two styles of am-
phoras were manufactured at Corinth, the only city-state known to have
manufactured more than one distinctive type of amphora concurrently
over a long period. The characteristics of these two, called types A and
B, have been described by V. R. Grace and C. G. Koehler using art his
torical and archeological criteria.' In plotting the form changes with time,
Koehler discerned a later variant of the type A amphora she has called
type A',^ thus bringing to three the number ofamphora types. In this pa
per we examine the technological basis for this variation in appearance
and find that the typology based on visual appearance covaries with a ty
pology based on technological variables. Furthermore, there are rela
tionships in design and function between these types of amphoras which
allow a more precise cultural interpretation and appreciation of the level of
technological sophistication of at least a part of the Greek pottery indus
try at Corinth in the first millennium B.C.

Manufacture oflarge storage jarswas widespread in the Near East by
about 6400 B.C., and some evidence for workshops specializing in the
production of particular ceramic products dates from the Chalcolithic
and Early Bronze Age of the Near East (for instance, see articles by E. F.
and R. H. Henrickson in this volume). In examining pottery made during
the first millennium B.C. at Corinth, we assumed a commonality of tradi
tion with the eastern Mediterranean, craft specialization in the produc
tion of at least some wares, the presence of workshops (two tile works
have been excavated at Corinth), and division oflabor among various as
pects ofpottery production, raw material acquisition, and marketing, al
though the details are not known from documents or excavations. A sec
ond group of assumptions also was made based on preliminary visual
examination, that a sophisticated level of technology in which there was
some standardization in product, methods, and sequences of manufac
ture, and that the raw materials selection and forming and firing technol
ogies had developed in such a way as to optimize the products. The re
sults of this study revealed nothing which would negate or question the
initial assumptions or model, but data were obtained which support a
workshop model of production. Previous studies of the volumetric capac
ities of Corinthian amphoras have shown a spread of results, such that
standardization of capacity could not be inferred." In order to differenti
ate Corinthian from Punic amphoras, other studies have characterized
raw materials and a large group ofamphoras from the fifth century B.C.,
some containing pickled fish, excavated in one structure at Corinth.® Our
aim here is to examine structure, processing, and property variables in
order to reconstruct the technology both of individual vessels and of
changes in the manufacture ofamphoras with time.

Methods

We characterized macro- and microstructure by the methods com
monly used in materials science in combination with characterization of
the working properties of local clays and replication of surface textures
and objects. The work was conducted during parts of two summers at
Corinth and parts of three school seasons at M.I.T. We observed with a
hand lens and binocular microscope and individually described a sam
ple of over 350 sherds and whole vessels, excavated at Corinth and dat
ed to within 25- to 50-year periods, which are stored by type and period
at the Corinth Excavations of the American School of Classical Studies at
Athens. The purpose of such examination was to isolate those surface
textures and joins which, when found in several examples, led to the re
construction of a pattern of manufacture of the vessels and to an under
standing of the properties and functions of the containers. Examples de
viating from that pattern were also isolated. Instances of such deviations
occurred, for instance, in the way potters handled problems of joining
when parts were too dry.

Near the Corinth excavations, examples of clay were collected and
preliminary replication studies of surface textures and one hand-built ves
sel were made, along with tests to determine drying and firing shrinkage.
Ian Whitbread, a geologist and doctoral candidate at the University of
Southampton, helped us collect examples of tempering materials he had
identified in Corinthian amphoras using petrographic analysis. In addi
tion, initial measurements of water absorption and the elapsed time and
rate of wetting through the walls of sherds were made at Corinth. In the
Ceramics and Glass Lab at M.I.T., the microstructures, compositions, fir
ing temperatures, and porosities of 10 Corinthian fragments were deter
mined using scanning electron microscopy,* electron microprobe analysis
in wavelength and energy dispersive modes,^ and mercury porosimetry.
Results of two of these fragments, one from a fifth-century type Ajar and
the other from a fifth-century type B vessel, are reported in detail in this
paper. These measurements were supplemented by investigation of an
overfired roofing tile and a type B amphora fragment which had been ex
cavated in sea water and which was used as a compositional control to
test for salt contamination. In addition, several type B amphora replicas
were made on a potter's wheel using clay and tempering materials from
Corinth in order to replicate surface textures and the structures where
parts were joined.

In summary, we began this study with low-power observation of the
macrostructure of a large number of objects in order to reconstruct the
techniques and sequences of manufacture and to compare the types and
their variation through time. We then studied the microstructure and the
microscopic variations in composition on the surface and interior of indi
vidual representative fragments to determine what raw materials were
used and how they were formed and fired. In addition to understanding
the raw materials and processes of making Corinthian amphoras, we tried
to use the macrostructure and microstructure as a bridge to understand
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Fig. 1.Corinthian typeAamphora, early second quarter of thesixth century
B.C., showing capped toe, spherical body, handles attached at right angles
to neck and body, and heavy overhanging rim (C-77-120).

and relate the raw materials and processes to the resultant properties.
Replication attempts allowed us to get a feeling for the clay, the effects of
processing variables, and the resultant morphologies which no other
means could offer.

Description and Results

Description of Types A, A', and B Amphoras

The different types of amphoras have different shapes, colors, hard
nesses, fracture surface textures, inclusions, and surface treatments. Type
A transport amphoras (as shown in Fig. 1), derived from large, round-
bodied storage jars produced in the Geometric period, are recognized
by a full, spherical body shape, broad cylindrical neck, two handles
joined at right angles to the neck and body, and a heavy, overhanging
rim (Fig. 2). They were manufactured from the early seventh century B.C.
until about 300 B.C. (Fig. 3). During four centuries ofproduction, the clay
body was uniform, with a hard, quite vitreous fabric which in cross sec
tion is gray to red, with a lighter orange coloration on the external sur
faces (Fig. 4, left). Generally, a gray core is sandwiched between thin
red surface layers and a sliplike pinkish-yellow or orange surface which
is slightly darker on the surface than on the subsurface interior. There
are angular, gray-to-red inclusions of mudstone and tuffite, measuring
1—5 mm, with occasional inclusions of chert, fine quartz, and rounded
pellets of fine yellow clay grog. Finely divided caicite lime is present but
only rarely visible as inclusions in the clay.

fB- /yP® ® were manufactured from about 525 B.C. to at least the latethird century B.C. and probably until tlje destruction of Corinth in 146

Fig. 2. On this early fourth-century B.C. amphora, the rim is formed by
joining three coils. Over the handle attachments, the rim has been pressed
downward. Extra clay has been added around the handle joints. On the
neck side of the exterior of the handles, extra clay was added for strength
giving an oval section.

800 600 400
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Fig. 3.Time line showing periods of production of each Corinthian amphora
type.

Fig. 4. Polished cross sections of aCorinthian type Arim (left) showinq the
gray interior and red outer layer as well as the large volume fraction of in-

^ inclusions and pores (scale



Fig. 5. Restored Corinthian type B amphora of the late fourth or early third
century, with ribbing marks and indentations in the lower body wall from
joins and from a supporting chuck. Note the smooth surface of the body
mid-section and the parallel vertical marks from wrapping of the upper
body to maintain its shape while the neck and handles were added. The
toe has spiraling marks from ribbing (C-63-690).

B.C. (Fig. 3). Type B amphoras are recognized by a yellow body and sur
face, there are no red or gray inclusions, and only minor amounts of
quartz (Fig. 4). The body fabric is quite soft, and porous. They have an
ovoid body with pointed lower body ending in a toe (Fig. 5). There are
high arched handles and a relatively thin rim. The upper part of the
handle is joined on its side (or broad face) with the neck, and the lower
joint is not quite at right angles (Fig. 6). By the second half of the fourth
century, type B amphoras assumed the characteristic ovoid body which
has an elongated lower part and pointed bottom, flaring rim, and high,
arched handles. After the middle of the fifth century, the handles made
a vertical join parallel to the neck and were pressed inward so that the
upper neck and rim form an oval in plane view. Throughout production,
the B jars had a yellow clay body and the inclusions are mostly quartz
and chert; no mudstone or tuffite is present. In the late fourth century
and following, a second Corinthian B fabric with a light reddish-brown
clay was used for some jars.

Type A' amphoras have the oxidized yellow clay fabric of type B
with the dark red or gray inclusions (mudstone and tuffite) of type A.
The shapes are similar to those of type A. Type A' jars have an ovoid
body and were first manufactured in the first half of the fifth century
alongside type A. Their production is documented on and off until the
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Fig. 6. Fragmentary neck showing join of the pulled handle to the neck and
body. The diameter of the handle narrows toward the top of the jar (that is,
opposite to the direction inwhich itwas pulled).The surface area of the up
per join was increased by joining the handle on its side, thus strengthening
the joint. The lower handle joint was reinforced by adding a coil of clay at
the joint which wraps around both sides and the inner surface (0-37-39).

mid-second century B.C. The characteristics of these three amphora
types are summarized in Table I.

Reconstruction of Forming Processes from Investigation of Macrostructure

Evidence is presented below showing that type A amphoras were
made by hand building, probably on a tournette or slow wheel, and type
B jars were made by throwing on a potter's wheel. Vessels of type A'
were made by hand-forming methods at the beginning of their produc
tion early in the fifth century, but in the third century there was a transi
tion to some of the fast-wheel techniques of type B, the first change being
throwing of the neck. Thus, even though type A' shapes are stylistically
similar to those of type A, they are technologically divergent.

Even though two methods of manufacture were used for these dif
ferent vessels, the sequence of manufacture is structurally the same for all
types. In Fig. 7, a schematic drawing details the steps in manufacture. Al
though the forming techniques varied among the types and involved the
very different processes of hand building and throwing, the approach to
constructing a Corinthian jar by sections did not change. The sequence
of steps reconstructed in Fig. 7 has been reinforced experimentally by
hand-building techniques to replicate successfully a seventh-century
type A jar, as shown in Fig. 8, and by throwing jars similar to fifth-
century type B examples.
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Table I. Characteristics of Corinthian Transport Amphoras

Type A (100 samples examined)
Co/or: Pinkish-orange surface (7.5YR, 7/4 to 7/6, pink to reddish
yellow); in cross sectiongray core (SYR 6/1) and outer reddish layers
(2.5YR 6/6, light red to 7.5YR 7/6, reddish yellow.) Sometimes the
cross section is all red or gray, indicating a range of firing conditions.
Such variation can occur within a single vessel.
Hardness: Surface medium-hard (Mohs 3-4), interior very hard (Mohs
5-6).
Fracture: Hackly or uneven; subconcoidal, almost glassy on gray
interior.
Inclusions: abundant, angular white, red, and gray inclusions, 0.1-8.0
mm, averaging 1.0-2.0 mm, with volume fraction from 10 to 20%. Pores
and inclusions are generally aligned parallel to surfaces. Occasionally
pores are found and have secondary calcium-rich deposits.
Surface treatment: Orange surface layer, 0.05-0.2 mm thick, is usually
present. In the second half of the fourth century near the end of the
period of manufacture, there is an iron-rich clay slip, measuring up to
0.5 mm, painted or wiped unevenly on the upper surfaces of the jars as
decoration.

Type A' (about 50 examples)
Color: Light pink to light yellow surface (ranges from lOYR 8/2, white,
to lOYR 8/3, very pale brown, to 7.5YR 7/4, pink). In cross section the
color is generally pink (5YR 8/4 to 7.5YR 7/4). Sometimes, an outer
layer occurs having the same color as the surface.
Hardness: Surface and interior have the same medium-hardness
(Mohs 4—3).
Fracture: rough, polycrystalline fracture surface.
Inclusions: Occasional angular red and gray inclusions, ranging 0.1-8.0
mm and averaging about 1-2 mm, are present up to about 10 vol%.
Fine pores, 0.1-0.5 mm, rarely as large as 1.0-4.0 mm, are also present.
Occasionally there are pores shaped like organic material that has
burned out during firing.
Surface treatment: none.

Type B (100 samples)
Color: Surface and interior are light pink to light brownish yellow
(5YR 8/4 to 7.5YR 7/4, pink); some late fourth- and third-century jars
are yellowish-red (2.5YR 6/6, light red).
Hardness: Medium-hard surface and interior (Mohs 3-4).
Fracture: Rough, polycrystalline fracture surface.
Inclusions: Rare occurrence of fine inclusions, 0.1-1.0 mm red, gray, or
white. Fine pores 0.1-0.5, rarely 1-4 mm. Pores are elongated parallel
to surfaces in walls, and tend to be rounded in rim and foot areas.
Surface treatment: none.

^ B
Type A

Fig. 7.(a) Sequence of production was the same for type Aand type Bam
phoras. Type A' also has the same progression. This schematic drawing of
the sequence of steps in constructing a Corinthian container amphora is-
(1) the body is built of slabs or thrown, right-side-up, (2) it is inverted and
the lower body extended, (3) the toe is added with acap or plug, (4) turned

supported in a chuck while the neck is
added, (5) the rim is built of coils and the handles are added, (b) Accurate
drawing of type A(left) and B(right) amphoras of similar size showing the
joints which were established by visual inspection (scale in cm).
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Fig. 8. Comparison of a restored type A amphora of the seventh century
B.C. (left) with a replica made from lignite quarry clay mixed with tuffite and
mudstone from local deposits (right). The darker coloration ofthe replica is
because the clay had not yet dried.

Forming began with the body, built up for types A and A' of slabs or
coils of clay and for type B by throwing from a single lump of clay on a fast
wheel. Traces of the initial building elements have been obliterated by
stretching and deformation of the body (Fig. 7{b)). The bottom would
have been thick and solid in this initial phase, so that it would support
the body wall built above it and would remain quite wet while the upper
part stiffened as it began to dry. When the top was sufficiently firm, the
body would have been turned upside-down, the bottom opened, and
the lower wall of the vessel extended. After the period of partial drying
that followed forming of the lower wall, the base or toe was added. The
vessel was turned upright again and supported; the neck was then joined
to the shoulder. Next the handles and rim were built up. Finally, the rim
was given its final profile and sometimes reshaped around the upper han
dle attachment. These different types of amphoras reflect a shared men
tal template in their sequence of construction, even though the details of
the processes are very different.

Without an understanding of the commonality in the way these ves
sels were constructed, we could easily be led to believe we are dealing
with different groups of potters having completely different traditions of
pottery manufacture. Instead, we find an underlying structural similarity
in sequence of manufacture which reinforces the assumption of a com
monality of tradition. Differences in manufacture between types A and B,
however, do reinforce the assumption that there were different work
shops operating at Corinth. On the other hand, these differences in man
ufacture between types A and A' suggest that a conservative workshop
technology was gradually, but incrementally, changed. We shall examine
the technology in detail to examine these conjectures.

The methods of manufacture were reconstructed from observation -of
imprints offingers and tools in the clay, variations in surface texture ob

served in raking light, and fractured surfaces that occurred at original
joins or that changed direction at an original join. The sequence of steps / '
in manufacturing was then reconstructed as a logical progression. Replica
tion of throwing and hand-building methods using this sequence of man
ufacture, and the production of full-scale models, reinforced hypotheses
about manufacture by relating each action to its textural effect and by
replicating surface textures, marks, and joints. This approach to recon
struction of technology is not without precedent. In 1923, Gisela Richter'
reconstructed Athenian vase-making techniques by replication and com
parison. Anna Shepard® replicated surface textures using different sur
face treatments and recognized the importance of studying sherds in re
constructing methods of manufacture. Frederick Matson^ has observed
modem village potters, conducted replication and firing studies, and
then used his observations and analyses to interpret and explain ancient
ceramic technology. H. J. Franken and K. Kalsbeek'° hypothesized the
same sequence of manufacture for some Iron Age wares from Syria as de
scribed above, and W. Glanzman," using xeroradiography, has proved
the inversion method of closing bases. The significance of our study is
that observation, replication, and documentation of many samples have
been combined with analysis of materials and properties to reconstruct
the technology as a complex of activities which cannot be defined by
studies of the ceramic forming and firing alone. W. D. Kingery'- has ad
vanced this more holistic approach to studying ancient ceramics and sev
eral recent studies have tried to incorporate this approach.'^
Type A Manufacture: Surface marks on Corinthian A jars are particularly
varied in length, direction, and depth of imprint. Many of the jars have
rows of diagonal marks about 0.01-0.15 m long, which extend from lower
left to upper right (as one looks squarely at the exterior surface), and
which indicate enlarging or shaping of the wall once it had been built
(Fig. 9). They curve in the center of the body but are more nearly vertical
and straighter at the base and the top of the body (Fig. 9). These inden
tations are frequently covered by marks from wiping of the surface, and
require a strong raking light to be visible. In this early phase of construc
tion, the left hand probably stroked the interior while the right hand
braced and compressed the exterior. Slow rotation either of the potter or
vessel accompanied this action, since the diagonal marks in the body
form angles of 45° to 60° from horizontal and could not have been formed
by throwing on a fast wheel. There is no evidence of circumferential
ridges ascending in spirals on type A bodies, as would occur if centrifugal
force were the prime means of raising the form. Traces of the original
slabs or coils from which the body was formed have been obliterated
by the subsequent deformation. The property which is most important to
this method of forming is the relationship of plasticity to water content.
Corinthian clay is plastic over a wide range of water content and thus can
be worked, set aside, and reworked; this property enhances the type of
construction described above. (Six samples of clays were collected and
tested for presence of calcium carbonate, workability, drying, and firing
shrinkage from the many deposits which Ian Whitbread has studied for
his doctoral research, some of which Marie Farnsworth had located in
her search for raw materials.^ Each of the clays tested was found to be
consistent with the picture of workability presented above.)
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Fig. 9. Type A body construction withdiagonal marks from hand forming on
a turntable (small arrows), and a horizontal impression at center right that is
from a supporting chuck (large arrow) (C-77-120).

The toe was completed before the neck was joined, as shown by
three indentations about 120° apart on the lower body, made by pres
sure against the chuck or other device supporting it while the neck was
worked (Fig. 9, right side). The evidence for the addition of the foot be
fore the neck is, first, that there are no places found where neck or rim
have been deformed from supporting the weight of the amphora while it
was inverted to form the toe, yet there are indented support marks near
the base. Second, the greater frequency of breaks and cracks caused by
the joining of dry to relatively wet clay occurs at the join of the neck and
body, not at the foot.

The toes or bases of type A amphoras were formed by capping (Figs.
10 and 11). In the seventh through fifth centuries, a flat disk of clay was
added to the bottom of the wall and around the edge where foot meets
wall. The corner was beveled or rounded, a practice which served to
prevent chipping of the toe during handling. Sometimes extra sand and
grog were pressed into the bottom of the base for better wear resistance
(for instance, in the bottom of the fragment shown in Fig. 12). In some
cases a plug of clay was pressed into the base from the interior. In the
fourth- and third-century type A jars, an extension of the wall was first
added to the lower body, almost closing it, and then a small cap was
added and eventually shaped like a knob which would have made han
dling the heavy jar much easier (Figs. 12 and 13). Figure 11 shows an un
usual case in which the wall and inner plug on the left and the cap with
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Fig. 10. Typical type A capped foot of thie seventhi century with part of the
cap broken away where itwas joined to the lower body. Differential shrink
age of the cap and wall of the body are shown to left, where drier wall
shrank away from the wetter cap. The base of the wall was incised prior to
joining (C-37-918).

Fig. 11. Another type A capped foot of the seventh century, added when
the wall was quite dry. The potter incised or scored the interior of the cap
(shown at right), then from the interior a plug of clay was pressed into the
middle to thicken and strengthen the base. This additional plug is atypical
of early Corinthian A jars but demonstrates the care taken in making joints
(C-40-498a,b).
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Fig. 12. Capped toe of mid-fifth century type A amphora. The lower part
was narrowed on a turntable (marks are visible on the interior but not
shown), and the capped toe was filled from the inside. To withstand wear
on the base, the lower edge has been beveled and extra inclusions have
been added to the resting surface (arrow points to one such inclusion)
(0-81-168).

Fig. 13. Lower wall of an early fourth-century type Ajar has been coiled (ar
rows indicate coils), narrowed by turning, and closed off. A cap was then
added and ribbed without reworking the inside of the bottom (CP 3043).

depressions from scoring the inner wall on the right have shrunk away
from one another during drying. The lower wall was too dry to join well to
the cap, and the extra layer of clay was added on the inside to reinforce
the join when the pot was turned upright. However, in this case the inner
plug shrank away from the surrounding clay during drying and subse-
quently broke along the join, which was the weakest part. The knob was
orme y ribbing or trimming to many shapes; the peg toe characteristic
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Fig. 14. Jar bottom of the second half of the fourth century. The capped toe
has been trimmed to a peg shape with slanting sides with a tool, the edge
of which left grooves spiraling around the body (C-1940-403).

of the second half of the fourth century was ribbed or plastically de
formed with a bladelike potter's tool, now called a rib, whose corner left
characteristic grooves around the lower body as it was rotated (Fig. 14).

For the first three centuries of their manufacture (i.e., 700-400 B.C.),
type A necks were hand built, probably with the aid of a turntable, onto
the body; only late in the fourth century, the last century of their manu
facture, do ridges from a fast wheel appear on the neck interior. The par
tially set body was prepared by wetting and scoring with a blunt pointed
stick, and then the neck was built on top of the body to form an overlap
ping or beveled joint (Figs. 15 and 16), in which the edge of the body
was pressed upward on the inside of the neck and the neck smoothed
down about 15-30 mm over the exterior surface of the body. Figure 15
shows the cross section of the neck and body, the diagonal line being
the beveled join. Figure 16 shows the fracture surface at the bottom of
the neck at the beveled join, the inner layer being the body and the out
er layer the neck with raised impressions, made when the wet clay of the
neck was placed onto the drier cross-hatched upper edge of the body.
Where the join was made with clay of different degrees of dryness, dif
ferential drying shrinkage caused clay particles which could not align
across the adjoining surfaces to pull apart, so that the joint cracked. In
one example, the potter placed an extra coil of clay around the interior of
the join (Fig. 17) to keep the join wetter longer and to equalize the water
content of the clay in the body and the neck, but cracks opened never
theless. These instances in the neck or foot (Figs. 10, 11, 15, 16) in which
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Fig. 15. Beveled join of preformed neck to body of seventfi-century type
A in whiich a preformed neck was set on top of the body. The joint is
smoothed and rotated on a turntable, the neck is spread outward over the
body, and the body wall is stretched upward into the neck interior. Note
that the wetter neck has the greater extension. Marks from slow rotation are
present on the interior and traces of smoothing on the exterior (C-1940-
323).

Fig. 16. Cross section of a broken joint on a seventh-century neck base.
The neck was placed on the wall of the body (lower layer), which was then
extended into the neck interior to form a beveled joint. Lines in relief on the
edge of the neck (upper layer) mirror scored ones incised on the shoulder
and show that the whole neck was added to the body, and was at the time
the wetter clay (CP 45). Arrow shows join line of neck to body.

one part became too dry prior to adding the next part, and the attempts
at correction of defects, strongly suggest the simultaneous manufacture of
several jars. The rim or lip oftype Ajars was built ofthree or four coils,
which were pressed together, extended, and finished by rotation (Fig.
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Fig. 17.Afaulty beveled neck join (right arrow) on a seventh-century type A
jar, made when the clay was too dry; the joint cracked prior to firing. The
potter added the atypical inner coil (shown by left arrow) to tryto mend the
weak joint (C-1937-929).

18). In finishing, the surface was wiped or smoothed in a circumferential
pattern on the rim and neck interior, and also on the neck exterior and
handles, exposing inclusions on the surface (Figs. 2, 9, and 19).

In" general, handles are oval in cross section except at the top of the
handle, where clay has been added to thicken or make a spine along the
outside edge at the top of the handle and where it joins the body (Figs.
1 and 2). These handles have been rolled; there are no ridges like those

Fig. 18. Four coils have been joined to form the heavy, overhanging rim of
the type Ajar from the second half of the fourth century. Note the spaces
where coils were incompletely joined, and the drip marks from the applica
tion of an iron-rich clay slip (C-1936-2449).
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Fig. 19. Exterior of a seventh-century type A jar showing marks from sur
face wiping used to smooth the surface after parts have been joined, indi
cating the care taken in finishing the surface. The rounded, raised areas
visible result from shrinkage of the clay around inclusions, and from bloat
ing during firing (CP 43).

left by pulling out a handle, as is the case for type B jars. Neither are
pores nor inclusions aligned with the long axis of the handles. Hand
forming these handles was most practical because the many large inclu
sions in the type A fabric would have prevented even pulling of the han
dle; instead, it would have torn. Many of the handles have large interior
cracks between the individual coils, particularly at the center (Fig. 20),
because the exterior of the handle dried and shrank before the interior.
The handles are the thickest parts of the type A amphoras. Their ten
dency to crack was of concern to the potters; many of the handles were
pierced into the center with a small diameter point, something like a
modern potter's needle tool, and sometimes more than once (Fig. 21).
These stab or prick marks promoted even drying before firing and also
released steam during firing.

Handles were joined at the base by scoring the body (Fig. 22). Up
per joins do not appear to have been scored, however, which is another
sign that the neck wall was wetter than the body wall (Fig. 23). In the
fourth century a wedge was cut from the underside of the rim over
each handle, so that its lower edge could be pressed down over the re
inforced top of the handle. Clay was added at both attachments to
smooth the transition visually from the handle to the vessel wall and to
strengthen the joint (Figs. 2 and 22).
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Fig. 20. Cross section of a fourth-century handle showing cracking and
random alignment of inclusions. Formation of the handle was thus by rolling
rather than pulling. Since the handle is the thickest part of the jar, the radial
cracking shown here is quite common (0-1978-79).

Fig. 21. Thick upper handle of a fifth-century type A amphora was built up
to be oval in cross section. To alleviate the accumulation of steam during
firing and to facilitate drying, potters often put holes up to 3 cm deep with a
needle tool near the tops and bottoms of fiandles in the Archaic and Clas
sical periods (C-1981-169).



Fig. 22. Afifth-century stamped handle (right) and body wall fragment (left)
of type Awith scoring at the joint. The handle has broken off from the body
to which it had been attached when still wet enough to take the plastic im
pressions of the grooves drawn into the body for better adhesion. No slip
was used at the joint. Differential shrinkage of the two parts of unequal dry-
ness caused breakage at the joint (C-1981-169).

Fig. 23. Upper handle attachment of a fourth-century jar showing break at
the neck. There is no cross hatching or scoring, but clay has been added
around the handle at the joint (and has broken away at the lower edge of
the handle). Note the join of coils on the neck interior that form the rim (ar
row) (C-1936-2449).

Fig 24 Stamped monogram (ligature for letters AAP) on upper flat side of
a spined fourth-century handle of Type A'. Horizontal sticky-looking marks
in the depressions show that the monogram was impressed with a die, but
deepening of strokes where lines finished and rough edges where soft ma
terial was furrowed over the edge were made by incising (CP 3167).

In the fourth century, type A handles were stamped or incised once
the surface had been finished by wiping (Fig. 24). There was no common
or standard way of marking the vessels which might indicate the num
ber or organization of workshops. It is interesting that marks were eni-
ployed chiefly during the fourth century, the period of the greatest di
versity and change in Corinthian amphora manufacture. Handles were
stamped with palmettes, incurse monograms, and, rarely, with other de
vices or symbols, including one pictogram of an amphora. Microscopic
observation of details of the impression reveals that most of the handles
are stamped, and only a few are incised. Incised lines show striations
along the furrow of the incision and clay is pushed up at the edges of the
furrow; often the overlapping of strokes can be detected. Stamped im
pressions, however, have an interrelated mesh of fine ridges at different
angles, many of which traverse the furrow. They appear to have had a
sticky texture if the clay was wet. At the edge of the stamped impression,
the contiguous clay sometimes is pushed up where the stamp has been
unevenly impressed. The stamps appear to have been made in a two-
stage process, beginning with a terra cotta model which was inscribed
freehand and from which the actual clay stamp was made. This is our
only clue for the manufacture of dies for these particular marks on Corin
thian jars, although terra cotta dies for stamping other ceramics have
been found at Corinth.'''
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Fig. 25.(a) Shoulder of an early third-century type Bjar. Throwing marks in
the neck continueover join of the neck to the body and into the widest part
of the body (C-37-398). (b) Join of neck to body; note the beveled join
which" overlaps ona diagonal (top). Throwing marks on interior of neck can
be seen as ridges and furrows on the inner surface cross section (C-37-
398) (c) Exterior body showing wet surface where clay was wiped and
touched for support (Lot 78-90-12, mid-fifth century type B).

Corinthian Type B: Type B amphoras were made on a fast-turning wheel,
as shown by throwing marks on the inside of the wall. In some places,
these ridges are c|uite deep and indicate that considerable force was
exerted to raise the cylinder using the centrifugal force of the wheel,
whereas elsewhere the marks are shallow and close together, evidence
that less force was used to raise and thin the clay wall. In making type B
jars the potters worked while the clay was quite wet; lines and marks are
stickier or fresher than on type A amphoras (Fig. 25).

The body was thrown right-side-up; the vessel was then inverted
and a coil or prethrown section was added to the base and next thrown
to a somewhat closed conical form by collaring (Figs. 26 and 27). Rough,
circumferential grooves and particles dragged along in the exterior clay
surface indicate that a rib was used to close the vessel and form the pro
file of the toe (Figs. 28 and 29). Indentations just below the widest part of
the body show that it was still quite soft when it was picked up and
placed in a chuck; three or four indentations around the lower body rec
ord how it was held upright while the neck and rim were added. A sup
port, probably made of small, pliable sticks linked side by side, was
wrapped around the broad upper body of the type B jars of the late
fourth and early third centuries, leaving a characteristic band of shallow



Fig. 26. Interior of fourth-century toe and lower body, showing join (arrows)
and turning marks. Here the toe has been added as a cap (C-1975-294).
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Fig. 27. Body fragment of the first half of the fifth century from anA' ampho
ra showing the beveled join ofclay near the toe. The join can be seen in the
cross section and in the irregularity of the surface. This type of join is also
found in both types A and B, although usually not as distinctly (Lot 78-
98-12c).
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Fig. 28. Ribbing marks on lower part of body of the type Bamphora shown
in Fig. 5 (C-63-690).

Fig. 29. Ribbed groove that articulates the Corinthian B toe in the fourth
century, and ribbed facets in the lower body seen in profile. Such toes are
usually capped and occasionally plugged (C-1971-575).



Fig. 30. Impressions of vertical rods (probably \A/ooden sticks orstiff reeds)
tied togetfier to support thie body at its point of maximum diameter (detail of
Fig. 5) (C-63-690).

vertical or slightly diagonal grooves around the maximum diameter (Figs.
5 and 30). The edges of the identations have been obliterated in Fig. 30
by subsequent surface wiping and smoothing. The extent of general use
of such a device cannot be determined, because a potter could easily
have wiped the surface to remove such indentations. A wetter clay body
could be handled with such a device. The advantage of the stick ar
rangement is that the sticks would have provided more rigidity than a
piece of cloth, and the clay body could continue to dry in the interstices
between the sticks. The stick belt was probably left in place for part of
the final drying period because there often is a mounding of clay at the
edges of the stick impressions which could not be easily wiped smooth
and which remains as an indication that the clay was somewhat dry
when the belt was removed. This ingenious device added strength to
the weakest part of the pot, the sharp bend at the shoulder where major
stresses concentrate during manufacturing and at the onset of the leather-
hard stage of drying where the greatest shrinkage rate occurs. This de
vice also permitted drying and shrinkage as the tension was removed
from the ties holding the sticks together as shrinkage began. The sticks
adhered to the clay as the body shrank and dried, thus continuing to
support the weakest part.

A prethrown cylinder was placed on top of the body for the neck,

^Fio applied to both sides during rotatioii). hrowing ridges start in the upper body, continue over the join.

#• Fig. 31. Upper body and neck of a fourthi-century jar sfiowing beveled join
of rim to neck (C64-376).

and end in the lower neck, where another set of throwing ridges begins
(Fig. 32). Unlike such joins on type Ajars, there is very little extension of
the bevel. In some cases, where the neck wall is thicker toward the rim,
the neck was inverted in being added to the body from its original posi
tion during throwing, as clay cylinders are thicker at the bottom and thin
to the top when thrown.

Fig. 32. Interior circumferential grooves from throwing and imprints from
joining the handle; both show the wet, sticky nature of the clay (C-37-398).



A coil of clay was added at the top of the neck to form the outward-
flaring rim of the fifth and fourth centuries, but generally the joins be
tween quite wet parts were so well made that they cannot be seen. In the
sixth and third centuries, rolled rims occur. The lip of the cylinder was
folded over on itself, and the fold line can be found in a broken cross sec
tion. Around the top of the neck on most type B jars, a small ridge or
band was set off by grooves made with a rib in the wet clay (Fig. 5).

Handles were formed by pulling out a lump of clay and then bending
and attaching it to form a high, arched curve. There are surface indenta
tions found from bottom to top of the handles, which were made by fin
gers during pulling. In addition, pores and inclusions are elongated in the
long axis of the handle and not radially, as in the type A handles, thus
offering further evidence of pulling. Type B handles tend to be thickest
and are more nearly round in section at the body joint, but at the neck
joint are thinner and oval in section. The handle was attached upside-
down from the way it was pulled, since the clay extends from a wide
lump and thins toward the bottom end during the pulling action. In the
fourth and early third centuries, the upper join was made by pressing the
side (or broad face) of the handle into the neck wall, which squeezed
the mouth to a distinctive oval shape. Often the rim had a small amount
of clay removed before it was laid over the handles so it would not be
deformed by the handle. Sometimes the shoulder was depressed from
the weight of the handle and the operation of joining it. Deformation of
the neck and shoulder and the reforming and lowering of the rim are evi
dence that the clay was worked in a much wetter state than for type A
amphoras. The lower attachment on type B handles shows no scoring
(another indication of the wetter working of the clay). A coil was added
around the base of the handle (Fig. 6), unlike the type A handles in
which both ends of the handle, as well as the spine, were built up by
additions of small bits of clay.

Thus far, we have shown that the two stylistic variants have very
different methods of manufacture within an overall sequence of construc
tion which is the same for both types. Throwing is a more rapid method
of forming clay than hand building, so that in a given work period more
parts could be thrown than hand built. Joining the parts of the Jype B
amphoras in a wetter condition also meant more rapid production. Thus,
more vessels were made in a single sitting or work period. This conclusion
is borne out by our experience in which 5 to 7 hand-built jars were made
by one person working one day, whereas 10 to 15 jars were thrown and
joined in the same time.

Corinthian Type A : Type A' amphoras were handmade when production
began early in the fifth century, but fast-wheel techniques appeared at
the beginning of the third century. The hand-built bodies of the fifth
century occasionally have diagonal ridges from shaping and, sometimes,
sizeable impressions on the interior from pressure by fingers, palm, or
fist. Shallow concentric ridges and grooves in a circumferential pattern oc-
cur on one of the earliest examples of type A', indicating that it was prob
ably made on a turntable. These grooves were probably caused by afin-

SowTrnn''̂ "' throwing, bccBuse theshallow grooving indicates that little force was used. Often the lower
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body joint is higher up the body, as much as 180 mm from the bottom.
The capped toe was shaped on the exterior with a rib that in some cases
gouged grooves around the lower body. The rib was also used to incise a
groove around the top of the toe for articulation of the join with the
body.

Necks were made by hand for A' jars of the classical period, al
though shallow turning marks on the interior of fifth-century amphoras
indicate the use of a turntable (not a fast wheel) for necks as well as for
bodies. After the fourth century the neck was thrown on a fast-moving
wheel, as revealed by deep turning marks on the interior and by fine di
agonal ridges that result from twisting the top of the cylinder relative to
its bottom while rapidly stretching it up from the lower part of the neck.
Such twisting is much more common in A' than B amphoras, but is not
found in A jars. No evidence of scoring was found at joints, nor is there a
large overlap of the neck with the body at the joint.

In the fifth century, the heavy, sloping rim was coiled. Later a rela
tively large, carefully preformed rim was added to the neck and joined in
cross section like an inverted "V" over the neck. On the inside, this join
is usually easily seen and occurs about 60 mm from the top of the jar, and
below the lower edge of the rim on the outside of the jar. In some exam
ples, the upper neck is considerably thickened. The consistently invert
ed placement of prethrown cylinders on the necks of types A' and B and
the intentional thickening of the rims suggests concern by potters for the
structural integrity of their pots during extended use; both would have
decreased the chance of breakage. Manufacturers of modern glasses and
flower pots also thicken rims to avoid breakage.

Handles on A' jars were rolled in the fifth century, but pulled in the
third. In the early fifth century, they were flattened from side to side at
the top like those of type A, but by mid-century they were round in sec
tion, with the greater diameter at the top. At this time they were joined at
right angles to the neck with an extra lump of clay applied between neck
and handle, thus requiring two joins. Fingerprints are often present on the
added lump, which presumably was wetter than the handle or neck. In
order to join the broad, sloping fifth- and fourth-century rims to the han
dles without deformation, a chunk under the surface of the rim was cut
out, as was done with type A amphoras, and then the rims were pressed
down onto the tops of the handles.

In summary, the marks and imprints on Corinthian amphoras are di
rect evidence of the stages of manufacture, and a technological typology
has been established for A, A', and B amphoras made at Corinth. Types
A and B were made by different processes which are technologically
distinct. The type A' was completely handmade in the fifth century, and
transformed gradually to being wheel thrown by the third century B.C.
The technology of A and A' amphoras represents a series of small incre
mental changes which, although gradual, were deliberate. We suggest
that there was a shift at the beginning of the fifth century in the adoption
for type A' of the fine yellow body resembling that of type Bthat first
distinguishes the type A' from type A. Second, the type B throwing
rnethods were incorporated into types A and A', beginning with the
thrown neck in the fourth century. The A' continued to undergo changes

_|n_tl^forming of rims, handles, and toes. The two types Aand A' repre-
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Table II. Capacity and Weight Measurements

Capacities
(liters)

Weight Empty Weight Filled
(kg) with Water (kg)

Type A 31-70 9-15 40-85

(sample of 100) (sample of 5)
Type B 20-28 6-9 26-37

(sample of 75) (sample of 7)

sent a series of continuous technological changes occurring in the fourth
and fifth centuries B.C.

The Relationships between Design and Function

From their earliest production and throughout most periods of man
ufacture, all three Corinthian amphora types were shipped abroad, pri
marily to settlements in Sicily and Magna Graecia, but also reaching the
western Mediterranean, North Africa, and the regions around the Black
Sea.'* Certain of the changes in shape, even those that evolved gradually,
were influenced by practical considerations of handling and lading. For
example, the broad toe of the seventh-century B.C. type A amphoras nar
rowed in the sixth century until it could be grasped easily in one hand. In
the fifth century the toe narrowed further and was offset from the body,
giving an even better grip. The knob that developed in the fourth century
was joined to the body by a short "neck" that could easily have been
wrapped with a rope for control and ease in lifting.

The potters, mindful of the jars' considerable size and weight,
adopted designs that optimized transport. Type B amphoras held from
20 to 28 liters; full of water they weighed 60 to 85 pounds (26-37 kg), as
shown in Table II. When full, they could have been managed by one per
son. Corinthian A jars held 31 to 70 liters, and their weight when filled
would have ranged from 90 to 190 pounds (40-85 kg), as shown again in
Table II. Moving these heavy jars usually would have required two peo
ple, and a means of roping the jars securely. With most of the type A and
A' jars the lower edge of the rim was in line with the inner arch of the
handle, which may have allowed the jar to be tied at the top of the neck
through the handles, for lifting or tipping them in place. Thus, the load
would have been spread over the neck and handles.

The heavy rim on early type A amphoras would have offered anoth
er handhold for moving the jars; its heavy, wheel-shaped handhold
provided the moment to rotate the jars. When empty, the top-heavy type
A jars could have been stored securely upside-down on their rims. The
design of the handles with the thickening through the upper part may
have been adopted in the second half of the seventh century to form a
bridge along which the jar could be shifted when inverted. The edge of
the rim and toe were beveled or rounded to deter chipping.

Shortening of the type A bodies and rounding of their lower part in
the sixth and fifth centuries not only compacted the load, but also made
it easy to roll the amphoras when full and to tip them when dispensing
contents because the center ofgravity and center ofmass were located on
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a level with the maximum diameter. In the fourth century, type A jars
could have been rolled on the slight bulge often found on the lower
body. The breaking strength of the fired clay wall, measuring about
5-12 mm thick, is sufficient to withstand the stress of rolling ajar weigh
ing as much as 85 kg.

The elongation of the shape which occurred in type B amphoras
probably was related to the greater ease with which one person could lift
an ovoid jar by keeping the center of gravity close to his or her body.
Type B jars have a high center of mass, a long neck for balance, and a toe
for gripping, all of which increased ease of handling. The mouth, oval in
plane section, with its flaring rim, sometimes indented on the two sides
with handles, would have been practical for pouring.

Inferences about design and handling can also be made by observ
ing wear, breakage, and mending. Pointed containers wear at the toe.
Such abrasion is most often noted on the toes of Type A, an indication
that they may have been reused. This wear was counteracted by press
ing extra sand and grog into the resting surface of some toes. Most am
phoras had a point of impact where fracture was initiated on a flat area in
the lower body; some other points of initiation of fracture were near the
toe or at the widest part of the body, all of which are areas of structural
integrity. Impact often caused further breakage at fabricated joints, par
ticularly where some defect, such as a large inclusion, shrinkage crack,
or very thin wall, was present. The potters intentionally increased the
strength and longevity of their jars by thickening the body wall near the
base, by making the rim and upper neck thicker than other regions, by
overlapping or beveling joints rather than using butt joints, and by add
ing extra coils of clay at handle attachments. Additional strength was
gained by joining rims to the handles, as occurred on A and B amphoras
in the fourth and early third centuries. Such joins were apparently quite
strong since only exceptional fragments have breakage along joins. The
rounded type A body profiles and the curve at the maximum diameter of
the type B amphoras form arcs of circles in profile and thus function to
distribute the static and dynamic loads. This regular curvature without
flat or pointed areas would have helped to spread the shock of an im
pact. Some transport amphoras from Corinth and other cities lasted a
number of years; evidence for the mending, and thus reuse, of amphoras
consists of lead plugs and patches, and the rare occurrence of drill holes.

There is no direct evidence of jar sealing or stoppers, but inferences
can be drawn from the shapes of rims and necks. Corinthian A, A', and
early B amphoras curve in slightly at the rim and so were probably
sealed at the top. In the thrown necks which flared at the top, a stopper
might have been fitted inside. Type Bamphoras with a figure eight open
ing from the fourth and first half of the third centuries could have been
sealed with either a plug or cap which covered the rim.

This study suggests that design constraints were placed on the pot
ters by the function of the amphoras and reveals some of the solutions;
how each type could have been maneuvered by rolling, rotating, lifting;
how they could have been carried and tied in place; or where stoppers
could have been sealed. We infer the deliberate choices potters made
about shape and construction in order to meet the practical needs of han
dling the jars and to ensure their longevity.



Table III. Percent Weight Gain, Time to Wet Through, and Hardness
as Indications of Porosity and Permeability

Corinthian A (10 samples) Mohs hardness
Weight gain Impermeable Red surface 3 1/2-5

9.7-13% in 24 hours Gray interior 5 1/2-6

Corinthian A' (13 samples) Mohs hardness
Weight gain 8 permeable in 3-4

13.7-20.1% minutes (12-35) surface and

5 permeable in interior

hours (1-6)

Corinthian B (13 samples) Mohs hardness
Weight gain Permeable in 3-4, surface and
15.4-28.3% minutes (9-31) interior

Results of Investigation of Properties

Type A amphoras are impermeable to water, oil. and wine when al
lowed to stand with a continuously fed reservoir of liquid on the inner
surface of a curved sherd for one week. Type B amphoras are porous in 9
to 31 minutes, as shown in Table III and Fig. 33. When the sherd wets
through to the underside, the clay body darkens at a small central
wetted spot. The results are mixed for the type A' amphoras, as would
be expected, if the wheel-forming methods and composition of type B
jars were being used to modify the production methods of type A. All of
these walls had average thicknesses of 10 to 15 mm. Other properties
such as porosity and Mohs hardness reinforce the observations of com
position, microstructure, and measurement of the time to wet through the
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Fig. 33. Histogram comparing results of percent weight gain of water when
sherds were boiled one hour and allowed to sit 24 hours (top) with meas-

^^^ments of time to wet through a sherd having a 12-16-mm thick wall.
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Table IV. Density and Average Equivalent Pore Size

B

Surface

Interior

2.95 g/cm^
2.74 g/cm^
2.42 g/cm^

0.033 |xm
0.35 fjim

OS

wall as an indication of impermeability. Table III was formulated in the
field; the porosity was crudely measured on 10 to 13 sherds of each vari
ant as the percent weight gain by open pores after boiling for one hour
and allowing the sherds to sit in water overnight. Some of the B values
are particularly high, when one multiplies by a factor of 2.5-2.7, average
values for the densities of earthenware, to obtain an estimate of the ap
parent porosity. This may be due in the two cases in Fig. 33 to the pres
ence of microcracks in the body or possibly to weathering.

In the M.I.T. Ceramics and Glass Lab the samples of mid-fifth centu
ry A and B amphoras were submitted to porosity measurements using a
mercury porosimeter, the results of which are shown in Table IV, again
corroborating the finer pore sizes observed in the type A amphoras, and
here shown to be smaller on the average by a factor of 20 than in the type
B amphora sample. Although one might presume that in a smaller capilla
ry there is a greater pressure for capillary rise, and thus water or oil
should wet through the wall of the gray core faster than the red surface
layer or type B walls, there are fewer and smaller pores and many are
closed, particularly where fine-scale bloating has occurred. Some bloat
ing of the interior gray core is shown by a density lower than that in the
outer red layers.

Thus, there are significant differences in the properties of these visu
ally and technologically distinct amphoras. This is probably why Cor
inth developed more than one amphora type for storage and export.
Properties such as permeability, strength, density, hardness, and porosi
ty characterize these types.

Reconstruction of Tectinology from Investigation of Microstructure

Locally available unfired clay was compared with the fired clays
from type A, both the gray core and red outer layer, and with type B.
Figure 34 shows two magnifications of the unfired, lignite quarry clay as it
was found, one taken with a scanning electron microscope at x 1000 and
another at x 10,000. The microstructure is quite homogeneous and con
sists of agglomerated clumps of fine platey particles ranging in size from
0.5 to 5 |xm. There are no large calcite or dolomite inclusions, but the calci
um oxide appears to be extremely finely divided and well integrated into
the clay structure, a factor which would promote glass formation on a lo
cal scale and which would explain why there is almost no spalling of the
Corinthian fired clay bodies even though a temperature greater than the
decomposition point of calcite (that is, greater than 800°C) was found in
the refiring tests. The estimates of original firing temperature for the an
cient ware, given at the bottom of Table V, were made using scanning
electron microscopy to detect changes in the body microstructure on
refiring mincrements of 100°C. These estimates are within 50° of the firing

temperatures for the Corinthian type A and
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Fig. 34. Scanning electron microscopy micrographs taken at x 1000 (left)
and X10 000 (right) showing the platey microstructure of raw clay from the
lignite quarry which was shown to be a calcareous illite by differential
thermal analysis, having a particle size of 0.1 to 5 jim and agglomerates
20-50 |xm in size. This clay was used to make replicas.

Table V. Compositions of Mid-Fifth-Century Corinthian Amphora
Types A and B, Lignite Quarry Clay, and Slip by Energy Dispersive
Microprobe Analysis

Type A (No. 1983-1-1) Type B Lignite Iron Red

Surface Red Gray Body Quarry Slip on
(1983-1-2) Clay 4thC A

SiOz 50.05 49.41 48.15 44.96 51.36 48.34

TiOz 0.76 0.67 0.63 0.62 0.55 0.77

ALO3 21.69 25.71 26.33 14.55 18.65 23.98
Cab 8.90 9.96 8.64 25.34 11.52 6.40

MgO 3.14 2.94 3.05 2.75 4.47 3.28

FeO 6.74 6.94 7.72 5.04 6.45 10.72

K2O 5.37 3.33 3.55 1.51 1.45 3.43

NazO 0.98 0.74 0.78 1.14 1.37 0.92

C1 0.10 0.13 0.15 0.07 0.17 0.07

SO3 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.08 1.20 0.39

Total 97.80 98.96 97.95 96.08 97.20 98.28

AI2O3 0.42 0.52 0.55 0.32 0.36 0.50

Si02
No. of 6 8 8 8 6 6

Analyses
Firing 1000°C 950° 1000° 900° (1050°) 1000°

temp, estimates

Standards included quartz, anorthite, microcline, fayalite, anatase,
hornblende, and other geological standards of known composition and
proven reliability used by Hoffman Labs Microprobe Facility.
Hornblende and an M.I.T. glass standard were analyzed before and
after the run to check possible instrument drift.

^Otia

Fig. 35. Scanning electron microscopy micrographs taken at x 1000 (left)
and X10 000 (right) of fracture surfaces showing the vitreous microstruc
ture of a Corinthian A gray core (same sample as shown in Fig. 4).

B bodies were quite similar. The raw and fired clays both effervesce in
dilute hydrochloric acid and, in fact, no clay deposits were found near
Corinth which did not have a strong reaction to dilute HCl. The highly
calcareous nature of the clays near Corinth caused M. Farnsworth'' to re
ject them as possible sources, but it is the state in which the calcium is
present in the clay that is important to its firing behavior. Differential
thermal analysis shows the clay type to be illite, and X-ray diffraction re
veals the presence of calcite and quartz.

In the fired clay microstructures taken at the same magnifications as
the unfired clay, the glass formation is most extensive in the gray inner
core of the type A amphoras (Fig. 35). The pores are larger and there is
much less interconnection between neighboring clay platelets in the red
surface layer of type A amphoras (Fig. 36); in type B amphoras there is
more porosity and the pores are larger than in type A (Fig. 37). The type
B amphoras most nearly resemble the unfired clay and have the least
amount of glass formation, which corroborates what the chemical com
position reveals, namely a lower potassium content, less fluxing action,
and less glass, given a similar firing temperature.

aSi v^in microscopy micrographs taken at x1000 (left)
lavt 0arnrint?^ A ^®"se surface_ayeLCT a Corinthian A red outer laver (same samr' -



Fig. 37. Scanning electron microscopy micrographs taken at x 1000 (left)
and X10 000 (right) of the porous fracture surface from the bulk of a type B
amphora (same sample shown in Fig. 4).

The sequence of firing which formed the microstructure found in the
type A amphoras consists of reduction to form iron in the reduced state
(which is gray) followed by oxidation (which yields oxidized red iron
oxide), as is well documented in the ceramic and archeological litera
ture.'̂ "'̂ If the ware is oxidized in the later stages of firing, and if the
reduced iron is not held in reduction in a glassy matrix, the ware will turn
red. In the type A amphoras, the early part of the firing in reduction was
carried out with a rapid rise in temperature to ensure the formation of an
impermeable inner core in the wall of the amphora. Reduced iron oxide
would have acted as a flux to help in the formation of a glassy bond, as
would the presence of finely divided calcia and potash, which had been
distributed at contact points of the clay particles during drying of the last
residual water from the body. Then the firing slowed and light oxidation
was used to increase the temperature of the kiln, to redden the exterior of
the body, and to continue the reactions causing formation of glass on the
interior of the body.

There are examples of overfired, bloated and warped, predominant
ly gray amphoras. One such complete amphora was evidently used in
spite of warping because it was excavated at the bottom of a well in
Nemea. This amphora was certainly impermeable and would have been
well suited for transport. Often Corinthian tiles are overfired, gray with a
yellowish surface, and bloated, but they are also impermeable to water, a
desirable property for a roof. Thus, there is direct evidence that imper
meable objects were made and used which by our modern standards
would be considered overfired, and that these products were made by
reduction firing coupled with high-temperature oxidation firing.

The variation in composition of the fired clay bodies for the type A
and B amphoras as well as for the iron-rich red slip on a fourth-century
type A amphora was determined using electron beam microprobe analy
sis in energy dispersive mode (Table V). The orange surface, red layer
near the surface, and the gray interior core were studied, as well as a
sample ofclay from a lignite quarry near Pentascoufi village, several kilo-
ineters southwest of the Corinth excavations, which was used in the rep-
lication studies and which had been fired to 1050°C. Each sample was
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analyzed six to eight times. The average of these analyses is reported for
each sample. As a result of porosity in the body, the totals are lower than
100%. Because it was necessary to sample a large area free of inclusions to
obtain a representative clay composition, measurements were made of
areas 40-150 |xm long and viewed simultaneously with backscattered scan
ning electron microscopy to be sure areas were free of large inclusions
which would alter the results. The values for AI2O3 and Si02 are accu
rate to ±5% of the mean, whereas the values in the 5 to 10% range are
good to 10% of the mean, and the values near 1% can vary ±20%; with
wavelength dispersive microprobe these values would have been less
but the totals would have been lower because of the difficulty in ob
taining an optically flat sample free of porosity in such a soft material. The
iron oxide is reported as FeO, even though a mixed oxidation state is
present in the material, because the microprobe technique cannot distin
guish oxidation states.

Thus, the significant differences between types A and B are the
CaO, FeO, and K^O variations, and the Al203:Si02 ratio. The type B
body contains considerably more calcium oxide and less iron and potas
sium oxide. However, the ratio of alumina to silica is not the same, indi
cating a dissimilarity of basic clay substance or difference in the amount
of quartz temper. The lignite quarry clay used in replications has an
alumina:silica ratio similar to that of type B, and is a reasonable facsimile
to the type B amphora clay. However, the high sulfate content might
cause difficulty in firing because of its tendency to become entrained in
the body and to cause bloating. In addition, the potassium content is low
in the type B body and lignite clay, and is such that formation of a glassy
phase in the body would not be promoted at the lower firing temperature
and oxidizing atmosphere. That potash was added to the type A body is
reinforced by the occurrence of a K20-rich effloresced layer at the sur
face, indicating that the K2O is present as a partly soluble salt and not
solely within the clay substance. The presence of this so-called self-slip is
shown by the light orange surface coloration, which has been investi
gated by Matson. '̂' M. Tite has suggested that the type B clay might
have been levigated as in slips for Attic wares'̂ to produce the type A
body, in which case quartz and calcite inclusions would have settled
out, decreasing the amounts of SiOi and CaO, and increasing those ox
ides related to clay substance, presumably AI2O3, TiOi, K2O, and FeO.
If we ratio the concentrations in the type B body to those of the type A,
the results would be expected to be similar, but they are not; % Al-,03 in
type B/% AI2O3 in type A = 0.57; for Ti02, 0.93; FeO, 0.73; K2O, 0.45;
Na20, 1.54; MgO, 0.84. MgO could be present as dolomite lime (and thus
decrease) or in the clay (and thus increase) but there is no substantial
change. Thus, we find it likely that at least two different clay sources
were used, and that one was not derived by levigation from the other.
Two other concerns reinforce this conclusion. One, a great deal of clay
would have had to be levigated. Second, there is no cut-off in the size of
quartz particles, as would be expected if levigation had been carried out.
If we contend that at least two different clays might have been used, we
find that it was not necessary to blend clays, as the lignite clay was used
successfully in replication studies without blending; that is, there is no
substantive disadvantage which must be overcome by blending. The
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shrinkage, working characteristics, distribution of particle sizes, and fir
ing behavior do not need improvement.

Two clay types, both calcium-containing illites, are found in type A
and B amphoras, and the firing temperatures are in the same general
range for both types, those of type A being consistently above those of
type B. Type B is a lignite bed clay which is very high in finely divided
calcium oxide. When fired, a porous, low-density, permeable ware re
sults without spalling. Type A is an illitic clay with lower calcium which
contains high potassium because of a potash addition and, when fired,
results in a high-density body with lower porosity and permeability. Dif
ferences in the details of the firing cycle and the addition of potassia-
containing salts, probably potash, to the type A clay body are responsi
ble for the finer pore size found in the microstructure. Thus, there was an
intentional effort using both composition and firing progression and at
mosphere to control the finer pore size found in the type A amphoras. It
is interesting to note that the same firing progression and chemical com
positions used for later Athenian painted fine wares, black-on-red and
red-on-black, were prefigured in the technology used to manufacture Co
rinthian amphoras.

Conclusions

The Ceramic Complex

The ceramic complex is the whole of those activities, traits, values,
and objects related to the making of pottery and other clay artifacts,
including (1) the conventions of vessel shape and function, design ele
ments, and surface treatment and manufacturing methods; (2) the materi
al repertoire, including clay type and properties, temper, decorative mate
rials, and the conventions of their preparation and application; (3) the
level of chemical technology; and (4) the firing technology, as well as (5)
the conventions which govern quality, use, reuse, and value. From a
technological point of view, this ceramic complex includes clay prepara
tion, forming and decorating technologies, and chemical and firing tech
nologies. To determine the nature of this ceramic complex at any one time
and place and to detail the pattern of change requires developing a tech
nological typology with proper reference standards. We have done this
for pottery production methods of Corinthian amphoras by replicating
the macrostructural surface and cross-sectional textures as well as whole
vessels, and for microstructural features by using local clays as references
and by firing them, as well as by refiring amphora sherds which display
a range of composition, firing, and atmosphere control.

We have shown that the three types of Corinthian amphoras can be
distinguished using technological as well as stylistic criteria. To under
stand the technology of pottery manufacture, three sets of criteria can be
examined: (1) those aspects of substance and appearance which are con
trolled by the use of clay as a material, (2) those aspects which the potter
chooses or employs as methods or techniques in the manufacture, and (3)
those aspects which are designed into the pottery by either potter or
user, or both, so that the pottery, by its shape, weight, strength, and ca
pacity, best serves a particular function. All of these criteria can be trans
lated into physical characteristics which can be observed in the pottery
as structure, texture, and color, and which can be related to physical and
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chemical gradients in the material as well as to their function. The calca
reous-, illitic clays of Corinth have particularly long working characteris
tics over a range of water content which influenced manufacture. The
same Corinthian amphoras could not have been made with a short-
working, refractory Chinese kaolin or china clay, nor with a well-fluxed
Near Eastern montmorillonite with a high drying shrinkage. Each pot
tery tradition represents a unique solution to these concerns within its
own historical, technological, and social context.

A Production History of Corinthian Amphoras

Corinthian amphoras provide an ideal case study for many reasons;
they are numerous, have well-established excavation contexts, and have
been grouped stylistically into three morphological types. They are large
and require skill to make; they display complex manufacturing methods.
Their general utilitarian nature is understood; it required that structural
design be thoughtfully considered to optimize their handling. Their
use to transport bulk commodities prescribed that the vessels must be
as strong as possible to prevent breakage and yet as light as possible for
ease of transport and to maximize the amount which could be shipped.
These vessels were designed to be handled conveniently; they had to
be sealed, stored, transported, emptied, and refilled. The mechanics of
such operations as lifting, rolling, and tipping were taken into considera
tion in studying their design and manufacturing technology.

We have a clear description of the manufacturing processes for Corin
thian amphoras and a pattern of their change with time, i.e., a production
history for this particular vessel type at Corinth. Analysis of this ceramic
complex has offered a means other than stylistic analysis of distinguish
ing types of amphoras. This study derives its methodology from the ma
terials science paradigm in which structure, properties, and processing
are investigated as interrelated elements necessary to the understanding
of ceramics. We have established a technological typology and found
that it covaries with the established stylistic typology. Further, an un
derstanding of the ceramic technology allows us to reconstruct the way in
which potters designed the properties of their wares, evaluating the con
straints of raw materials, the methods possible for altering or enhancing
them, and the requirements of the market for finished containers.

This study suggests that design constraints resulted from functional
considerations. For example, in the type A amphoras we have a truly
outstanding product: an impermeable, small-necked shipping container
about the size one person (or sometimes two) could handle by rolling or
lifting. To achieve impermeability, potash was added to flux the calcare
ous, illitic clay and the ware was fired rapidly in reduction to promote for
mation of a glassy phase, or interior barrier layer. The formation of a
glassy phase meant that warping and bloating were common, and the so
lution to producing amphoras with a low rejection rate was to add suffi
cient temper, up to 20 vol% in a composition similar to that of the clay
body, so that a composite body was formed which resisted deforma
tion, cracking, and thermal shock during firing. The benefit to be gained
by impermeability outweighed the disadvantage of being unable to
throw on a potter's wheel abody averaging 10-20 vol% of sharp, angular
inclusions and for a time a slower means of forming by hand building was
found acceptable.



We have isolated the details of a conservative technological tradition
with two ways of producing transport and storage vessels for two quite
distinctive purposes in types A and B. The technology and design were
specifically altered in incremental steps to produce particular properties,
which shows that Corinthian amphora potters responded to the needs
of the marketplace. In the production of type A', we find a modification
of type A to the more rapid manufacturing processes of type B, with reten
tion of some of the properties of the type A amphoras. Thus, we have
documented a complex, sophisticated technological tradition as well as
some of the technological changes in this particular ware, and we have
shown that the stylistic criteria used to classify these vessels are based
on real technological variations.

Evidence of Workshop Production

In studying Corinthian amphoras, we have found evidence for a
workshop level of craft production which goes beyond the criteria usual
ly cited to establish such organization, which include uniformity of ware,
a sophisticated or complex level of technology, the presence of potters'
marks, or the excavation of a workshop complex. Here we find a pattern
of production which gives circumstantial evidence for a workshop model
of manufacture. The ware is not particularly uniform, as shown by meas
urements of dimensions and capacity. However, there are recurring se
quences and methods used in manufacture, a high level of control in
managing composition, forming and firing variables which imply a so
phisticated understanding of ceramic technology, and evidence that the
design was made and refined for functional reasons (improved handling,
shipping, carrying, and reuse). Further evidence of workshops is the pat
tern of diversity of shape, decoration, and manufacture within the tradi
tion. We have supported the contention that multiple jars were made at
one time. There is evidence of each process of working the clay at differ
ent stages of dryness with a sufficient regard for surface finish that the
Jars are pleasing and utilitarian without being perfectly symmetrical, with
out having walls of even thickness, or without the excessive attention to
surface detail required of a fine ware. No self-conscious attempts to cover
up production marks were found, and there is ample evidence that a vari
ety of corrective measures were taken when drying proceeded too far. We
suggest that potters were working at the limit of their ability to produce,
and that we find what David Pye" calls a craftsmanship of risk. Corin
thian amphora potters had a degree of familiarity with the materials and
their properties and were able to optimize each operation without spend
ing excess labor on joins or surface finish, levigation and blending of
clays, or firing. Within the general uniformity of manufacturing technolo
gy which spans several centuries, there is technological innovation which
is pronounced during some periods, and a continuous tradition of experi
mentation with minor details of the jars, having roots in such areas as
problems in manufacture, individual preference, and functional design.
We conclude that there was a conservative tradition, but one which was
open to modification and change.

The pottery of a seasonal specialist who produces a few pieces for
home consumption or local sale would not display the same pattern of
controlled variation. In such a case, there is greater diversity within the
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functional type, and a lesser degree of control over the technology. The
level of complexity of the technology is lower, and the pottery lacks im
mediacy or excellence of execution. Certain aspects of the crafting process
are overworked, and certain aspects of the ceramic technology are not op
timized in a very conservative tradition in which there is an unwillingness
to experiment, as has been shown, for instance, in Neolithic software pro
duction in the Iranian highlands.^" The only ethnographic example of
which we are aware where storage pottery comparable to Corinthian am
phoras is produced and which has been studied for sixty years comes
from the Sudan.The production methods, observed in 1922, 1939,
and 1978, include the inversion of vessels to form thin-walled bases. The
Sudanese practice lacks the type of variation inferred for Corinthian am
phora manufacture. Although the technology is conservative, it lacks the
fine-scale experimentation of Corinthian amphoras, and the production
requires less risk as well as less technological sophistication.

Possible Explanations for the Change In Propedies

The Corinthian potters made deliberate choices about materials,
shape, and construction in order to produce particular properties to meet
the practical needs of handling and storage. In the type A amphoras, a
stable technology was maintained during the seventh and first half of the
sixth centuries, when Corinth was a major trading center. Surprisingly,
within the following fifty years, the amphoras then became more permea
ble and manufacture changed to incorporate wheel methods. First, a sec
ond type was introduced, the wheel-made, permeable type B, and soon
after the A' variant was produced, indicating a change in clay body from
that of type A to that of type B. This change was followed by throwing of
the neck on A and A' in the fourth century and later by the incorporation
of other wheel methods, illustrating the gradual and incremental way in
which technological change took place.

We still cannot say why Corinth diversified its production of ampho
ras in the fourth quarter of the sixth century when type B jars began to
be manufactured and exported. Impermeability was still important, as
shown by the linings of pine resin found inside a number of type B jars
(Curt Beck, personal communication). Perhaps a new commodity was be
ing shipped, which needed a distinctive container to connote contents
different from those carried in type A jars. Perhaps these contents were
particularly appropriate for use with a resinous lining, as, for instance,
wine. In any case, the fast-wheel technology was adopted wholesale for
the new shape, perhaps because it allowed greater efficiency of produc
tion.

The need for impermeable type A amphoras remained, however,
since their manufacture continued alongside that of type B. In the fifth
century their numbers declined as type A' appeared, again for reasons
that are unclear. The use of a yellow clay for A' suggests influence from
type B biJt it was nearly a century before the fast wheel was introduced
for throwing parts ofA and A' jars. There are three notable points about
jars of type A'. First, they were more permeable than jars of type Abut so
far no trace of an organic lining has been found, which suggests a change
in contents, perhaps to a dry commodity such as nuts, dried fruit, or
grain. Second, they are found abroad in considerable numbers and.
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once they were introduced, type A jars remained primarily at home in
Corinth, as if A' took over the function of export container. (If A' vessels
shipped the same contents as type A jars had earlier, and impermeability
was essential, a lining as yet undetected may have been used.) Third,
type A' bodies are ovoid rather than spherical, which may have made
them easier to handle than the massive type A jars—although if this had
been the sole reason for the change, type A would not have continued in
production for two full centuries longer. Perhaps the different shape once
more distinguished different contents.

We find a remarkable combination of continuity of tradition and abil
ity to branch out in the Corinthian ceramics industry, even if the reasons
for the technological and stylistic changes cannot be precisely detailed.
Corinthian potters seem to have been responsive to changing needs of
the marketplace; they may also have been reacting to changes in the
sources of raw materials, or to alteration in economic and social organiza
tion. Our general conclusion is that, with a change in social and economic
organization, we find a change in technology but we cannot sufficiently
detail the nature of the change to determine the driving forces for it.
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